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liatthe'-t B. l'n1ite 

(The::;is) 

L::nrrcn.cc: Rac1iatic1 Laboratory 
Uni vc:rsi ty of C-clifornia 

Fcrkclcy, Cn.llfornia 

AK)'I'I\ACT 

The method. of' Atomic-bsam Ha<liofrcquency Spectroscopy has been 

d t 1 t i l l t _., ti r L 176m D .eo use o < e erm nc some nuc .car o.nr a o:w.J.C proper es o · u , ."'1 , 

B Sam d r132 II f'i J .._ d t 1 ~ ni r 1 an • .YJ?C::r-· ne r:c:rucvure measurements were mae o (0\;e::n ne 

the magnetir~: dipole interaction constants, a, and the electric ::]_1-'ttcl.ru:pole 

interaction constants, b, of all these isotopes. Also the nuclear spin, 
176m I, and the electronic gJ factor were measured for Lu • The following 

results vrere obtained 

2 n
3
; 2 Atomic State: 

2 
D5/ 2 Atondc State: 

I = 1 I == 1 

a = 97.195 .:t. .ooB mc/r~ec 
b "' -635.19 _:t. .01 me/sec 

gJ= -.79931.:!:. .00005 

a "' 77.6 .:!:_ ~-.8 me/sec 

b = -782.3 .:!:_ 9.6 me/sec 

sJ= -1.2001 .:!:. .ooo6 

* I == l 

lal== 323.9.:!:. .4 me/sec 

lbl = 227 . 62 .:!:. .10 me/ sec 

b/a < 0 

for BrSOm 
~-

I = 5 
a = 166.05.:!:. .02 me/sec 

b = -874.9.:!:. .2 me/sec 

I = ~ 
·)(-

15-2 
for I 

1a1 = 567.6.:!:. 2.6 me/sec 

lbl = 128.2 + 20.6 me/sec 

b/a > 0 

* The spins of the halogen isotopes were not determined during the experi

ments reported here but are included for completeness. 
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From the above hyperfine interaction constants the following 

values of the nuclear ru:.tgnetic dipole momcnts, J.lr' and electric qua,d

rupole moments, Q, were calculated. Both corrcct12c1 (for diall19.gn.etic 

shielding) and uncorrected valu~s of llr are given but, because of the 

large l.L.'1certainties associated with core polarization correction 

factors, or>~y uncorrected values of Q are presented. v 

176m 8o F'or Lu For Br 

llr ( uncorr. ) = 0. 3160 .±. • 0014 n. m. 

J.l1(corr.) ~ 0.3186 .±. .0014 n.m. 

Q = 2. ~-0 :!:. • 05 barns 

For r132 

IJ.l1 (uncorr.)l = 3.o6 + .02 n.m. 

IJ.lx(corr.) I = 3.08 .±. .02 n.m. 

I Q I = 0.075 .±. .015 barns 

Q/J.lr < o 

I J.l1 (uncorr. )I "' 0.1~905 + .0006 n.m. 

lllr(corr.)l = 0.5138 + .ooo6 n.m. 

I Q 1 = 0 .182 .±. . • 008 barns 

Q/J.lx > o 

80m For Br 

J.l1(uncorr.) = 1.2573 + .0006 n.m. 

J.l1(corr.) = 1.3170 .±. .ooo6 n.m. 
Q = O. 70 .±. .03 barns 

< 
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INTRODUCTION 

The experiments reported in this paper were undertaken as part 
of a. general program, being carried on at the Lawrence Radiation Lnbora• 

tory, to measure the atomic and nuclear properties of as many rare-earth 

and halogen isotopes as is possible using the atomic-beam magnetic 

resonance method. 

The rare-earth region of the Periodic Table is especially 
interesting both with regard to electronic and nuclear structure. The 

electronic structure of the elements in this region is characterized by 

filling of the 4f electron shell and configurations of the types 6 s25d 4~ 
or 6s24~+l (with n = 1 .. 14) are expected to occur. For ma.ny rare-

earth elements, little or no work has been done, by methods other than 

atomic-beam spectroscopy, to determine the exact nature of these configura• 

tiona. Measurements of electronic gJ factors and hyperfine structure 

separations by this method, however, have yielded much valuable information. 

Furthermore the J values associated with low lying atomic energy levels 

can also often be determined using this method and sometimes even the 

relative populations of these levels can be inferred. Thus detailed 

information concerning fine strncture ordering and spacing has been 

obtained in some cases. 

The nuclear structures of the rare-earths are of particular 

interest because of the large electric quadrupole moments exhibited by 

some of these nuclides. These large moments indicate that collective 

aspects of the nuclear system are impottant and hence nuclear moment and 

spin data obtained for elements in this region constitute a good test 

for the Collective Model of the nucleus. In particular its ability to 
predict the spin and nuclear moments of Lu176m is a very stringent test 

since this nuclide is a metastable isomeric state of a highly deformed 

odd-odd nucleus. 

The halogen isotopes, on the other band, have very simple 

electronic structures (single hole outside closed shells) and thus their 

electronic properties should be accurately describable by existing 

atomic theory~ The degree to 'Which this is true acts as a test of the 

theory and so measurements of these properties lead to a better general 

understanding of atomic systems. 

From the standpoint of nuclear physics the halogen isotopes lie 
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in an atomic mass region Where collective aspects of the nuclear system 

would not be expected to dominate. Hence the Shell Model of the nucleus 
. 80 80m 

wO\ild seem applicable. Nuclear data for Br. and Br are particularly 

well suited for a. test of this model's ability to account for the 

existence of nuclear isomerism in odd-odd nuclei as well as for the 

pe.riti~s of such nuclei. Furthermore there is some evidence of collective 

nuclear effects in the Br isotopes so that interesting questions regarding 

the ·relative applicability of the two above mentioned nuclear models can 

be answered by studying these data.. 

This paper concerns itself primarily with the nuclear aspects 

of atomic-beam measurements. That is, the main experimental objective is 

considered to be the obtaining of nuclear spin and moment values with 

sufficient accuracy to allow the predictions of existing nuclear models 

to be tested. The atomic data necessary for carrying out the experiments 

reported are known quite accurately and no attempt was made (except 

incidentally in the case of Lu) to imprO¥e these data. 

The paper is divided into two main parts. The first part is 

made up of Section I - III and concerns the theory necessary for carrying 

out the experiments and analyzing the results. Section I presents a 

systematic (though necessarily brief) development of those aspects of 

the theory of hyperfine structure th~t are needed. Section II is concerned 

with the general theor~tical basis of the atomic-beam method, while Section 

III contains a description of the nuclear models mentioned above and 

equations, based on these models, are given for the calculation of 

nuclear moments. 

The second main part of the paper, which comprises Sections IV· 

VII, concerns the actual experimental measurements. Section rl discusses 

the atomic-beam apparatus used, while Sections V, VI, and VI! discuss, in 

more or less detail, the experimental techniques and r~sults tor the 
176m 80 80m 132 · Lu , Br ' , and I experiments, respectively. Each of these 

latter Sections also include discussions of the methods used to calculate 

the nuclear moments from the hyperfine structure data as well as an 

analysis of the results on the basis of nuclear models. 

Notation: 

In the writing of a paper whicn encompasses an appreciable 

range of subject matter, one is usually faced with the problem of 

adopting a clear, consistent notation. In the cases of atomic and 
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nuclear physics, however, much of the notation has become quite well 

standardized so that little confusion should result aa long as this 

standard notation is adhered to. TI1erefore, in ~1at follows, definitions 

of quantities occurring in various equations have been made, in text, 

only when it wa.s felt that the notation used to specify them is not 

sui'ficiently standard to make their definitions obvious. The V<alues 

of all physical constants used below vere taken from Rr=ference 60 and the 

notation used there has, for the most pc."\rt, been adopted for use in 

this paper. 
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I. THEORY OF HYPERFL:ili STRUCTURE 

A. A Restune of the Theory of Atomic Spectra 

The theory of atomic spectra, as it is usually developed, starts 

by hypothesizing that the following Hamiltonian is approximately valid. 

for, an atom in field free space 

74 "" i: . pi - re + L: !:__ + ~(r.) r 0-: +1-1. z[-+2 z2 2 J 
1=1 2m 1 j> 1 r ij '!· 1 1 hfs (1) 

where the summation extends over all electrons in the atomc Since the 

Schrodinger's Equation resulting from this Hamiltonian is in general 

inseparable and too complicated to be solved directlyp the normally adopted 

procedure is to write Eq. (1) as a part 1 }{ 
0

, Which leads to a. Schrodinger•s 

Equation that can be solved directly plus a series of terms vnich can be 

treated as perturbations. The effects of these perturbations are then 

considered in order of decreasing importance by first order perturbation 

theory. Therefore we have 

where 

}{ = 
0 

t:: r~2 + U(r1)] i 2m 

t:: c~i 
2 Ze2 

.. U(r1 ) J e (2) ---1 rij ri 
'Ht= 

-+ -+ 
t:: ~ {r i) R i · si 
1 

)-1.. fs = 

Here U(ri) is a spherically symmetric approximation to the actual potential 
th produced at the position of the i electron by the nucleus and the other 

Z·l electrons. 

once a value of U(ri) has been decided upon the Schrodinger•s 

Equation /i
0 

v = E v can be solved by separation of variables and 

solutions obtained in the form of products of individual electron wave ~ 

functions. These highly degenerate product wave functions, after antisymmet

ri za.tion to assure conformance with tre P~:t.uli Principle 1 serve as a zero 

order approximation for application of the perturbation theory. 

The "configure.tion" of e..n atomic electron system is specified 
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by giving the principle quantum numLcr, n, and orbital .angular momentum 
\ 

quantum number~ .R. , of all electrons in the system. The ground state 

(lowest lying) configuration is determined by filling, in order of 

increasing energy, all available single electron energy levels in a 

manner consistent w1 th the Pauli Principle. Vlhen the perturbation terms 

of Eq. (2) are considered, the usual procedure is to assume that the 

actually occurring ground state atomic w~ve fm1ction can b~ expressed as 

a linear combination of product wave functions aris:i.ng from the ground 

state configuration only. In some cases, due to the perturbation term 

~t' this procedure is not justified and product wave functions arising 

from higher configurations must be included. (This appears to be true, 

for example, in the case of 1u). In this case "configuration interaction" 

is said to be present and must be accounted for by the theory. 

Inclusion of the first (and usually most important) perturbation, 

/i.t' in the Hamiltonian leads to the so-called "terms" of optical spectros

copy. Since the operator corresponding to the square of the total electronic 

orbital angular momentum ~ ) ~ f ( 2 
and the corresponding operator 

?'l=l i } -::£ [ z -+ "1 2 involving the electronic spin angular momentum S = i~l si coramute 

with 7-f.. = 7-1.. 
0 

+ 7-{ t' this Hamiltonian has no matrix elements between 
different eigenfunctions of these operator$. Therefore the angtllar momentum 

q.n. 's 1 and S can be used to specify the different energy eigenvalues of 

this Hamiltonian and in general a different energy is associated with 

each value of 1 and S. This l~ads to a reduction in the degeneracy of 

the electron wave function corresponding to a given configuration and a 

(21 + 1)(2s + 1) folci degenerate energy "term" appears for eaer: Q.1stinct 

value of 1 and S. 

Adding now the 7-{ fs perturbat~on, we find that although this 

operator commutes vrith the total electronic angular momentum operator 
-+ 2 -+ :::\2 -+ 2 -+ 2 . . 
J = (1 + S) it does not commute i-Tith either 1 or S separately, so 

that strictly speaking eigenvalues of these operators can no longer be 

used to specify the eigenfunctions of 1t . However for most atoms 

7-f. t>> 7-1. fs so that 1 and S can be retained as "good q.n. 's" and the 

effect of ~ fs treated by first order perturbation theory. In this 

approximation each (21 + 1)(2S + l) fold degenerate term is split into 

21 + 1 or 2S + 1 (whichever is smaller) separate "fine structure levels." 

These levels, which are 2J + 1 fold degenerate, are characterized by 

different values of J and furthermore by distinct values of L and S if 

the inequality given above is well satisfied. L' pure L-S coupling_? 
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If this is not the case, J is still a. good q.n. but L and S ar(~ not, 
. ( . . 

since the effect of l{ fs must be treated by higher order perturl;ation 
• .. 0 

theory which leads to vra.ve functions that 

and S 2 eigenfunctions. He are then said 

coupling a.nd if this situ.."'.tion is carried 

are mixtures. of different I;' ,_ 
'. 

to have a departure fr·om L-S 

to the extre~e [ 7i_ fs >> ]»{ t) 

\ve are said to be dealing with J -J coupling. For all of tht::;'elements 

considered in this r~aper there seems to be 1:'-tt1e or no departure from 

pure L-S coupling. 

Finally lie need to introcluce the ?f hfs perturbation. Th:Ls term 

arises from' the magnetic and non-coulomb electrostatic interactions betvreen 

the nuclc,us and ~he atomic system. It has the effect of .splitting each 
'v 

2J + 1 fold degenerate fine structure level into either 2J + 1 or 2I + 1 

(whichever is sm'3.ller) "hyperf'ine structure" levels. Here I is the spin 

(angular momentum in units of ~) of the nucleus. ~1ese levels are 

characteri.zed by the q.n. F of the total e.ngular momentum operator 
-:t 2 (-~ _,)2 <1.J "'JJ 
E = I + J, e.nd. are 2F + 1 fold degenerate. If · 11 hfs << '' fs, as is 

usually the·ca.se, first order perturbation theory can be used to determine 

the degree of splitting and I and J as well as F can be considered as 

good q.n. 1s. If this is not the case second or higher order perturbation 

theory must be resorted to and in general J can no longer be considerecl as 

a good q.n. For all the elements considered in this paper the hyperfine 

level separation/fine structure separation << 1, Which is eq11ivalent to 

the above condi t:f.on, so that J (as well as L and S) can always be con

sidered as e. good q.n. A diagram is given in Fig. 1 which illustrates 

the various energy splittings discussed above. 

Since atomic-bean1 radio frequency spectroscopy concerns 

trans:f.tions among h. f. s. levels, }{ hfs is the perturbation term of 

Eq. (2) ;.Ti th vlhich we will be most concerned in this paper. Therefore 

further discussion will be limited, almost exclusively, to it. 

}2:_ Ato:rnJ.c. H:r,pe:J?fi_ne ___ Structure _:tn Fi~J!!_~pace 

In order to determine the explid t form of '!l hfs we must con

sider classically the general electrostatic (magnetic) interaction betveen 

an electronic charge (current) distribution charactE::::rized by the charge _, 
density p (current density j ) and a nuclear charge (current) distribution e e _, 
characterized by the charge density pn (current density jn). In treating 

these intera.ctions we will assume that the nuclear and electronic charge 
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LS 
~-- •-( 2 S+I)(2Lt I)-fold degenerate 

MU-21487 

Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating degeneracies in atomic 

energy levels. 
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(current) distributions do not overlap and that consequently the lllafjnitude 

o:f the ve~tor J:n, which denotes the position of some point within the 

nuclear volume (with respect to the center of the nucleus), :l.s always less 

tha.n the ma(Sni tude of the vector re, which desie;nates the posit:1.on of some fo• 

point within the electronic charge distribution (see Fig. 2). Ignoring 

possible overlap is equivalent in the final analysis, to neglecting <..! 

consideration of the hyperfine anomaly. This is justified, to a good 

degree of approximation, for atoms without unpaired s electrons e.ncl so 

wou~d not be expected. to matter, to the reported degrees of accuracy, for 

the measurements considered in this paper. Under this assumpti.on the general 

electrostatic interaction can be written1 

...... -+ 

d-r d-r e n 
(3) 

where r = 1 re .. r 1 is the distance between a volume element ch within n n 
the nucleus and a volume element d-r within the electron charge distribution e . 
(see Fig. 2). For the general magnetic interaction we have1 

?-1. mag. = --c 

.... 

-+ ...... 
J• • A. 
n · e d'! 

n 
(h) 

'Where Ae is the vector potential proc1uced at the nucleus by the electron 

current distribution. However, if we restrict ourselves to a nonrelativistic 

treatment and. note that we are dealing with stationary nuclear and electronic 

current distributiono, Eq. (Lr) can be ·Hritten1 

r r ( •• ;:: • ~ )(-;1 • -+m ) 
7i mag. :: ' ~.r v n_,_._ ... n __ r v e e d-re d-rn (5) 

where by definition 

Eq. (5) is identical 

Pn 

pe 

r-n 

.., ...... ~ 

Je "" c V'e x rn e 

to Eq. (3) if the 

... ·nt -t- 'Vn n 

-+ nt -+- Ve e 

(6) 

follm-Ting substitutions are m1.de 

(7) 

It should be noted in passine that p and pe ar~ scaler function of their 
n 
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--...... / -;yd·re \ 
I \ 
l __..,. I 

z / _..,... 

--

Nucleus 

MU-24754 

Fig. 2. 
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-+ .... 
respective co-ordinates, that is p(·r) a +p(r). On the other hand, (-;J· iil) 
h a pseudoscaler since-{-~( .. ;) •;; (-:r)j = + V(;) • it(;).(See Eq. (6).) 

The similarity of Eqs. (5) and (3) enable us to apply expressions, derived 

for the case of electrostatic interactions, directly to the case of nnagnetic 

interactions by making the substitutions indicated in Eq. (7). 
Returning then to Eq. (3) we expand this expression in terms of 

spherical Legendre polynomials in the usual wa.y to obtain 

where een is the angle between re and rn as indicated in Fig. 2. Expanding 

Pk(cos een> using the Spherical Harmonic Addition Theorem, this equation 

can be expressed in the following form 

1-1. = E ~ (-l)q Q(k)F(k) =I: F . '\ "'E }( (k) (8) 
elect k q=-k q -q k k k elect 

'Where 

(9) 

Hence we now have the general electrostatic interaction energy expressed 

as the sum of scaler products of the two (2k + 1 component) tensors Fk 

and~~ one of which involves the nuclear coordinates only while the 

other involves the electronic coordinates. Equation (8) is said to 

constitute a "multipole expansion" of the interaction energy and?{(kl) t e ec 
is called the electrostatic k-pol.e interaction energy. By making the substi· 

tutiona of Eq. (7) a similar multipole expansion of the magnetic interaction 

energy is obtained and/{ k is called the magnetic k-pole interaction mag 
energy. 

Although the sum over k in Eq. (8) for the classical case 1 

extends to infinity it will be shown below that only the first few terms 

need be considered in the quantum mechanical case. Furthermore the magni

tude of the terms in Eq. (8) decrease rapidly as k increases so that 

unless extremely accurate results are required, all ter.ms higher than 

k = 2 can be dropped (for exa.mple1 7-1. (3) / fi (l) = 10-5). Therefore, 
mag mag · 
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clue to the limited accuracy of the experim0nts reported in this 11apor, 

only multipole interaction terms up to k = 2 will be considered here. 

Furthermore if it is asswned that the charge and current densities of 

the nucleus are synnnetric •·rith respect to reflection through the origln 

(this is equivalent quantwn mechanically to assuming that the nuclear 

ground state vmve function possesses a definite parity) then, ::;ince pn 

is a scaler and ylt has the parity of k, for the electric case all 
(k) Cl ~ ~ 

Q for k odd will vanish. On the other ho.nd, since - \l • m
11 

io a Cl n 

pseudoscaler> for the magnetic co.sf: all Q(k) with k even will vanish. 
q 

Hence it 'dll only be necessary to consider the k = 1 (dipole) mnc;etic 

interaction energy and the lt. = 2 (quadrupole) electrostu.tic interaction 

energy. 

fufore proceeding to the quantum mechanical treatment it is 

instructive, at this point, to investigate the physical meanine;s of some 

tensor components that will be used. later. Looking 

of the spherical harmonics2 we get, using Eq.(9) 

p d-r n n F(o) - r p d-r 
- 1 e e 

0 cl 

'[ 
e 

r e 

up the explicit forms 

electric case 

cos 9n (V' !!" •;, )dTn • •l/2c j[ (;:'n X jn )dT n l :-r:I ] z 

1" e 

r) 

r '
e 

ch e = 1/c 

n 
magnetic case 

magnetic case 

'!n 
electric case 

r Pe 2 
= 1/2 j r; (3 cos ee-l)d-re electric case 

1" e 

Hence, classically, for the electric cases above 

Q~o) = 

F~O) = 

Q(2) ::: 
0 

total charge on the nucleus Z e 

coulomb potential at the nucleus due to the electrons 

1/2 times the classically C'cefincd electric quadrupole 

moment of the nucleus. 
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(2) 
F
0 

= -1/2 times thC; Z component of the, gradient of the Z component 

of the electric field produced at the nucleus by the elect:-.:on 

charee distribution, 

and for the mar;netic case 

Q~l) ::: minus the Z component of the class:J.cally C'efined nuclear 

cagneti~ ~oment. 

F~l) = Z compon2nt of the maenetic field produced at the nucleus by 

the electron current distribution. 

Since the electric monopole interaction energy corresponds~ according to 

the al>ove, to the usual ce.1tral coulomb interaction of. Eq. (1) it is 

not considered· as pa:~t of f-{ hi's • 

Derivation of the Hyperfine Structure ~ltoniun 

According to the discussion at the beginning of this sectionp the 

hyperfine structure energy splitting can be obtained, to first order, by 

taking the diagonal I!lB.t:i:'ix elE:roc:ats of/-(hfs = )-{ 1 + 7-l in a e ec mag 
representation specifierl by the q.m. 's L 1 S,.T,I, and F. These matrix 

elements consist of sums of matrix elements each· of vmic4 corresponds 

to a particular k-pole electric or ruc.gnet1c interaction. That is 

~ 

• Q_ I !JF > l ••• 
"'it e ec 

{10) 
The most eimple and straightforward WD.y to evaluate these me.tr:tx elements 

of tensor scaler products is by introQucing the idea of an irreducible 

spherical tensor OPerator. 

An irreducible tensor o~erator3 of rank k is defin~d as ~r opera

tor With 2k + 1 components, T(k) , which transform among themselves, upon 
1-1 

rotation of the coordinate syster..1 in the same way as the 2k + 1 degen,erate 

eigenfunction of a~ angul~r momentum operator characterized by the eigenvalue 

k(k+l)o From this definition the following important theorem can be proved3 

for the matrix element of T(k) 
1-1 

(11) 

/ 

"k ~re~ 3 j'lJl!l is a Wlgner vector coupling coefficient relating eigenfunctions 

of the form i jlilk!J.> to eigenfunctions of the form 1 jkj 'm' >. This coefficient 

vanishes unless j,k and j' satisfy the "triangular condition," that is 
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u.nlcs3 a closc:d tri<:1nclo can b~ forn::d ui tll siclc~s proportiona,l to J .• k r.md 

j 1 • 'I'hc a1;0\"C expression io k.no>rn as the 1-lit;ncr-Ecldmrt Theorel~i und L:; 

UiX;ful in explicitly c~·:hildtin.; the spatial (m and rn') d~pendenc~ of the 

ril':ltrix elements of' tensor operators. The double barred or "reduced" ma:trix 

elem;.::nt on the right is independent of 1-1, m and m 1 
• All the dependence on 

these q.n. 's ire· Jontained in the vligner coefficient. 
v k 

If T 1 is a tensor operator which involves the coordita1,es of 
""k 

some system no. l with characteristic angular momentum j 
1

, and 'l' 2 is a 

tensor operator which involves the coordinates of another independent 

system no. 2 with characteristic angular momentum J2 , then Eq. (11) and 

the above definition of T(k) can be used to derive the following expression 
1-1 

for the matrix elements of the scalar product of these tensors in a repre-

sentation characterized by angular momentum j = jl + J2 . (See Ref. 3.) 

- ~k) ~ (k) ' jl'+j2-j 
<j'm'j1 'j2 ' IT 1) • T(2) I j m J1J2> =&m'm &j'j (-1) W(j1 j 2 j 1 'j2 '; jk) 

1/2 (k) 
x { (2jl '+l)(2j2 '+1)} <jl 1 II T(l) II jl> 

' 

(12) 

Here W is a Racah Coefficient related to the coupling of three angular 

n~mentum vectors (see Ref. 3). From its definition the above Racah Co

efficient vanishes unless the following angular momentum triads satisfy 

the "trianc;ular condition;" (j1 j 2 j),{,j j
2

1 j
1
'),(j

2
J

2
'k), and (j

1
kJ

1
'). 

Finally, again using the dt~finition of •r (~) and Eq. (11), the 

following equation for the matrix elements of T~k~l) in the tj
1

j
2

j m> 

representation can be derived, 

<j'm'j 'j 'I T(k)(l) I j m j j > =- ajk 
1 2 ~ 1 2 j'~ s I <j i jl t j2 1 II T~~~ II j jl j2 > m ,m+!-1 . 

(13) 

where 

( ) j +k-J -j I 
<j'j 'j 'II T k (1)11 j j j,-,> :::6 I (-1) 2 1 [(2j'+l)(2j+l)] 

12 
1 2 1 c j2 j2 

vl(j jj' j' • j k) <j '11 T(k)(l) 1i j > {lld 
1 1 ' 2 1 1 

Using Eqs. (11) and (12) "Yi'e arc nmr ready to evaluate the lM .. t:cix 

clcrncntfl indic.ated in Eq. (10). First it is not·~d that since the Q(k)and 
1-1 
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F(k) tensor components of Eq. (9) are proportional to the spherical r~rmonics 
~ -(k) which themselves can serve as angular momentum eigenfunctions, the Q and 

F(k) tensors certainly qualify as irreducible tensor operators. Furthermore 

Q.(k) involves only coordinates of the nuclear system which has a chal'acteristic 
-~-.. angular momentum I While F~ involves only coordinates of the electronic system ~ 

which has a characteristic angular momentum J. Hence the condi tiona for 

application of Eq. (12) are satisfied. If we identify the electronic system 

with system no. 1 and the nuclear system with system no. 2 9 the diagonal 

matrix elements of the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole interaction 

energies are given by Eq. (12) to be 

fl(l) K (2J)!(2I)! < J\1 F(l) II J> <Ill~~~ D 
<IJFI mag I IJF > :::0 m mag -

[ (2J-l)! (2J+2)! (2I-l)! (2I+2)! J 112 

(15) 

2 6{ K(K+l)-4/3 I(I+l)J(J+l)} (2J) 1 (2I)! < J II F(2
1) til J> 

<IJFI }{ I IJF >= e ec 

where 

elect 2I(2I-1)2J(2J-l) ~(2I-2)!(2J+3)! (2!-2)! 

<IIIQ(2 ) \II> 
elect · 

(2I+3)!]1/2 

K = F(F + 1) - I(I + 1) - J(J + 1) . 

To obtain explicit expressions for the reduced matrix elements of Eq. (15) 
we use Eq. (11). Taking the simplest case of j' = j = m = m' and~= 0 
Eq. {11) gives 

where the Wigner Coefficient is now given by 

jk (2j)! 

ajjo = [ (2j-k)! (2j+k+l)! ] 1/ 2 (17) 

-k -k 
substitutint t1ese expressions into Eq. (15), first letting j = J, T c F 
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~· 1 c k 
antl thc:n j "'' I, :I'" :::: Q l'le get 

rna,[~ 

6{ K(K+l)-l+/3I(I+l)J(J+l)) ~2 ) 
= 2I(2I-l) 2J(2J-l) <II I -t0 

II > 

< JJ I F(2) I JJ > (13) 
0 

A general statement cem be w.ade about the series of Eq. (10) by 

examination of Eq. (12). Identifying J ivi th jl' j 1 ' and I vli th j 2 , j 2 ', the 

t:ciangular conditions given above for vi sho\'TS that the only non-vanishing 

terms of Eq. ( 10) are thone for Which 2I ::::. k and 2J ~ k. Hence, as implied 

above, the series terminates at k = 2I or 2J (whichever is mnaller). 

Finally, noting the (classical) physical interpretations siven 

above for the tensor components which appear in Eq. (18), 1ve have fol' the 

energy of the b.yperi'ine level specified by Ii' 

vl (IJF)= - r}I<J <II I (j11 ) III> <JJIH (O)IJJ> 
0 c z z 

+ 6[K(K+l)-4/3I(I+l)J(J+l)] < IIIQ 
1 
II>< JJ 1 ~Pv<g> l!rT> 

8I(2I·-l) 2J(2J -1) n 8Z 
e 

»2vfo\ 
1vhere (J..LI)z' H2 (0), Qn' and. ~ Z~- are now considered as quantum mechanical 

~~ 

operators. This expression can Be revr.citten in the more usual form 

3K(K+l)-4I(I+l)J(J+l) 

2I(2I-l) J(2J-l) 
where 

a = -< III(~I~III> <JJIH~(O)/JJ> 
IJ 

= 
-~I <JJIHz(O)IJJ > 

IJ 

(19) 

(20) 

JJ > 

he.s been 

£~ e b (~'_;:'. ) , 
. J ]_ 
l== -· 
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where 11. is the position vector of the 1th proton in the nucleus and the 

sum runsovcr all protons. Eqs. (20) can be considered as defining equations 

i .. or the magnetic dipole inte~action constant "a" and the nuclear maenetic 

dipole moment \'i.lr 11 ~ Similarly Eqs. (21) serve to define the electric 

quadrupole interaction constant "b" as well as the nuclear electric quad~ • 

rupole moment "Q". 2 . -+2-+2-+ 
Since I · J = F - I - J this operator is diagonal in the 

2 
iiJl~ >representation with eigenvalues given by K/2. Furthel~ore, accord-

ing to Eqs .• (12) and (8) and the discussion following Eq. (8), f{hfs has 

no non-zero off .. dia.gonal matrix elements in this representation. Hence as 

long as matrix elements are taken in the IIJ~ >representation and I and 

J'are considered to be good q.n. 1 s 1 ?ihfs (including only up to quadrupole 

interactions) can be written in the following form 
·--? -+ 0 -+ -+ 

-+ -+ 3(I • J)~+ 3/2 I • J ·I(I+l)J(J+l) 
?i = a I • J + b --- (22) hfs 2I(2I-l) J(2J-l) 

This IIa.miltonian is usually expressed in units of me/sec for 

. atomic-beam work. 

Since, using the atomic-beam method, the "a" and "b" interaction 

constants defined by Eqs. (20) and (21) are usually what is measured, it 

ie necessary, in order to extract the desired nuclear moment values, to 

evaluate the electronic matrix elements appearing in these equations. 

Although quite difficult. to do in general, this has been done by several 

authora4 for the special case where; a) There is a single, non-s, valance 

electron (hole) outside of closed Siherica.lly symmetric electron shells. 

b) The radial part of the electron vre.ve function is separable from the 

a.ngula.:t: part. c) The atom exhibits pur:? L-S coupling. 

If all three of these conditions are satisfied the following 

expressions are obtained for "a" e.nd "b" 

2 
2L{L+l) IJ.o IJ.I m .'% 

a = 
h X 106 M J(J+l) 

F(J,Z1) < r.., > (23) 
I 

e2Q 2J~l -
< r-3 

b = •h X 106 R(L,.T ,z1 ) > (24) 
2J+2 

n1e F(J,Z1) and R(L,J,z1) Which appear in these equations are 
4 relativistic correction factors which have been worked out by Casimer • 

l 
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They are 'f!otll near u11i ty and arise because of our restriction to a non

relativistic treatment. 

Solving the ratio of Eqs. (23) an~ (24) for Q we get 

2 
Q -4 m JJr J.lo· F/R _!.,_(L+l) b/a (25) = M !2 e J(2J-l) 

Although, if J.li is known, Q can be obtained directly in terms of measured 

quantities from this equation, llr cannot be obtained directly from Eq. (23) 

because of the < r-3 >term. There are, however, two ways in which the 

value of llr can be obtained from the measured value of "a". The first, 

and most accurate, way (since it does not depend on any specialized 

assumptions regarding electronic structure) is to use known nuclear data 

for another isotope of the element in question. If an expression like Eq. 

(20) is written for two isotopes of the same element x and y, the electronic 

matrix element of Eq. (20) cancels from the ratio of these expressions and 

we are left with 

hence 

a(x) __ JJr(x) I(y) 
afYT -f!Jy)I(x) 

J.l (x) = J.l (y) ~.L 
I I a(y) 

I(x) 

I(y) 
(26) 

So if the "a" and "1-lr" of one isotope are known the llr of the other can 

be determined from its "a" value. Eq. (26) is only valid under the 

assumption that the hyperfine anomaly between isotopes x and y can be 

ignored. 

The other l-.ray of using Eq. (23) to determine J..l.r is to use an 

expression for the fine structure separation, 6 , which also depends on 
-3 < r > to eliminate this term from E~i. (23). This expression for 6 , 

which is derived under essentially the same ass'lli.aptions as given above for 

the derivation of Eqs, (23) and (24), 1s4 

2 
8 :: ~0 

he 

Here H (L,Z1 ) is another relat~vistic correction factor given by Cas1mer. 

Solving this Eqw.tion for< r-) > e.nd substituting into Eq. (23) leads to 

the following result for Jir 
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J(J+l) (21+1) 

2L(L+l) 
Hjp' (in units of IJ.n) • 

(28) 

Trw accuracy attainable usinG this eqlmtion fs urmally limited by 

the uncertainty in the value of' z1 . This parmncter, 'mich correspond.s to ., 

the charge seen by the valance electron when it is inside the electron core, 

can be estinJated from optical spectroscopy data but is usually kno-vm to 

only about 4 or 5% accuracy. 

In addition to the relativistic correction factors already 

mentioned, the value of llr obtained from Eq. (28) must be further corrected 

:f'or "diamagnetic shielding" and the value of Q from Eq. (25) corrected for 

"core pola:dza.tion" effects. The Dianae;netic Shiel(ling Effect occurs 

because, upon application of an external magnetic field H, the circulating 

electrons of an atom classically change their orbital frequencies in such a 

way as to oppose (by Lenzv Law)_ the applied field. Hence a field. H(O)= - a H 

is superimposed:, at the position of the nucleus, on the applied field and 

therefore makes llr (through its interaction with. the total field) appear 

smaller than it actually is. The Core Polarization or Sternheimer Effect, 

on the other hand, arises because of the distortion of the, assumed 

spherically symmetric, closed electron shells by the nuclear ~ladrupole 

moment. In some cases this makes Q appear smaller than it really is 

(shielding) while in other cases the reverse is true (anti-shielding) • 

. The factor, K, by which the ~I of Eq. (28) must be multi~ied 

to account for diamagnetic shielding has been tabulated, for various atoms, 

by Kopfe11mann. 5 This correction amounts to from .003% for the lightest 

elements to about P/o for the heaviest and is kno~m to about 5%· The 

Ste:r·nheimer Correction Factor, C., usually ranges in value from about 1% to 

20% for atoms and is only very inaccurately knovm6• K and C, along with 

the necessary Relativistic Correction Factors, are given in Appendix B 

for all atoms considered in this paper. In presenting the final calculated 

IJ.I and Q values, both corrected anduncorrected ~I values are given but, 

due to the large uncertainties inC, only uncorrected Q's are given. 

Configuration Interaction: 

If an atom exhibits "configuration interaction," that is, if' the 

actual grounc1 state v:ra.ve function is not derived from a. single electron 

con:t'ic,uration, then Eq~ s. (~~3) and (2l~.). are iwralid.a.ted bec"'.u,cte 1 1 
'" J n genera_ 
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condi tionn a) and b) asnumcd in their derivation are violated.. 'llherefore 

Eq_s. (25) and (28) cannot be used to calculate Q and IJ.I respectively. 

Schwartz7, however, hae shown how the effect of confit;uration interaction 

can be taken into account for the special case 'Where a configuration of 

the type s s.'; ..e. is mixed with the s
2 i. ground state configuration of a single 

valance electron. 
1f we a.sstul)i.? L-S coupling, the -...."'.lve function for either the 

Jl'i = .£· + 1./2 or J" == ~ -1/2 component of the fine structure doublet can 

oe writte~ for atoms having the above type of configuration mixing as 

0 2 2 . 2 
1jrJ= a

0 
!s'"{S:::O) LJ > + a1 1s s'(S==l) LJ > + a 2 Jss'(S:::O) LJ >. 

(2,} 

This follows because '/{fa' 't-rhich is responsil)le for configuration inter

actions of this type, can only mix vm.ve £'unctions having the same s, L, and 
2( )2 2 J. In Eq. (29), I s S = 0 LJ > sienifies the usual LJ wave function if no 

- 2 
mixing of the ss 1 ~ configuration vere preoent, Iss' (S = 1) LJ > is the 

wave function resulting when the spins of the s and s' electrons combine 

to give S ~ 1 which then combines \dth the~electron spin to give S = 1/2, 
2 while 1 ss' (S ~ 0) LJ >is the wave function for the case where the s 

and s' electron spins first combine to give S = 0. 

UovT the magnetic field opere. tor H ( 0) can be 1rr1 tten 
z 

H (0) = HQ(O) + H8 (0) z z z 

'Where H~(O) operates on the coordinates of' the£ electron only and H:(o) 

operates on the coordinates of the sands' electrons only. Making this 

substitution and using 13 from Eq. (29), Eg_. (20) gives 

flT -~ 
a(J) =- IJ < JJI Hz(O) I JJ 

1-lr 
>- I.J ~J (30) 

The first te11ll on the right is just a
0
(J), the contribution to a(J) from 

the ~ electronaonly, while 1:\JJ is a su.'IU of mD.trix elements involving 

various terms of Eq. (24). All these matrix elements are of the form 

so the wave functions involved only differ in the way in which the spins . 
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oi' the ;:;_~ s ', n.ncl -~ electrons couple to give S ::: l/2. Putting j' = j == m' 

::: m = tT, jl = ~i 1 ' = l/2, j 2 :::; j 2 ' = L, and 'l'~l~)(l) == I-I: (o) in Eq_s. (13) 

and (14) them gives 

(2J)! 
G - Vl(l/2 Jl/2J; Ll)(2J+l)( -l)I.rl-l/2 -J 

.. JJ - [ (2J -1)! (2J+2)! ] 112 

(31) 
x sum of terms not involving J or L. 

Writing Eq. (30) for both the J' and J" fine structure states we get 

a(J') =a (J') + o (J') 
0 

a(J") =a (J") + f> (J 11
) 

. 0 

vn1ere from Eq. (31) 

5(J') 
t(.rfl} 

(32) 

(33) 

\ 
Furthermore, since a

0
(J) is due to the ~ electron only, Eqs. (23) 

and (28) are applicable if a
0

(J) is used instead of the total measured a(J). 

Hence Eq. {23) gives "', 

a (J') F' 
0 

J"(J" +1) 

J' (J' +1) 

1 
I 

(34) 

If the Ill'3.gnetic clipole interaction constants a.(J•). and a(J") 

are measured for both fine structure states of an atom exhibiting configuration 

mixing of the type considered, Eqs. (32), (33) and (34) af:f'ord a method of 

determining a
0 

and hence 1-l-I using Eq. (28). This follows since these four 

ind.ep<;mdent equations ca.n be solved for the four unknqwn a.
0
(J'); a

0
(J;1

), 

5(J'), and o(J"). For ex.a.mple, if a
0
(J')/a

0
(J") S sand a(J')/a(J."): r 

then solving these equations for o(J i) yields 

o(.T') = ~ a(J") l+s 

1.,rhich in conj\mction ¥lith Eq. (32) gives a0 (J·'). 

(35) 

No analysis, similar to the above, has been carried. out to correct 

the "b" value of Eq. (21+) for configuration mixing. Ho-vrever since (accord

ins to Eq. (21)) b depends on the gradient of the elect__ric field at the 

nucleus, raisine; one s electron to a higher s state 1vould not be expected 
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to influence this interaction constant nearly as much a.s "a". This is 

becnuse the cl1arge distribution o~ an s electron is spherically symmetric 
dE 

and co does not ir...flucnce z directly. On the other hand the un:pair-
--sz ing o~ o electron spinn can have a very Larce effect on the value of 

"a" • 

h Hy;perfine Structure 'Hi th an Applied Hacnetic Field 

Postponine; the consideration of hyperfine structure temporarily 

we consider first the effect that introducing a magnetic field has on 

the fine structure levels. Since each elect1~n in a given atom has a 

~;netic dipole moment associated 1n th both its orbital motion and spin 
-+ -+ * (of magnitudes -J.L

0 
Q and -2 !-l

0 
s respectively ) upon application of a 

magnetic field II in the z direction 't'fe must add to the Hamiltonian of 

Eq. {1) a term 

fs 1-l II 
ru = ....<L 1: [ ; (1) + 2 s (i) ] 
~ h i z z 

(expressed in me/sec) • 
m 

Or, in terms of the total gand r operators 

fs H 
7-t. = ~ 0 { L + 28 ] 

m h z z 
(36) 

~ 2 -+ 2 
Now· althol.lgh L and S commute 1dth S and L these operators -e z z 

do not commute with J Therefore, strictly speaking, J is no longer a 

good q.n. after Eq. (39) is o.dded to the Hrunil tonia.n. However> if we 

restrict ourselves to magnetic fields of sufficiently small magnitude that 
fs 

?{ m << ?ifs' J can be retained a.s a goo:i q.n. and first order perturbe.tion 

theory used. Assuming pure L-S coupling, so that L and. S as well as J can 

be used to designate eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian, the matrix 

Of ,...,ifs "'re8 elements diagonal in L, S, and J 11. o. 
m 

fs ll0 HmJ ( [.J(,J+l)+L(L+l)-8(8+1) 2 J(J"+l)+S(S+l)-L(L+l)l 
<SLJnt.rl /{m I SLJmj > = h o ~J' -- 2.J(.J+l) + 2J(J+l) .:1 

-m = -J..L • 
J elect 

-+ 
H (37) 

'Where 

* Actually the "g factor" nssocie.ted ·uith electron spin is not exactly 
1 equal to 2 but equals instead 

g " 2(1.0011~5 + 0.000012) 
6 -
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J(J+l )+L(L+l) -S( S+ 1) J(,J+ l )+S( S+l) -L(L+ 1) 
----------- -2 ---· 

2J(J+ 1) 2J(J+ 1) 

gJ~ is calied the electronic Lande g :factor. According to Eq. 

(37), upo:p. application of a weak magnetic field each degenerate fine 

structure level is split inti:>' 2J + 1 equally spaced leve:is, the s:pacing 

being proportional to gJ and the applied field (Linear ZeerJan Effect for 

f'ine structure levels). ""It is obvious from its derivation that Eq. (38) holds 

only for the special case of L-S coupling. In fact the degree to \.ffiich this 

equation is valid is usually taken as a. measure of the purity of L-S coupling 

in any given case • Furthermore Eqs. ( 37) and (38) hold only for "1-reak" 

fieldsJ ti1at is for fields such that 

<< 7-lfs (39) 

For the wo:rse case considered in this paper, this leads to the "weak" field 

criterion that H << 107 gauss. 

If Eq. (39) is satisfied (as is certainlJ· the case for the fields 

of H < 1000 gauss used during the course of the experiments reported in 

this paper) Eq. ·(37) shows that for matrix elements diagonal in L, S, and 
J t) 1 fs can be written, as . . 
'rtm 

?{fs 
m 

(40) 

Considering now the nucleus to be part of the total quantum 

meeha.nical system, we must include a term in the Hamiltonian 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

7-{ hfs J..! . H -~1-Lo. I 
. H g• 1-Lo H I 

t:: -
1 Iz (in units = = m h h h 

(l~l) 

of me/sec) 

to account for the interaction of the nuclear magnetic dipole moment Vlith 

the applied magnetic field. gi 1 is called the nuclear g factor, the prime 

denotes that it is defined with respect to 1-L instead of in the usual way, 
0 

with respect to J..!n• gi' is related to the usual s
1 

by the expression 

m 
g = -I M 

g1 t gives the nuclear magneticdipole moment operator in units of 1-Ln 
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and g1 I is eqtt..<J.l to the l-Lr defined by Eq. (20). Since 1-lr ~ IJ.n vhile 

electronic magnetic moments are"-' 1J. (see Eq. (37)), g'r/gJ, IJ. /JJ. = 1/1£336. o n o 
If we restrict ourselves, as is usual in atomic-beam m~\s;netic 

resonance experiments, to nngnetic fields such that 

'lJ fs .1J hfs then Eq. (39) is '\-Tell. satisfied and bothn. ~ndn are of the same order 

as (or less than) /~hfs of Eq. (22). Rene~, inclu~ing these interaction ener

gies as :part of the hyperfine structure Hamiltonian we have finally 
-+-+ ') -+-+ 

-+ -+ 3(1.J)~+ 3/2 I·J - I(I+l) J(J+l) 
/t hfs = a.I • J + b ---·-·· ---

21(21-l) J(2J-1) 

JJ. H ~ H o J - g' o I 
~ z I~ z 

(42) 

It should be noted that this Harrdltonio.n holds only for matrix 

elements taken in the ! IJ~ > representation as mentioned above, in 
:r 

connection with Eq. ( 22) . 
-+2 

Now the last two terms of Eq. ( !.12) do not commute w1 th the F 

operator so that they will not be diagonal in the IIJF'II]- > representation 

and F will no longer be a good q.n. Ho,~ver if we restrict ourselves to 
1-1 H K values of H such that gJ o << !:.!__ [ Linear Zeeman region for hfe levels .J 
h 2 

we can keep F as a good q.n. and use first order perturbation theory to get 
8 the energy splitting caused by H. Then 

F(F+l)+ J(J+l)-I(I+l) 

X [ gJ 2F(F+;) 
+ g I . F ( F+ 1) +I (I+ 1) -J ( J+ 1) ] 

I 2F(F+l) . 

where the definition of Q is obvious from Eq. (19). This expression is op 
usually written in the form 

where 

( ) rue 1-LH 
H IJ~ == 2 + bQ - gF ~ op h 

( l:j) 

F(F+l)+ J(J+l)-I(I+l) 
2F(F~l) + gi 

F(F+l) + I(I+l)-J{J+l) 
2F(F+l) ( ~-4 ) 
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Hence each degenerate hyperfine structure level ie split into 2F + 1 

equally spaced componants that are separated by . 

y (IJF) • gF ~oH 
h 

(in units of me/sec) (45) 

As the magnetic field is increased the hyperfine structure ''weak 

field'' criterion given above becomes lees and less well satisfied so that 

it is necessary to use perturbation theory of higher order than 1st to 

obtain the hyperfine energy splitting •. Finally, at some value of field, 

the necessary order of ~rturbs.tion theory becomes so high that the most 

practical "WaJY to determine the energy levels is to dia.gona.lize the 

Hamiltonian of Eq. (42) directly in the l IJ~ > representation (inte:nncdiate 

field region· for hyperfine structure). If the field is increased even 

further· a point is reached wnere the first and second terms of Eq. (42) ~re 

sma.ll compared to the -:third (Pa.schen-Ba.ck region for hyperfine structure) • 

Then I and J are the most important operators in this equation and ?{hf. , z . z s 
although far from diagonal in the I I~ > representation, is close to 

diagonal in the II~~JJ >representation. It ca.n be shown9 that in the 
. 1-LH .. z 

limit g T >>a mtnJ the eigenvalues or?thf's are given by . . 

. {3m2-r-J(J+l)} {3~ 2-I(I+l) j ll
0
H J..L

0
H 

W(Im_.T )• anun + b/4 ~ ·· - •g - m.,.•g'I h lll- • 
-.rmr .1. J J"(2J -1) I(2I .. l) J h tJ .L 

( !16) 

Equation (46) holds under the assumption that the condition of Eq. (39) is 

still not vioLated. 

Hence, considering the ~ole range of magnetic field, at low 

values of H the h.f'.s. energy levels specified by different values ofF 

are well separated in energy, each one being split up in 2F + 1 clooely 

spaced magnetic sublevels (see Eq. (43)). As the field·is increased these 

magnetic sublevels separate further and further until it is no loneer 

possible to associate any given one of them with a particular vnlue of F. ~ 

Howver, since F z commute o vi th all of the operators in Eq. ( 42), each 

magnetic sublevel does preserve its n;r ,.,; 111z + mJ throughout the inter .. 

mediate field region. Finally, as the field is further increased a 

value is reached where gJ ~0 H/h >>a. Then, according to Eq. (46), the 

hyperf'ine levels corresponding to different values of mJ are well separated 

1n energy,and superimposed on each or these are ~I + 1 closely spaced levels 
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aGso~iatcd •n:ch different vo.lucs of mi. 

A rough idcn. of the bchtwiour of the >;ncnetic sublevels nt inter-

mediate fields cn.n be obtnined by notillL': that the 119.Gnetic q.n. mF=:;r,~ +m
3 

i:J conserved tb.:r·ou.chout ~1nd that lcvelc having the oame value of r7, 
"1-rhich arise initially from zero field levels of different F, can never 

crosn (mJ? no-crosuinG rule). Uoing these rules and Eq~~. {!1-3) and ( l16) 

each :magnetic sublevel cau be unarabiguously irlc=:nti t'icd at nny value of 

f'ield and a. sche!:J."ltic clia.gr:un {such us is given in Fig. 21) dravn sho-wing 

the corrcapondcnce betvcen the hiGh field and lm1 field magnetic sublevel a. 

/ 



II. Tiffi ATONIC BEAN JviETHOD 

A. Introduction 

Atomic-beam Radiofrequency Spectroscopy, like any other type 

of spectroscopy, has three main requirements. First an appropriate 

source of the material to be studied must be available. Second a means 

must be at hand to induce transitions between various energy states of 

the system under consideration. And third there must be some mechanism 

available for determining whether or not such transitions occur, under 

varying experimental conditions. The discussion below concerns itself 

with the way these requirements are met in the particular case of the 

atomic-beam method. 

B. General Discussion of the Method 

As its name implies, the material studied by the method under 

consideration must be convP.rtedp for investigation; to a beam of neutral, 

essentially non-interacting, atoms. This is usually done, in the case 

of metals, by heating the material to a high temperature in an appropriate

ly designed oven conta.ining a source slit. Atoms effusing from the slit 

at thermal velocities are then properly collimated to produce the beam. 

On the other hsnd for volitile non-metals, such as the halogens; more 

elaborate beam production methods utilizing leaks, accurate temperature 

control measures 1 and various types of molecular dissoc1atora 1 often need 

be used. In general the techniques used to produce atomic-beams vary 

widely from case to case and even rather widely used methods usually must 

be specially adapted for application to each particular case. 

In Atomic-beam Spectroscopy, as it is applied here, magnetic 

dipole t!'ansitions are induced between the hyperfine energy levels of 

isolated atomic systems. These systems are studied in the presence of 

a uniform magnetic field which can be varied in strength over a wide 

range. The transitions are induced by applying an oscillating magnetic 

field at R.F. frequencies corresponding to the energy differences between 

various eigenstate a of }l..hfa (see Eq. { 1+2)). 

The occurrence of such transitions is sensed by noting the 

resulting changes in the
1

"effective magnetic moments," IJ.eff' of the 

atoms. lleff is defined, for an atomic system, as - 'dW/'OH where W 

is the total "spectroscopical" energy of the atom. From the general .... ~ 

equation for the force on a conservative system, F =- ~W, it follows 

·. 
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that the force, in the z direction, exerted on an atom by an inhomogeneous 

magnetic field of magnitude H and gradient nH/dz ~ is given by 

F z = lleff' oH/n z. In particular if H is of such a magnitude that the 

Paschen-Back region for hyperfine structure is reached then, from Eq.(46) 

(47) 

The method used to detect changes in !J.eff (for a so-called "flop-in" 

configuration) is illustrated in Fig. 3, which gives a schematic diagram of 

an atomic-beam machine such as the one used during the experiments reported 

here. Atoms leaving the source at position 0 first pass between the pole 

tips of the A-magnet, Where there is an inhomogeneous magnetic field (HA) 

of sufficient strength to render Eq. (47) applicable and Which has a gradient 

(oH/oz)A in the z direction. A collimator at the end of this magnet elinninates 

all atoms except those having initial trajectories similar to the one shown 

in the figure. The remaining atoms then pass between the pole tips of the 

C-magnet wher~ a homogeneous magnetic field exists. Superimposed on this 

field is the weak oscillating field mentioned above and this may or may 

not cause atomic transitions leading to a change in the value of llerr· 
After leaving the C field the atoms enter the B field region 

where HB is also sufficiently strong to "Paschen-Back" the hyperfine 

levels and has a gradient, (dH/dz)B' in the same direction as (dH/dz)A. 

The magnitude of (dH/dz)B is adjusted so that if ~eff of Eqa. (47) reverses 

sign in the C field region a trajectory such as (2) of Fig. 3 ie followed 

by the atoms and they reach the detector D. On the other hand~ if such 

a reversal of sign does not take place a path such as (1) is followed and 

the ~toms are not focussed at D. Hence, by noting the number of atoms 

reaching the detector, the occurrence of atomic transitions can be sensed. 

It is important that all changes in magnetic field seen by the atoms a.a 

they pass/t~~~a~; apparatus are slow enough that their ~err's adiabatically 

maintain or1entation with respect to the magne::tic field in all regions, 

unless an R.F. induced transition takes place. For this reason the A, 

B, and C fields are all applied in the same direction and sufficient space 

is left between the various magnets to allow the fields gradually to 

fringe together. 

The stop wire, indicated by S in the fi.gure, is mounted on the 

centerline of the apparatus to elirni nate high velocity and molecular 
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagra.m illustrating possible atom-beam trajectories. 
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components of the beam. 'I'hcse are not deflected enough, in the absence 

of transi tiona, to miss the detector and therefore, without the stop 

wire in position, would add to the "apparatus background." This back

ground, which is caused by beam atoms which reach tne detector without 

undergoing transitions, is held to a minimum by accurate allignment of 
. ( -6 ) the various slits and stops and by maintaining a low pressure ~ 10 mm 

throughout the whole system to eliminate gas scattering. 

Although +.be flop-in configuradon, as depicted in Fig. 3, has 

the advantage of yielding a low apparatus background over Which even 

moderate number of atoms which have undergone transitions can be detected, 

it has the disadvantage that only those transitions which lead to a change 

of sign of mJ in the high field region can be detected. This restricts 

the number of "observable" transitions to only a small percentage of all 

possible hyperfine transi tiona. I~or a given I and J the transi tiona in 

the low and intermediate field regions which lead to a change in sign of 

mJ in the high field region can be determined,, as described in Section I.C., 

by drawing an energy level diagram such as Fig .. ?1. The nature of these 

transitions depend, in general, on the ordering of the zero field hyper

fine levels, that is on the relative values of the W0 (I J F) of Eq. (19) 
for different values of F. (For example, see Fig. 21 a and b.) 

As implied above the occurrence of transitions, using the flop

in configuration, is indicated by an increase in the relative number of 

beam atoms traversing the entire length of the apparatus. Hence the 

presence of these atoms at the detector position must be ascertainable 

for the atomic-beam method to be usable. TI1is, in fact, constitutes one 

of the major problems encountered in beam work and has, in the past, 

severly limited the applicability of the method. The only methods of 

detection used during the course of the experiments reported here are 

"hot wire detection," which was used for the C field calibration isotope 

(K39), and "radioactive detection," which -was used for all the radio

active species studied. The former depends on the ability of a hot 

metallic wire with a high work function to capture electrons from free 

atoms with low ionization potentials_, thus producing a detectable ion 

current. This method has been used successfull~f to detect most of the 

alkali metals as well as some of the halogens and is described in detail 

in Ref. 1. Haclioactive detection, on the other hand, depends on the collec

tion of radioactive beam atoms on some appropriate surface at the detector 

position. The collectine; surface is removed from the a.:pparatus, after a 
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given period of exposure to the beam, and. the amount of radioactivity 

deposited on it measured by standard counting techniques. The measured 

activity is then proportional to the number of atoms reaching the detector 

during the period of exposure. 

C. Inducing Transitions 

The transition inducing R.F. magnetic field is supplied by 

driving alternating electric current through an appropriately designed 

R. F. loop (or "hairpin" ) which is usually placed in the middle of the 

C field and through,Which the atomic-beam passes (see Figs. 8 and 9) •. 

Determining the probability of a transition occurring when the frequency 
w ~w of this field is in the neighborhood of the Bohr Frequency, v = 1 2 1 

is in general a quite complicated quantum mechanical problem and h 

depends upon the value of the C field (H); the amplitude, direction, and 

spacial dependence of the R.F. field; the number of transitions having 

Bohr Frequencies near v; and the velocity spectrum of the atomic-beam. 

This probability has been worked out by several authors for various 

special conditions (see Refs. 1, 10-f 11, 12, 13) and although the results 

differ considerably in details they all indicate that for a single 
-

"Rabbi type" hairpin the trans! tion probability should have a maximum at 

(or at least by symmetric about) the Bohr Frequency. This is born out in 

practice for reasonably designed R.F. loops (see, for example, the 

resonance curves ·exhibited in-this paper). Furthermore in all cases there 

is some optimum R.F. field amplitude where the transition probability has 

its ma~imum value at resonance (that is at the Bohr Frequency) while at 

the same time the resonance width (that is the width of the transition 

probability curve as a function of frequency) is reasonably narrow. 

This width, although differing from case to case, can never be less than 

the "natural width" determined by the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle 

(6v ~ 1/T where T is the time spent by the atoms in the R.F. region). 

In actual experiments the optimum R.F. field amplitude is 

usually determined by trial and error since the detailed information 

needed for its calculation ic not available. Furthermore, although the 

general line shapes obtained expe~imentally conform to theoretical 

expectations the line width, in practice, is usually determined by the 

uniformity of the C field and is considerably broader than predicted 

theoretically. 

'•' 
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'l'wo d.iffercut ty-pes of magnetic dipole transitions, usually 

designated by 1l and ::r , can be induced depending on \·lhether the R.F. 

mgnetic field is applied perpendicular or parallel to the C field (H, 
always assumed in the z direction). The "selection rules" governing 

these transi.tions can be determined, for low and high values of H, by 

noting that for any reasonable quantum mechanical treatment the transition 

probability depends on the matrix element of the perturbation causing 

the transition between eigenfUnctions characterizing the initial and 

:final otates, 

A field oscillating at frequency v = ru /21l along an arbitrary 

x axie (perpendicular to the z axis) can be expressed as 

H .,. ( J.. ) "" H f (eirut+ e -irut) "1 = H 1:-
r... r ru 

while for a field oscillating along the z axis 

H (U)=H (e1rut+e""irot) 1It=H!i( 
d rl (J) 

Hence the corresponding perturbation Hamiltonian can be written (see Eq. (42)) 

/-{ rr( J... ) 
llo 

II J - gi 
ilo 

H I == -gJ h h m.x I ill X 
(48) 

({ rf( H ) = -gJ J-11.0 H ,J - g !J.o H I 
li' (J) z I h (l) z (49) 

Now for low H the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are characterized by 

the q.n. 'a IJF and m,,.,. Taking matrix elements of Eqs. (48) and (49) in 
J.' 8 

this representation we get 

<IJ~ I }l rf( .1. ) I IJF 1 znF > ::: 0 unless pi = F + 1 or F 0 ""'F 

and. mp = ~.:!:.1 

<IJ~Iflrf( II ) I IJF Imp > = 0 unless F' = F + 1 or F' "'F 

a.nd m; 
J; =~· 

Similarly, a.s mentioned above, for high H the eigcnstates of the Hamiltonian 

are specified by IJ~ and mJ. Taking matrix elements in this representa-
8 tion we get 
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Therefore we have the follo~tinG n~gnetic dipole transition selection rules 

for lm-1 fields for hit<:h fields 

t:;F = 0, ,:t. 1 and ~ = + 1 L\.~ = .-!::, 1 or ~ = 2:. 1 

l::J!' = 0, .:!:. l and ~ = o ~ = 0 and Lm!J "" 0 

for R.F. field 
. .!..to H 

for R.F. fiel::l 
II to H • 

(50) 

Since the Ha.lniltonian of Eq. (42) is diagonal in neither of the 

representations mentioned above for intermediate fields, simple selection 

rules like the. above carmot be written do~m for this case. 

By convention, transitions for which !iF = + 1 are called 11 d1rect 
. -

trans! tiorts. 11 It can be shmm, for atoms with I and J > 1/2 and J half 

odd integral; that there are at least two types of !iF = 0, ~ = + 1 

low field transitions which are observable by the atomic-beam flop-in 

method. These are referred to below as a: and t3 transitions and occur in 

the F = I + J and F = I + J - 1 hyperfine levels, respectively" 

.Q:_ §lin Detennination 

The determination of nuclear spins, by the atomic-beam method, 

is based on Eqs. (44) and (1t5) for the frequencies of b.F = 0, ~=.:!:. 1 

transitions at lo'-r fields. In using Eq. (1~4) the term involving gi 

is temporarily ignored since g±/gJ ~ 1/1836. If J and gJ are kno~, 

for example from optical spectroscopy 1.fOrl._, then gF is a function of 

only two unkno~ qt.mnti ties, the discrete pare.meters I and F. Assuming 

that F = I + J (for a: transitions) or 1<, "" I + J - 1 (for f3 transi tiona) 

reduces gF to a function of I only and leads, ,for a given value of II, 

to different a and ~ transition frequencies for each discrete value of 

I (via Eq. (45)). The correct value, for a given nuclear species, is 

obtained by successively setting the R.F. field at all frequencies 

corresponding to reasonable values of I and noting for which particular 

value a resonance is registered at the detector (conducting a "Spin 

Search"). The identity of the nuclide for 1-Thich a resonance is obtained 

is then ascertained (for radioactive detection) by noting the decay 

rate of the deposit on the collector surface and comparing this to known 

radi-oactive half-life data. 
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After a tentative value of I ha~ been obtained by the above 

~thod full resonance curves are traced out (Whenever possible) at 

several (weak) values of magnetic field for both the a and ~ transitions 

to illiminate the possibility of overlap (i.e. different transitions 

giving rise to the same value of v for different I). This process 

usually suffices definitely to determine the spin. 

If, as in the case for many atoms, J and gJ are also unknown, 

Eqs. (44) and (45) can be used to determine these quantities (as well as 

I) by a slightly more complicated procedure involving a continuous 

scanning of R.F. frequencies at a very low value of H. Resonance 

frequencies so determined are analyzed on the basis of' all reasonable 

combinations of I, J and gJ' and possible values of these parameters 

extracted. All sets of such values are then used, i~ turn, to predict 

resonance frequencies at a different field and a discrete search, such 

as the one described above, is carried out. The particular set of values 

which lead to correct predictions of resonance frequencies at a nUJ'Ilber of' 

arbitrary magnetic fields, is then taken as representing the actual values. 

~ Hyperfine Structure Determination 

To determine the hyperfine structure interaction constants, 

that is the values of "a" and "b", for a given (radioactive) atomic 

speciea the observable a and ~ {and perhaps additional) resonances are 

first observed at a sufficiently weak magnetic field to allow their 

frequencies to be predicted accurately by Eq. (45). The field is then 

increased (usually doubled) and new resonances sought on the ba.ais of 

this equation. This process is repeated until the "weak field" 

criterion used in the derivation of Eq. (43) is violated to the extent 

that predictions based on it are no longer valid and the actual reson

ance frequencies a.re "shifted" from the linear Zeeman predictions by 

amounts necessitating extensive resonance searches. At this point, in 

order to obtain more reliable predictions; it is necessary to utilize 

perturbation theory of higher order than the first. Second order per• 

turbation theory, however, requires a knowledge of the unperturbed 

energy level separation of the system under consideration. In the 

~resent case these are the zero field hyperfine structure levels of 

Eq. (19), which depend on the \ID.known parameters "a" and "b". Therefore 

the only way that more accurate predictions can be obtained is to make 



guesses for "a'' and "b'' based on previously collected resonance data and 

to use these valucf'! e!ther in ~ higher order perturbation calculation or 

for a direct d1,agona11 za tion of 11:.. hfa' (see Eq. ( 42)) • 

Two Digital Computer Programs have been written to 

perform moat of the computational work involved in hyperfine structure 

determinations by the method here deJcribed. The first, to be referred 

to hereafter e.s "Hyperfine ,, " is written for the ;r, B.M. 704 l!lnd is des~ 

cribed in detail in Reference 14. Given a. set of e:xperimental resonance 

data, this program determ~:nes the best values of "a" and ''b" {and i:f' 

desired gi and gJ) consiBtent with these data. This is done by first 

diagona.lizing !{ hfs for appropriate values of H using some "tentative" 

values of "a" and "b", which are supplied as input to the program. In 

this ~y tentative theoretical transition frequencies are obtained for 

all resonance lines represented in th9 data set. On the basis or the 

res~t.ing residuals (that is the experimentally measured resonance 

frequencies minus the corresponding theoretical predictions) corrections 

are made to "a" and "b" and the diagonalization·procedure is repeated. 

This iteration process is continued until the best least squares fit is 

obtained. The latter condition is realized 'When further changes in ''a" 

and 11b 11 yield only insignificant reductions in the goodness of fit 

parameter 'X 2• In this way the values of "a" and "b" which lead to the 

best theoretical fit of the experimental resonance data are obtained. 

The ~rogram req1rlres as inputs: 1) various numerical constants 

and control words 2) calibration data used in the determination of the 

fields and .. field uncertainties for each experimental resonance point, 

3) I, gi' and "a" for a "comparison isotope" of' the same element as 

that under consideration, 4) ·I, J, gJ' and tentative values of 11
1!1" 

and "b" for the particular isotope under consideration and finally, 

5) resonance frequencies, resonance frequency uncertainties, associated 

low field q.n.'a, and calibration isotope frequencies for each resonance 

line that it is desired to fit. As output the program gives: 

1) the best values of "a" and "b", 2) the uncertainties in these 

values, taken as one standard deviation, 3) the resonance frequencies 

and residual calculated on the basis of the best values of "a" and "b" 1 

4) the value of the 'X 2 goodness of' fit parameter, 5) the value of 

gi obtained using E·q. (26) in conjunction with the comparison isotope 

data. 



As indicated above "Hyper fine" also has the options of allt:ivrir.Lg 

gi and/or gJ (as well as "a" and "b") to vary during the fitting proceos. 

In this case the comparison isotope data is used first to calcub.te a 

tentative value of gi and/or the initial input value of gJ is also con

sidered as tentative. These parameters are then improved by iteration in 

exactly the same way as "a" and "b", and are given as output along ~rith 

their uncertainties. 

The initial, tentative, values of "a" and "b" necessary as 

input to "Hyperfine" are determined, prior to the program's first 

application to a given case, by noting the shifts from the predictions 

of Eq. (45) and performing a 2nd or 3rd order perturbation calculation 

based on these. A discussion of the way in which this is done and the 

pertinent equations needed are given in Appendix C. 

~he other necessary program, which is written for the IBM 653 

and is called "J0-9", is also described in detail in Ref. 14. Its purpose 

is, given a, b; I, J, gi and gJ 1 to generate a table of resonance 

frequencies vs. field for arbitrary hyperfine transitions. This is 

done by direct diagonization of Eq. (42) in the I J F m, representation. 

After initial guesses for "a" and "b" have been made based 

on shifts from the frequency predictions of Eq. (45) and using the formulae 

of Appendix C 1 the "Hyperfine" program is used, in conjunction w1 th all 

data collected up to that time, to improve these values. Then the "J0-9" 
Program is used to predict higher field~ = 0 (a and ~) transition 

frequencies. Resonance searches, centered at the predicted frequ~ncies, 

are then conducted and more resonance data is obtained. Using the last 

"Hyperfine" results for "a" and "b" as the new "tentative" values and 

adding the new resonance data to that previously obtained, "Hy];>erfine" 

is again used to improve "a." a.nd "b11 still furthero This successive 

improvement process is continued until "a" and "b" are known sufficiently 

well to enable a search to b·e conducted for observable.~ = ±. l (direct) 

transitions (usually initially at low H). Finally., a.fter all observable 

low field 7C and cr direct transi tiona ha.ve been found and "a" and "b" 

correspondingly improved, searches for any existing observable "field 

independent" direct transitions can be undertaken. The frequencies of 

these transitions, which are to first order independent of H, can be 

determined by the use ot "J0-9" and occur when the derivative of the 

corresponding transition frequency With respect to H vanisheso 
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F. llr Direct De: termination 

Although the value of gi can be determined from the value of 

"a'' using Eq. (26), it ia not :possible to determine the sisn of either 

quantity by the method described above, without considering the direct 

effect of the gi term in Eq. ( 42). This can be seen by noting tha.t hfs 

is diagonal in ~ so that, ignoring the gi term; reversing the signa 

of. "a" and "b" results in a Hamiltonian 'Who 0 s eigenvalues are related to 

those of Eq. (42) by 

Wreversed (~) = · W(-~) 

Since, however 1 in the methO'l described above we only observe the d.1tf'er• 

ences between energy states corresponding to~ ""±. 1 the observed R.Fo 

spectrum would be the same for either Ha.miltonie.n. Therefore only the 

relative signs of 11a" and "b" can be determined and hence the sign of' 

s± cannot be determined. by Eq. (26). Including thel\em in Eq. (42), 

however, removes this ambiguity. Althotlgh s:[ is usually mu.ch smaller 

than gJ it is o:f'ten possiblep with good C field uniformity and time 

s·ta.bUity, to determine its sign by noting the effect that changing it baa 

on the fit of the experimental data (that is the effect on ~ 2 and ~e 
frequency residuals). Furthermore a rough value of this :x)arameter; 

inclUding sign, can often be obtained, using high precision resona.n9e 

data, by allowing sf to vary :freely in the "Hypertine" Program as 

described above. 
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III. NUCLC.AH HODELS 

A. Introduction 

It is not possible, as in the case of the atomic systE:r;; treated 

in Section I, to write down a Hamiltonian such as Eq. (1) i'o1· a complexed 

nuclear system because the form of nucleon-nucleon interaction, within a 

nucleus, is not yet well understood. Furthermore, even if such a HamiltolJ.

ian could be written down we would probably have to deal w:tth a prohibit

ably difficult ma.thematical problem because of the many body nature of 

the nuclear system. Therefore the best that one can hope to do is to 

formulate some "model" of the nucleus wich can be dealt with mathematically 

and on the basis of which various nuclear properties can be predicted. 

The two such models which have been most succe'ssf'ul in the:l.i respective 

sPheres of applicability are discussed briefly below • 
. · ~~ ~ 

Discussions of the measured nuclear properties of Lu , Br , 

BrBOm, and r132 are given, in subsequent Sections, in terms of these 

models and thus their applicability further tested. It was with this in 

mind that the experimental measurements reported in this paper were under

taken. 

B. The Shell Model 

Odd A Nuclei: 

The Nuclear Shell Model15 of Mayer, Haxel, Jensen and Suess 

was originally formulated in an attempt to account for the occurrence 

of the unusually stable ":Magic Number" nuclei. It replaces the complex 

nuclear potential by the approximation that each nucleon exhibits a 

strong negative spin-orbit interaction and moves in a spherically symmetric 

effective potential, U(r1 ), essentially independently of the other nucleons. 

This potential varies from a hannonic oscillator type for light nuclei to 
a square well type for h~avy nu~lei. Hence a nuclear Hamiltonian of the 

form 
A 

f{ (Shell Model) = 
2 

~ + U(ri) -f'(r1) X1 • 't1 (51) 

is assumed. The exact .forms of U(r1) and f(ri) are determined in such a 

way as to fH empirical nuclear data, f(r1) being always taken as 

positive. 
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The complete solution of the Schrodinger's Equation resulting 

from Eq. (51) consists of a product of single nucleon eigenfunctions, 

each characterized by the q.n. 1 s n,~,j and mj where n, the harmonic 

oscillator q.n., determines their radial dependence. Each single 

particle .eigenstate is 2j + 1 fold degenerate if direct interactions 

between nucleons ~re ignored. Taking these interactions into account 

lifts this degeneracy and cons;quently determines the order of filling 

ot the states. It is to be noted that this situation is the exact opposite 

of that occurring in the atomic case where the electronic interaction 

term is greater than the spin orbit coupling. Thus, instead of exhibiting 

something approximating L-S coupling the nuclear system usually exhibits 

j .. j coupling. 

The ground state configuration of a given nucleus, which for 

jcj coupling is designated by giving the n, R , and j of all occupied 

nuclear levels, is deter.mined by filling these levels in a manner con

sistant with the Pauli Principle (neutrons and protons being considered 

e.s non-identical particles). With the added assumptions that :t(r1) de

creases with increasing n and that the tendency of equivalent nucleons 

(iQe. those having the same n, J and j) to pair to ~tates characterized 

by j(total) = 0 ie enhanced with increasing j, this model not only pre

dicta correctly the occurrance of magic number nuclei at the clos1ng·of 

Widely spaced nuclear ''shells" but is also capable of predtcting the 

ground state spin and paritier: r)f most odd A nuclei. This is done by 

determining the appropriate Shell l-1odr~l vave functione using the follow .. 

ing angular momentum "coupling ruJ.es" ~ 

Sl. The ground states of all nuclei 'dth an even number of protons 

and neutrons have zero ang~ar momentum and even parity. 

82. In nuclei consisting of an even number of neutrons (protons) 

and an odd number of protons (neutrons) the ground-state properties 

are determined by the protons {neutrons) alone. 

S3. In a nucleus of odd A, the nucleons of the type Which is present 

in odd number will usually couple their spins in such a way that· 

the total nuclear angular momentum is that of the last partially 

filled orbit, j ~ normal counlin~ 

These rules are supported both by emperical nuclear data and by calcula• 

tiona based on reasonable assumptions concerning nucleon-nucleon inter

actions. The "usually" occurring.in S3. refers to the fact that for sev

eral odd neutrons or protons in a partially f.illed sub shell (specified by 
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j), the nucleon angular momenta sometimes prefer to couple to some value 

less than j. This is explainable on the basis or finite range nuclear 

forces and also on the basis of the Collective Nuclear Model, to be 

discussed below. The discussion below will, for the most part, be 

restricted to the Extreme Single Particle Shell Model. That is, it 

will be assumed (as implied by S3.) that all nuclear properties are 

determined by the configuration of the last odd nucleon. 

Nuclear Moments: 

Once the nuclear wave function has been approximated by the 

method described above this can be used, after anti-symmetrization, to 

determine the expectation values indicated in Eqs. (20) and (21). Using 

the expression given in Eq. (21) for the electric quadrupole moment 

operator and the expression 

"Where 

g "' 1, 
~p 

g "' -3.826, en g ~n a 0 

(52) 

for the magnetic dipole moment operator, we get for the nuclear magnetic 

dipole moment 

j,..(j +1) + s (e +1) ... J1 ( Jl +1) • r r r r r jr(jr+l)+ ~r( R r+l) 

+ 6~r 2(.1 +1) 
r 

-s (s +1) r r 
(53) 

where for odd Z, even N; r = p and n, A, and j designate the configuration 

for odd N, even Z; r = n of the last odd nucleon. 

In deriving Eq. (53) it is assumed that the "normal coupling" condition 

of S3 holds and that the nuclear system exhibits pure j·j coupling . 

Also for the electric quadrupole moment we get 

~ :2 -

2J+l- 2'A 2 for N even; Z odd 2(j+l) <:r> 

~~ 
z (54) 

(A-1)2 ~ for N odd; Z even 
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In these equations, 1\ denotes the occupation number of tbe 

unfilled odd nucleon level characterized by j (= I), and< r2> is 

usually taken as equal to 3/5 (nuclear radius)2
• 

Equations (53) ·constitute analytical expressions for the so

called "Schmidt Lines" and reproduce fairly well the algeb1·a1c signs 

and general quantitative trends of most Odd A nuclear magnetic moments. 

Though most known magnetic moments deviate considerably from the Schmidt 

lines (usually by~ 1/2 to 1 nuclear magnetons) for a given type odd 

nucleon the values tend to cluster near either the line corresponding to 

j = ~ + 1/2 or the one corresponding to j = .R -1/2. Hence if' I = j is 

known Eq. (53) suffices to determine ~ and hence the parity of the 

nuclear state. Ground state parities, found in this way, agree very 

well with determinations by other methods. Furthermore, if the simple 

angular momentum coupllng rule S3 is abandoned and e.ll nucleons occupy

ing unfilled j levels allowed to contribute to the magnetic moment and, 

in addition 1 the effects of "mixed configurations n {such as wer10: eli scus sed 

above for the atomic case) are considered, calcula.ti,ons based on the 

Shell Model can account for most known odd-A magnetic moment data. 

Equations (54), for the electric quadrupole moment, give quanti

tatively accurate results only near closed j shells and, in fact, the 

Shell Model is incapable, even with configuration mixing, etc., of explain• 

ing the large Q values found experimentally for· some nuclei (10 .. :::!0 times 

the Shell Model estimates). However, Eqa. (54) do give the signs of most 

odd-A quadrupole moments correctly and, in particular, predict that for a 

J ·level less tha.n half full ( A. < 2j;l) Q should be negative 'While for a 

j level more than half' full Q should be positive. 

Odd .. Odd Nuclei: 

For odd-odd nuclei the Shell V~del implies that .the odd neutrons 

and odd protons (that is those outside closed j subshells) act as inde• 

pendent, superimposed, syste:ms in determining the nuclear characteristics. 

Before attempting to predict these characteristics we must have some 

rules for coupling the angular momentum of the proton system, J 1 and . p 
that of the neutron syste:m, J , to give the total spin I of the nucleus. 

16 n 
Nordheim has proposed two rules governing this coupling process in the 

case where the "normal" coupling rules Sl-S3 are obeyed separately by 

the t:wo systems . They are 
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ru. If' j = ~ + 1/2 and j = .51. + 1/2, then \ j -j l < I .~ J + j . n ·n- p p- n p 11 p 
That is jn and jp tend to add, but not necessarily to the highest 

possible value. 

N2. If j == y_ + 1/2 and j = ~ + 1/2, then I = I j -j \ • n n- p p n p 

Both these rules reflect the tendency of the nucleon spins to 

allign themselves parallel (as evidenced by the ground state of the 

deuteron) and of the nucleon orbital angular momenta to allign themselves 

anti:parallel. In the case of N2 (Nordheim's Strong Rule) both these 

conditions can be satisfied simultaneously While in the. case of Nl 

(Nordheim's Weak Rule) there is a competition between the two tendencies. 

N2 is well satisfied in general but Nl, in addition to being quite non

definitive as stated, is often violated. 

Recently Brennan and Bernstein17 have proposed three coupling 

rules which are well born out by empirical nuclear data and which strengthen 

the No:-dheim Weak Rule. These rules distinguish between particles and holes 

(i.e. particles missing from nearly filled j subshells) and can be stated 

as· follows. 

If both systems contributing to the angular momentum are either 

particles or holes, then 

BBl. I = j + j 1 for j "" ~ + 1/2 and j = .~ + 1/2 p n p p- n n-

BB2. I = IJ ... j n , for j = J + 1/2 and j = ~ + l/2 p n 1 p p- n n 

and if one of the systems contributing to the angular momentum is made 

up of particles while the other is made up of holes 

BB3. I = jp + Jn-1 (This rule only reflects a tendency and is 

violated in some cases). 

It is seen that while N2 remains unchanged the above re:Placed 

Nl by a much stronger rule plus an additional weak condition. These 
18 rules are e'.!.pported, theoretically, by calculations made by Schwartz 

assuming a spin dependent delta function interaction bet~een the odd 

neutron and proton. 

Nuclear Noments: 

Having decided on the a.ngular momentum coupling scheme we 

can now present Shell .Hodel expressions for the nuclear moments of odd

odd nuclei. In the case of the rnaenetic dipole moment i-le must take the 

expectation value of the z con~onent of Eq. (52) in a nuclear eigenstate 

specified by I J J II >. Assuming that the proton and neutron systems are 
n P 19 

1nde:Pendent and both exhibit pure j-j coupling this gives 
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I(I+l)+j (j +1)-j (j +1) I(I+l)+j (j +1)-j (j +1) 
~I = I gi = gjp __ p Q n n + gjn n n p p 

2(I+l) 2(I+l) 
(55) 

\There gjp and gjn are given by Eq. (53) 'With the substitution r -p and 

r -+ n ~·espectively • 

. Comparing the results obtained using Eq. (55) with the experi

mentally measured moments of odd-odd nuclei reveals that it predicts these 

moments -m th about the sa.me accuracy as Eq. (53) does the moments of odc,'l

A nuclei. This is to be expected if the assumed independent nature of 

the proton and neutron systems has any validity. 

Schwartz20 has suggested that for predicting the magnetic 

moments of odd-odd nuclei, "empirical" nucleon magnetic moments be used,· 

This means that for a given odd-odd nucleus, characterized by N
0 

and z
0

, 

instead of using Eqs. (53) to determine the gjn and gjp of Eq. (55), one 

uses the measured value of ~I for an even-odd nucleus having N = N , . 0 

z = Z + 1 to deter.mine gj and ~I for an odd-even nucleus having o- n 
N ... N. + 1 1 Z = Z to determine gj • With this technique much better. 

0- 0 p 
predictions for odd-odd magnetic moments are obtainable. 

To get an expression for the electric quadrupole moment of an 

odd-odd nucleus we must evaluate the matrix element of Eq. (21) for an 

eigenstate specified by I j j II) • Noting that the quadrupole moment 
n P . -(2) . 

operator· is the J.l • 0 component of the tensor operator Q and that 

this operator, in the present case, only involves ·the coordinates of 

the independent proton system characterized by angular momentum jp' 

we see that this matrix element can be evaluated using Eq. (13). Making 

the proper identifications in this equation and noting the definition of 
. ~~o~e 

the quadrupole moment, defined with respect to the proton system~ 

we get19 

(2I+l)! 
Qodd-odd 2Jp! [

. (2j -2)! (2j +3)l J l/2 
( ) 

__ P __ ~P~- W(jpi jp!; jn~}(-1) jp-jn-I Q. 

(~I-2)! (2!+3)! "P 
(56) 

where ~ is given by Eqs. (5h). 

C. The Collective Hodel 

Odd A Nuclei: 

The Boh1- '-iottclson Collective Nodel of the nucleus is essentially 
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an extension of the Shell Hodel, in vThich not only the motion o:t nucleons 

in unfilled Ghells is considered but also collective motions of the nuclear 

core. This core, which in the Shell Hodel is considered only as an inert 

source of the effective nuclear potential in ,m.ich tle "loose" nucleons 

move, is.considered now as capable of executing surface vibrations and 

rotations 'Which can contr!bute to the total angular momentum and other 

properties of the nucleus. Instead of Eq. (51) we now have for the total 

nuclear Hamiltonian 

[{(collective) = 11. (core) + tt(Shell Model) + ?{(interaction) (57) 

where the first term involves the collective coordinates of the nuclear 

core, the second term is the same as Eq. (51), and the last term is an 

interaction Hamiltonian which expresses the coupling between the 

collective degrees of freedom and the individual particle degrees of 

freedom. 

Hence for zero coupling the oscillating core and nucleons outside 

the core are essentially independent systems and in the nuclear ground state 

(vhere the collective motion vanishes) we are back to a conventional 

Shell Model description. For weak coupling the two systems are still 

almost independent and the effect of surface coupling on the Shell Model 

states can be described by usual perturbation methods. Such surface 

coupling can, for example, explain many departures from the "normal" 

Shell Model angular momenta coupling rules. As the coupling is further 

increased a very complicated condition is reached (intermediate coupling) 

where the nuclear surface oscillations and the individual particle motion 

are so intermixed that they can in no sense be considered independent and 

the whole nucleus must be treated as one complex quantum mechanical 

system. Finally, as the coupling is further inc.l:eased, a resimplif'ication 

of' the situation occurs in Which the nuclear surface acquires a large 

deformation and consequently a certain stability in spatial orientation. 

Under these conditions the motions of the individual particles 

are fast compared to the motion of the nuclear surface as a Whole. Hence 

one can consider the problem quantum mechanically by a method similar to 

that used for treating diatomic molecules, that is by assuming that the 

"loose" nucleons move in an effective potential produced by a. deformed 

core and then treating the slow vibrationo and rotations of the core 

separately. This "strong coupling" situation has been considered in 
22 detail by Nilsson and the discussions of ex~erimental results given 
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in subsequent sections \·Till be restricted to this as1)ect of the Collective 

l•Iodel. It is to be noted in passing that the adding of "loose" n'.1Cleons 

to a closed Shell Model configuration would be expected, according to 
21 the Collective lilodel , to lead to increasingly stronger surface coupling 

and hence to larger defon1~tions. Therefore the strong coupling situation 

is expected to ~1ifest itself far from closed Shell Model configurations, 

that is exactly at the places 'Hh<:::re the Shell Model itself is least 

applicable. 

Bya3suming strong coupling the total nuclear wave function can be 

written as a properly symmetrized form of 

w =X· UJ ·J::5 vib rot 
(58) 

where 'X represents the intrinsic motion of the nucleons, ~ rib describes 

vibrations of the nucleus around its equilibrium sliat)e and~rot represents 

the collective rotation of the nucleus as a whole. Restricting ourselves 

to the vibrational ground state, the q.n.•s specifying the nuclear system 

are n
1

, the projection of the angular momentum of each nucleon along tl1e 

nuclear symmetry axis (Z 1 axis); I, the total nuclear angular moment; 

M its projection on a space fixed axis (Z axis); and K its projection on 

the Z' axis. It can be shown, by minimizing simultaneously explicit 

expressions for the intrinsic particle and rotational energies, that for 

the nuclear ground state the deformed nucleus tends to assume a cylindrical

ly symmetric shape and that I = K = n ~ j, where j is total intrinsic 

particle ingular momentum with respect to the axis fixed in the nucleus 

and 0 = i~l n1 (see Ref. 21). 

Expl~.c1 t forms for the intrinsic nucleon wave functions 

X = rr 'X 1 have been obtained by Nilsson. He assumes each nuclear 
4 

particl~ to move in a cylindrically symmetric harmonic oscillator 

potential of the form 

'Where 

I 2 12 2 '2 2 12 
V = M 2 (wx x + wy y + mz z ) 

mx
2 ~ m

0
2 

(1 + 2/36 ) 

w 2 = ~ 2 
(1- 4/35) z 0 

2 
=m y (the primes denote coordinates with 

reGpect to a.xes ·fixed. in the nucleus) 

Hence o, the so-called deformation paraJlletcr, is a measure of the departure 

of the nuclea.r potential (shape) from spherical symmetry. A Hamiltonla.n 

of the form 

•. 
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'2 
p-4 .... 

"' ...-A + V + CR, i 2N (59) 

is assumed for the intrinsic motion of each nucleon with respect to the 

defonned nucleus, where the 1 2 term is included to depress higher angular 

momentum states and has some of the features of an interpolation be~.1men 

a hannonic oscillator and square well potential. The C and D coefficients 

are chosen in such a. way as to re-produce the usual Shell Model level order

ing when 5 = o. The matrix equation /{{intrinsic) X 
1 

= E
1 

'X 1 is then 

solved for various values of 5, using a representation corresponding to 

eigenfunctions of a spherical hannonic oscillator. Results are given as 

tables of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues plus a "Nilsson Diagram" which 

gives, graphically, the energies associated wtth the various single nucleon 

eigenfuncti~na as a function of 5. (See Ref. 22). The eigenfunctions, 

thus generated, are characterized in general only by n 
1 

and N(equals the 

total number of oscillator quant~. However, for small deformations, j is 

also a good q.n. while for very large deformations the states are specified 

by the so-called "asymptotic" q.n. 1 s Nn A ancl I: 'Where n is the num1>er z z 
ot oscillator quanta along the Z' axis while /\ and r. are the projections 

on the Z' axis of the orbital and spin angular momenta of the intrinsic 

motion. These eigenfunctions are all two fold degenerate becnuse intrinsic 

states With equal but opposite n i have the same energy. This follows 

directly from the assumed cylindrical symmetry of the nuclear potential. 

Using the Nilsson diagram it is an easy matter, for odd A 
nuclei, to determine the Nilsson wave function corresponding to the 

ground state odd nucleon configuration and consequently the predi~ted 

value of I= n. One first locates the abacjasa on the diagram corres

ponding to the appropriate value o~ 6 • ~~en, noting the ordering of 

the Nilsson levels corresponding ·i:;o that value of 5, the available odd

type nucleons are assigned, two at a time, to each successive energy 

state. The eigenstate into which the last odd nucleon falls then 

determines n, since all n1 is associated with lower states have been 

paired to zero. Furthermore the total intrinsic wave function X ~ 

thus generated; can be used in conjunction with the collective contribu

tions indicated in Eq. ( )tJ), to enkulate expectation. values of quantum 

mechanical operators. 
27. 

Mottelson and Nilsson J have deduced, using the above method, 

the spins and many other nuclear properties of odd A nuclei lying in the 
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mass ranges A~ 25, 150 <A < 190, and A > 220. These are the A v~lue 

ranges where the strong coupling Collective Hodel is most likely to be 

applicable, as evidenced by direct observations of nuclear rotation band 

spectra in these regions. Their results, for the most part, are in better 

agreement with available experimental results than predictions using the 

Shell Model, especially in regara to electric quadrupole moments. 

Nuclear Moments: 

To obtain an explicit expression for 'the magnetic dipole moment 

of an odd A nucleus, using the Collective Model, we must take the 

expectation value indicated in Eq. 20, in a Collective Model ground state 

of the type indicated in Eq. (58). To the magnetic dipole moment operator 
.... -+ 

of Eq. (52) we must now add a. term gR R, 'Where R designates the angular 

momentum of the nuclear surface and gR ~ Z/A for a uni~ormly charged 

nucleus. When this is done the following result is obtained for the 

nuclear ground state22 

for I ~ 1/2 (60) 

where r = n for odd N nuclei, r = p for odd Z nuclei, and the a.' a refer 

to expansion coefficients for appropriate Nilsson wave functions and 

are given in Ref. 22. For I = 1/2 a. slightly more contplica.ted expression, 

given in the above mentioned reference, holds• For very strong (asymptotic) 

coupling Eq~ (60) reduces to the simpler form 

~I = r!l. [ g r A, :!:. gsr/2 + "RJ (61). 

where A refers to the asymptotic q.n. of the unpaired odd nucleon and 

the Upper sign holds if S1 = A + 1/2 while the lower sign holds if r r · 
.n = A + 1/2. r r 

In the case of the electric quadrupole moment we not only have 

to deal, as in the Shell Model case, with a contribution from the intrinsic 

motion of the nucleons, but also with a (usually much larger) contribution 

from the deformed nuclear core. Hence 

(62) 

Where ~ is the single particle contribution and Qc is the core contribu-

-• 
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tion. It is the presence of Q , c which is due to the combined action of 

many nucleons; that enables the Collective Model to explain the large 

observed Q's for nuclei with A's in the ranges mentioned above. Using an 

eigenfunction of the form given in Eq. (58) and taking the expectation 

value of an appropriate collective model quadrupole moment operator, gives 

for the nuclear ground state21123 

where 

Q
0 

• 4/5 5 Z R 2 (1 + 1 o )(R
0 

= nuclear radius) 
' 0 2 
l(2I .. l) 

PQ = 
(I+l)(2I+3) 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

Here Q
0 

is just the classical expression tor the quadrupole moment ot 

anellipsoidal nucleus, evaluated with respect to the axis fixed in the 

nucleus. P Q is a "projection factor" giving the projection of this 

quadrupole moment on the space fixed axes, and is, in general, a :tunction 

of the nucleon surface coupling. It varies from 1, for zero coupling, to 

the value of Eq. (65) for very strong coupling. % is usually much greater 

than ~ for nuclei conveniently describable by the Collective Model so that 

normally the latter is ignored in calculations. If it is assumed that 

the strong coupling situation is fully realized and that ~ << Q
0 1 

Eqs. (62)-(65} provide a method of determining o from the measured Q 
value~ 

Od.d•Odd Nuclei: 

To treat odd-odd nuclei using the strong coupling Collective 

Model the same initial assumption is made concerning the interaction of 

the intrinsic neutron and proton systems as is made in applying the 

Shell Model. That is, the neutrons and protons are treated as completely 

independent superimposed systemso It is, however, further assumed that 

the collective aspects (i.e. the value of o) are due to the combined 

effects of the neutrons and protons in the nuclear core eo to this 

extent the existence of one type of nucleon can influence the intrinsic 

motions of the other type. (This is true, in fact, even if one type 

occurs in even number.) Under these assumptions, once the value of 8 

has been decided upon, the neutron and proton configurations can be 

determined separately by the method described above for odd A nuclei. 
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In the case of odd.-odd nuclei, however, even after these configura

tions have been determined it is still not possible to predict .the total 

ground state nuclear spin, on the basis of the Collective Model only, 

because on this Model the two combined nucleon states characterized by 

n. n +.n and n = n - n are degenerateo Here o is t~ total {neutron 
p . n p n 

plus proton) intrinsic angular momentum projection along Z'. Hence to 

deter-mine I ~ n we must decide between the two possibilities above on the 
. . 24 

bas~s of direct nuclear forces. Gallagher and Moszkovski have success• 

tully aceounted fo~ the spins (and other nuclear properties) of many odd• 

odd nuclei (some o( Which lie far outside the range of A values for which 

the Collective Model would be eXpected. to hold) by using t'W'O angular m~ntum 
coupling ~ed involving the asymptotic q.n.'a mentioned abovee They &re 

GML I • n + n if n • A + i/2 and n • A + 1/2 . p n p p- n -n-

GM2~ I a ~ n "' n I it n a A + l/2 and n = A + 1/2 0 p n 1 .P p - n -)1 

These rules are obvious extensions of the Nordheim Rules to the case ot 
collective nuclei and are based on essentially th~ same theoretical grounds. 

Nuclear Moments g 

An expression for the magnetic dipole moment of an odd-odd 

nucleus, based on the Collective Model, can be obtained by an obvious 

extension. of Eq. {64). This expression can be Written as follows 

2 2 . ] 
±. gan 1/22~ (aJJ.iln.-l/2""aP.. nnn+l/2) + ~ . 

where a the upper sign holds if I a n . + n . : ·. p n 

the iower sign holds it I = np ... nn 

and all terms, with the exception of gR; are reversed in sign and the 

lower sign used if I = Oti-n • For very strong (asymptotic) coupling 
p . 

Eqo (65)' ca.n be simplified to yield an expression, analogous to Eq. (61) 8 

24 
for odd-odd nuclei 
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I (Cq) !l -
I - I+l 

with the SaJJle sign conventions as in Eq. (65). The value of llr obtained 

using Eq. (67) agrees with that obtained using Eq. (65) to within about 

10% for 0 :;:;j 0.3. For smaller values of o Eq. (66) should be used. 

Calculation of the electric qmd.rupole moments of odd-odd 

nuclei, using the Collective Model, proceeds in exactly the same manner 

as for· the odd A case and an expression like Eq. (62) is obtained.. It 

is seen from this equation and equations (63) - (65) that if we ignore 

the ~ contribution to the total Q, the measured quadrupole mument should 

depend primarily on the nuclear defonna.tion, o, and the spin. Furthermore 

isotopes of the same element would be expected to exhibit almost equal 

values of Q
0 

since such isotopes have the same Z and usually about the 

same o. Therefore the Q/PQ ratios for an isotopic series having A's in 

the region Where collective effects dominate, should be almost constant 

and equal to Q
0

• This does, in fact, seem to be the case for many isotopic 

series exhibiting especially large Q values. [See for example the ~ 
-values of Lu176, Lu175 and Lu177 given in Table 5 of Section V.H._7 • 

This lends strong support to the Collective Model explanation for the 

existence of these large moments. 
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IV. THE ATOMIC BEAH MACHINE AND AUXILIARY EQUIP:l>IENT 

A. Introduction 

Three, essentially different, atomic-beam n~chines were used to 

perforn. the experimental measurements considered in this paper. All of 
1~ · n~ the work on I as well as the early work on Lu and Br was d.one using 

what will henceforth be called machine no. 1. This machine is of the 
. 25 

1nside~out flop-in type and has been described in detail elsewhere. 
80 80m 176m The majority of the work on Br , Br , and Lu was done 

using machine no. 1 after it had been completely redesigned and 

correspondingly altered. The resulting apparatus, although retaining 

many features of the original machine, difTers· from the latter in a 

number of 1mport1:1.nt ways and, for the sake o-:lt d1scus131on, will be referre<i 

·to as machine no. 2. Since this redesigning opera:t1lon was carried out 

during the course of the experimente reported here, a rather detailed 

discussion of machine no. 2 will be given below. The discussion· Will 
mostly be restricted to characteristics which were changed by the re• 

design. Features not explicitly mentioned are identical to the correepon~

ing features of machine no. 1 and are described in Reference 25. 
176m Some of the later work on Lu was performed in collaboration 

with D:r. V. W. Cohenand his group at B.N.L. The machine used at Brook

haven {machine no. 3) is described elsewhere so no further mention will 

be made of it here. 26 

B. Machine Geometry 

The overall geometry of machine no. 2 is very similar to that 

ot machine no. 1. The main differences are: 1) A four inch buffer 

chamber has been anded between the oven and detector chamber. 2) The C 

magnet has been lengthened. 3) The various beam defining slits and 

stope Within the machine have been changed in nl~ber and in width to 

accommodate the increased machine length. In F'ig. ~- is given a photograph 

of machine no. 2 while Fig. 5 and Table 1 give the positions and optimum 

Widths of the various slits and stops as well as important linear di

mensions along the beam direction. The widths given in the table were 

chosen as those which maximize the resonance signal to noise ratio for a 

beam of K atoms and at the same .time lead to a resonance signal height 

of easily detectable magnitude (1. 5-2% of the full beam). 
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Fig_. 4. Photograph of atomic -beam machine no. 2 
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Fig. 5· Schematic diagram of atomic-beam machine no. 2 showing 

important linear dimensions. (see Table 1) 
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To,, b ~ e 1 " SJ.,I'r AND STOP WIIJI'HS 

Desie;:nation Description 1-lidth (mils) 

= --
A Source Slit 15 
B Beam Flag 

c K ovto:n Slit 40 ( diam. of hole ) 

D Buffer Chamber Slit 60 

E R. F. Hairpin 60 

F Collimator Slit 27. 

G Stop Wire 40 1/2 

H Cold Trap Slit 250 
I Collector Button 250 

J Hot Wire 65 

K Detector Slit 50 
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C. The Vacuum System 

The vacuum system of machine no. 2 is described by the following 

table, Which gives the types of vacuum pumps used and the purpose that 

each of them serves. 

Numierical 
Des1gnat:ion . Type of Pun·p 

1 PMC 721 oil diffusion 

2 PMC 721 oil diffusion 

~ MCF ~00 oil diffusion 

4 MCF ~00 oil diffUsion 

5 VMF 10 oil diffusion · 

6 VMF 10 oil diffusion 

1 
a 
9 

10 

Welsch 5 cfm mechanical 

Welsch 5 cfm mechanical 

Welsch ~/4 cfm mechanical 

Welsch 3/4 cfm mechanical 

Use 

Pumps directly on oven can. 

Pumps directly on detector can near 
detector position. 

Pumps directly on buffer chamber. 

Pumps directly on C magnet can. 

Backs pumps nos. 2 1 31 and 4. 
Acts as D.P. stage of button holder 
pumpout. 

Backs pump no. 5. 
Backs pump no. 1. 

Acts as mechanical pump stage of 
button holder pumpout. 

Manifold pump out. 

Using this system of pumps operating pressures of about 5 x 10~7mm 
are obtainable in the detector and buffer chambers while a pressure of 

5 x 10 .. 7 mm .. 1 x 10-5 mm is obtainable in the oven chamber. Normal foreve.o 

pressure is between .5 and 1 micron. The vacuum system is sufficiently 

tightp that all chambers of the machine remain at pressures of lees than 

$5~ for about one hour after all pumps (D.P. and mechanical) have been 

turned off. 

Rapid action vacuum values enable the oven D.P. to be isolated 

from the oven chamber aa well as from the oven forevac mechanical pump. 

A bypass vacuum line then enables the oven foryac pump to pump directly 

on the oven can. This allows the oven can to be "roughed down" to forevac: 

pressure after introduction o~ beam materials. During this operation the 

oven chamber ie also isolated from the rest of the high vacuum system by 

closing a rapid action valve on the oven end of the buffer chamber. 

The buffer chamber, in addition to allowing isolation of the 

oven chamber and providing a. "buffer zone" between the oven and detector 

chambers, is also very convenient because it can be completely isolated 

'from the rest of the machine. The K calibration oven, since it is contained 

in this chamber, can therefore be removed and its supply of K replenished 

without disturbing the rest of the vacuum system. 

·• 
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D. The J.lacnet System 

Some salient information regarding the A, B, and C ma~neta of 

m~chine no. 2 is given in the following table. 

Approx. Diam. D.C.Re- Approx. Supply 
Gap No. of of coil sistence Induct. Current 

Magnet Material Hidth Length Turns wire per coil per coil Regulation 
(mills) (in.) per coil (mills) (n) (henries) 

A Permendur 100 2 1/2 300 40 3.2 .j8 1 part in 

B Ann co 415 21 1/2 3750 40 80 3·8 1 part in 

c Armco pole 500 6 10,500 20 520 1 part in 
pieces with 

Hype:rnmn 
pole tirs 

The C magnet of machine no. 2 is perhaps the greatest single 

feature that distinguishes it from machine no. 1. This magnet has pole 

pieced made of A,:-rnco and pole tips wich are 1/2" hypernom plates 

accurately sp9.ced by quartz spacers. The magnet is powered by three 

coils whose characteristics are given above. These coils·a.re connected. 

in parallel and current is supplied by a transistorized D.C. current 

regulated power supply ~~ich provides from zero to 200 rna of current. 

With this arrangement C fields ranging from 0-1000 gauss are obtainable. 

A curve giving the C field vrs. the current through the windings is given 

in Fig. 6. All experimental points shown in this figure were taken after 

carefully cycling down the C magnet in order to eliminate as much of 

its residual magnetism as possible. Water cooling of the C magnet coila, 

although provided for in the machine design, does not seem to be 

necessary. 

Great care was taken to get the hypernom pole tips of the C 

lllf.tgnet accurately parallel and conseql.J.ently a very homogeneous C field 

has resulted. At 500 gauss the field, along the beam direction, varies 

by less than .02 gauss per inch (less than .OOh% per inch.). This 

estirn8,te of the inhomogenui ty of the C field is baaed on the e.ssumption 

that the entire K resonance line width (of about l+O KC at 500 me) is due 

to variations in the C field while actually the "natural line width" is 

about 27 KC. Hence this estimate is probably quite pessimistic. The K 

line width cht:mges very little as the C field varies from 0 to 500 gauss, 

which further indicates that most of the line width is due to causes 

10 

~0~ 
105 
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Fig. 6. "c" field calibration curve 

0 .-. IA = 0.85 amp IB = 0.5 amp 

Q) -+ IA = 1.30 amp IB = 0. 75 amp 

Ell -t IA :: 2.55 amp IB = 1.5 amp 

MU-27380 
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other than field inhomogeneity. Fringing of the A and B fields into the 

C field region does not setm to have much effect on the line width as 

long as care is taken to keep all these magnetic fields in tfie same 

direction. This conjecture is supported by the fact that increasing or 

decreasing the strength ot A and B fields effects the resonance signal 

to noise but not the line width. Figures 24, 36, and 37 show resonance 

lines in Lu176m, Br80, and Bream traced out both on machines no. 1 and 

no. 2. The dramatic improvement in line width due to the new C magnet 

is obviOU.s. 

The A and B magnet pole pieces for machine no. 2 are the same 

as those for machine no9 1 but the coila that drive the J~Bgnets are 

d.ifterent ~ Figure 7 ·ts a diagr&mfll~Ji~ical erose section of' the B magnet 

pole ~ipt(o .The A' magnet design is simi~r but smaller in saaleo For 
t~ B mgnet.the field gradient to field ratio ( \1 H)B (which 1e deter-

.· · @l ( H )B 
mined by the pole tip gecmetry) ie 1. 2 em while for the A mgnet 

\: H)A: • 5 cm·l. 
)A 

· The A and B magnets are powered by two coill each and can be 

.. dd.Yen either by Sej>&rate current ... regulated power supplieS Or both in 

aeries by the B magnet power eupplyo The later procedure ie preferable 

for accurate work due to the greater regulation capacity of the B supply 

as compared. to the A supply. At high :magnetic fields (H > 200 gauss) the 

K resona~ce line width using separate A and B supplies wae :found to be 

tram 2""3 times greater than 'When only the B supply was used to drive 

both. magnets~ Thea~ power suppliesh. 'Which have been. described elsewhere, 21 
are capable of' delivering 0·5 wnps through the A and B l!DI!l.gnet coils. 

Care muSt be takens however, not to dr1 ve more than 2 amps through the B 

magnet coils e.nd 4 amps through the A magnet coils because they become 

overheated at higher currents, Both the magnet coils are cooled by 

circulating tap water over the surface of the coil formsb 
Appropriate A and B mgnet currents to use during mchine opera

tion were determined by maximizing the resonance signal to noise ratio for 

K4 After much experimentation the optimum values~ 

IA(K) = 0.85 amp 

IB(K) = 0.50 amp 

were decided upon. For atoms other than Kp the A and B currents were set 
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in accordance with the following expressions. 

IA(x) = IA(K) gJ(K) 
siX) 

IB(X) = IB(K) gJ(K) 
gJ(X) 0 

Such a procedure works ea.tisfactorily for Bri Lu176m,; and Er 

and seems reasonable in view of Eq. (47)o 

!h C Field Ce.libration System 

The C field was ca.librated b;y observing M = 0 9 . ~ a .t 1 

resonances in a K39 atomic beam. The oven, .from 'Which the K beam emergedi 

is located within the butter chamber in front of the radioactive beam 

source as indicated 1n Figo 5.. It was raised out of the •Yll by meane 
of a small electric motor, between C field ca.librationeo The K oven w.e 

operated e.t temperatures rangi11g from 55°C to l20°C depending on the amount 

of K present in the o~en. The heating ot the stainless steel ~en vas 

accomplished by pa.ssini an electric current of trom o6 8.lllP (14 volts) to 

.15 amp (25 volts) thr~ugh a 3 1/2 in. le~th of 13 mil di~ter ni .. chrome 

wire, 'Which is wound on a ceramic form and placed in al.ose pro:Jdmt ty to 

it., The K beam we detected using a 65 mil wide 2 mil thick rhenium 

hot 'Wire in conjunction with a Vibrating Reed Electrometer Model 31o The 

hot wire we maintained at a dull red heat (I "" 2.0 aur,p~ V "" Q5 volts) dur

ing operation., Before and after each use the hot 'dre w.e ~~nashed11 to 

a bright orange temperature (A = 8 Q 0 amp, V = 3. 2 volts) to clean it off. 

The ion collector plate was kept at a potential of -22 l/2 volte with 

respect to the hot wire. 

U~ing the above arrangement ion currents of (1..,5) x io"'9 amps 

were obttdned. for 100..,125 hours of' continuous operation@ Since K 

resonance heights ~re typically 1.5-2~ of the fUll beam, this provided 

conveniently detectable .t<: resonance signa.ls for calibration purposes. 

,_ , ~ R.F. Loops. and Signal Genera.ti!l§ Equipme;nt 

In the following table a list is given of the R.E•. equipment 

used during the course of the experiments reported .in th~s paper. The 

:frequency ranges over which these instruments were used are also given. 

Eqni~\)ment used a.t B.,N.L. but not· at Berkeley is not included in the 
that 

tablE\. -A description of th!t:t R.F. equipment is given in Reference 26. 
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Instrument 

Oscillators 

General Radio 805 

Tektronix 190A 

Hewlett-Packard 6o8A 
General Radio 1208B 

General Radio 1209B 

General Radio 1218A 

Rhoie and Schwartz SLRD 

.Amplifiers 

IFI 500 wide-band amplifier 

. !:1"1. 510 wide·band amplifier 

Frequency measuriEB instruments 

Hewlett-Packard 524B frequency counter 

HewlettaPaokard 524A frequency converter unit 

HewlettsPackard 524B frequency converter unit 

He~lett-Packard 54oA transfer oscillator 

Auxilliary Equipment 

Weston r.t. milliometer model 425 

Weston D.C. microameter model 

General Radio 874 Adjustable Line 

General Radio 874=LBA. slotted line 

General Radio 87 4~D50 50 em adjustable stub 

Federal Cable CoQ 50 n cable 

General Radio f'i ttings 

Frequency range 
Me/sec 

0.016 - 50.0 

0.35 - 50.0 

10.0 • 500e0 

65.0 - 500.0 
250.0 ... 920.0 

900.0 .. 2000.0 

275•0 "" 2750o0 

0.5 ... 240.0 

o.s .. 24o.o 

o.o .., 10.0 

lOcO .. 100.0 

lOOcO ., 220.0 
100.0 ... 220.0 

The uncertainties in all frequency measurements were lese than 

· 2 Kc/sec~ which is o;.1ly a sma.ll traction of a line width tor any ot the 

resonances observed. Hence frequency measurement errors would be expected 

to make only a small contribution to the total experimental error 

associated with any of the experiments. 

Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of the dual purpose R.Fo loop 

used tor the initial work done using machine no. 1. This loop, as 

indicated in the diagram, can be used either to excite n or u transitions. 

Figure 9 gives schematic diagrams of the rc and o- loops used at B.N.L. 
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MU-18042 

F:i.g, 8. Dual purpose R.F. loop. 
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F'ig. 9. R. F. Loops used. a.t B.N.L. (a) Pi Loop (b) Sigma Loop 

Uniform C-field is taken as into paper. 
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The ~ loop of this diagram was also the type used at Berkeley for the work 

done using mchine no. 2. The actual ~ loop extends a distance of' 3/4'0 

along the beam direction and contains a 62 mil x 500 mil canal through 

which the beam passes. This 3/4" long R.F. region leads to a natural line 

'Width of about 21 Kc/ sec for K» as mentioned above. 

The R.F. current to the loop was monitored» at frequencies of 

less than 200 me/seep by a Weston R.F. milliameter in conjunction with 

& trombone-type line stretchero The line stretcher was used to produce 

a standing wave current a.ntinode at the position of the ammeter. For 

frequencies > 200 me/sec & General Radio 874~LBA slotted line and adjust~ 

able tuning stubs ~ere used in conjunction with a rectifier crystal pick~ 

up probe and a D.Co microameter. :Both of these methods :furnish only a 

qualitative indication of the RoF. current actually getting to the loop. 

'.l'he method used to determine 'What current to use for exciting a given 

transition 1n a :radioactive nuclide 'Was tog 1) Obtain a resonance in K 

at the expected resonance frequency of the radioa.cti ve nuclide" 2) Ve.ry 

the R.F. power until this K resonance exhibited ite maximum height. 3) 

Note the R.F. current by one of the methods described above and use this 

same current when searching for the radioactive nuclide resonance. 

Tfiis method met With considerable .success in the case of Lu176m 

but always led toi overpowering 'When applied to the B.r isotopes. A typical 

overpowered BrSOm resonance curve is compared with ontt obtained using the 

.porreot' R.F. power in Fig. 10. It is seen that the resonance is broadened 

and lowered in intensity by application of too much power. For this 

reason a two pass method was used for the Br isotopes. In the first pase 

the R. F. current indicated by the above mthod was used until a broad, 

weak resonance pattern (such ae the overpowered one of Fig. 10) had bee~ 

obtained. Then the power was reduced e, little at e. time and the 

resonance pattern retraced until a curve of 40u50 Kc/sec half Vidth was 

obtainedo 

!!:.., .Ra.dioacti ve ~ecay Counters 

The two methane continuous flow proportional ~ counters used 

tor these experiments are the same ae those described in detail else'Where25 
and eo will only be mentioned briefly here. Figure 11 shows a photograph 

of the counter system ( 1. eo scalers 1 amplifiers 1 and lead shielded 

ionization chambers) 'While Fig" 12 shows a dia.gra.mmatica.l cross sectional 

view of one of' the counters. One of' the counters was .used to count :f'ull-
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beam and direct-beam buttons for the purpooe of beam norma.liza.tron and 

* had a background of 5-10 counts per minute. The other one was used to 

count comparably lower counting resonance buttons and had typically a 

background of 2-4 counts per minute. Both counters were left running 

on background ~nen not in use after _it was found that turning them off 

for extended periods of time seemed to lead to higher background counting 

rates. 

* It is convenient, for the experimental diacusa1ona of subsequent 

sections, to adopt a nomenclature pertaining to beam exposures taken 

under various specialized experimental conditionfll. For the purposes 

of this paper the following definitions ~11 suffice. 

Full-beam Exposure: Taken with stop~wire out,deflecting fields off. 

Direct·beam Exposure: Taken with atop~wire out, deflecting fields on. 

Resonance Exposure: Taken with stop-wire in, deflecting fields on, 

R.F. field on. 

Ba.$:!kground Exposure: Same aa.Resonance Exposu.re except the R.F. field is 

turned of-f. 
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Fig. 11. Photograph of proportional Beta counter system. 
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Fig. 12. Diagrammatical cross section of a Beta particle counter. 
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v. THE Lul76m EXPERIMENT 

A. Introduction 

Although part of the later work on Lu176m w~s done ~t B.N.L. 

the spin measurement and most of the hyperfine structure measurement (to 

the ac¢tiracy reported in this ~per) were performed at the L.R.L. Atomic

beam Laboratory. More accurate measurements of the h:,rper:f'ine structure 

separations are now being carried out at B.N.L. and the results of these 

measurements together with a description of the experimental equipment 

and technique used wil~ be published soon. For these reasons the discussion 

given below in Section B and C will be restricted to the L.R.L. operation 

and in Section D only a brief description will be given of the experimental 

procedure used at B.N.L. 

~ Isotope Production 
176m · 1'7 5 1'76m The Lu used was produced 1n a Lu (n,-y) Lu · reaction 

by bombarding natural 99.9% pure Lu metal w1 th thermal neutrons. Forty to 

titty mg. pieces of Lu metal were sealed in pyrex capsules whioh_in turn 

were sealed in 99·999% pure aluminum capsule holders for additional safety 

1n handling. These units were then transported to the pile for irradiation. 

The bombardments were done in the General Electric Test Reactor at the 

Vallecitos Atomic Laboratory in Pleasanton, California. The neutron tlux· 
was 9 x 101' neutrons/ em. 2 sec. and the sample was lett in the pile for 

4 hours before being tranaf'erred to L.R.L. by car. 

Upon e.rrival at L.R.L. (usually about one hour after removal 

trom the reactor) the aluminum capsule holder was opened ~nd the pyrex 

capsule removed and broken. These operations were done, using manipula .. 
\ 

tors, in a lead shielded "cave". of' the type shown in Fig. 13. Although 

the ~·'Y radiation level at a distance of' 1 foot from the bare Lu churik 

was usually around 5R./hr., the radiation level at the front of the c&ve 

rarely exceeded 2 MR. /hr. Atter decapsulation the Lu sample was transported, 

1n a 2 inch thick lead "pig" to the atomic-beam machine. 

£:.. Beam Production and Characteristics 

Using a "glove box," 'Which is attached to the oven end ot the 

atomic-beam machine, for radiation protection, the Lu sample and a tev 

Ca Cl crystals were loaded into .an oven unit of' the type shown 

schematically in Fig. 14. This unit consists of a tantalum crucible 
(3/8" long, 19/64" o.d., 1/32" thick wall) and a tantalum oven (1/2" 
long, 11/32" o.d., 1/32" thick wall) onto which 3 mil tantalum sheets 
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Fig. 13. Lead shield ed "cave" used for handling 
highly radioactive materials. 
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Fig. 14. Source oven unit for rare earths. 



have been spot welded to fonn 15 mil wide uli ts. Tllc crucible fits 

snug into the oven and has a. sharp lipped. upper edge to prevent "creep". 

The oven unit was mounted, as indicated in Fig. 15, on a water cooled oven 

holder assembly Which was then attached to the beam machine in such a way 

that the Lu oven was vacuum sealed vi thin the machine 's oven chamber. 

A useable Lu beam was produced by heatine the oven to approxi

~tely 2000°C through electron bombardment. Two 15 mil diameter thori&ted 

tungsten filaments, in close p1·oximi ty to the oven (see Fig. 15) were 

heated by pt.~.ssing about 7 amps of electric current through each of them. 

The needed electron bombardment current of about 90-110 ma.. was then 

obtained by holding the oven at a 1.0 - 1.2 kv. positive potential with 

respect tothe filaments. In this way the 90-110 watts of power necessary 

for heating the oven could easily be supplied. 

Before attempting to produce a Lu beam, the Ca Cl 'Which had been 

put into the oven during the loading process was driven off by supplying 

about 4 watts of power to the oven. Thus a beam of Cs Cl molecules, 

Which could be detected upon striking the hot wire, was produced. The 

oven holder assembly was then moved vertically and horizontally by means 

of exterior positioning screws 1mt1l the Cs Cl beam reaching the hot 

wire registered a maximu~. The :Su oven having thus been lined up, the 

power was slowly increased until all the Cs Cl was dr1 ven from the oven 

and finally until a Lu beam was obtained. This beam was collected on 

fired 2 mil platinum foils Which were mounted during exposure to the 

beam on brass "buttons" as illustrated in Fig. 16. The presence of Lu 

was detected by counting the decay ~ particles in the ~ proportional 

counters mentioned in Section IV G. With the above method, Lu full-beam 

counting rates of about 2000 counts/minute after one minute exposure of 

the foil to the beam were easily attainable and this "size" beam was 

found to be most convenient. 
17r~ 

Natural Lu metal is 97. !11, Lu - , which has a thermal neutron 

capture cross section of 18 barns, and 2.6% Lu176, which has a corres

ponding cross section of 3800 barns. Hence one would expect an 

appreciable percentage of the full-beam activity to be attributed to 

the decay of Lu177 present in the beam. Calculation shows that for a 

four-hour irradiation, at the beginning of a. run (1 hr. after removal 
17(~m "77 from the pile) the ratio of Lu " activity to Lu.L activity in the 

beam is 7.1 i·rhile after 8 hou.rs of runninG time this ratio is 1.65. 
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Fig. 16. "Buttons 11 used for collection of the radioactive 
atomic -beam. 
To the right: Silver plated buttons used for collecting 

Br and I. 
To the left: Platinum foil holder used for collecting 

Lu and Br. 
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Therefore, e.lthou(3h "beam sizes" of 2000 c/m were usually obtainable for 

considerably longer periods of time, after about 8 hours of operation 

most runs had to be discontinued because of proh1b1tally poor resonance 

signal to background ratios. 

Using A and B magnet currents in accordance with the discussion 

of Section IV D throw-outs (i.e. the ratio of full-beam minus direct-beam 

to i"ull-bee.m counting rates) of .75 - .80 were obtained. During resonance 

searches beam exposures were taken for 5 mi.nutes each. The beam strength 

vas checked from time to time by taking 1 minute direct-beam exposures. 

Experience showed that the beam was never suffic1e~ly unstable to warrant 

taking a normalization exposure after every resonance exposure. The 

signal to background ratio, that is the ratio of the highest counting 

rate obtained during a resonance search to the counting rate for a machine

background exposure$ ranged from 2.5/1 for 6 F = ~ 1 transitions in the 
2 2D3; 2 atomic atRte and 6 F = 0 transitions in

2
the D5; 2 atomic state to 

5/l for low field~ F ~ 0 transitions in the n
3
; 2 state. The C field was 

checked after each resonance eXJlosure to assure that no drift had taken 

place during the course of the exposure. Such drifts, though rare, were 

usually connected with the Bevatron's magnetic field, which fringed into 

the e.ton~c-beam laboratory. This fringing was sufficiently strong to 

throw the C field completely off of a K resonance if the Bevatron was 

turned off or on during exposure of a foil. 

Q..:_, ~rating Procedure at B.N .L. 

The Lu176m experiment at B.N.L. was patterned after the one at 

L.R.L. and hence has many similar characteristics. For example, the 

oven units and oven holder assembly used at B.N.L. were exactly the.eame 

as those depicted in Figs. 14 and 15. Since the Brookhaven High Neutron 

Flux Research Reactor is located at B.N.L., the Lu samples, which were 

bombarded in this pile for 4-hour periods, could be transferred to the 

atomic-beam machine very rapidly and the Lu was usually inside the 

machine and the oven ready to be lined up within 30 minutes of removal 

of the sample from the pile. '.I'he lining up procedure vm.s the same aa 

that outlined. above. Under operating conditions the Lu beam throw-out 

was abo-c t the same as at L. R. L. ( • 7 5 - . 80) and useable Lu beams (direct 

beam~ of about 200 c/m for a 1 minute exposure) were Gbtained with around 

160 watts of electron bombardment povter. The Lu. bea.m ~m.s collected on 

soot covered copper plates and r0sonance exposures were for about 

200 sec at the becinnine; of a given run. The exposure time was augmented 

durine; the course of the nm to compensa.Jce for the radioactive decay of 
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Lu 176m until about a 350 sec. exposure time was reached, At this point 

the beam was "raised" by applying more electron bombardment power and 

the exposure time augmentation process repeated. All exposed plates were 

counted for 10 minutes or longer in low background proportional Geiger 

Counters. The signal to background ratio at B. N. L. was typically between 

2/1 and and 2.5/1. Because d. the great stability of the C magnet current 

supply (and the absence of a Bevatron) the C field did not requi:.t.·e constant 

monitoring as at L. R. L. and was only checked after a Lu resonance line had 

been traced out. 

E. Spin Determination: Data and Results 

Using what was referred to in. Section IV A as machine no. 1, a spin 

search such as is described in Section II D was carried out for Lu 176m, by 

looking for low field a and p observable transitions in the 2o
5

/
2 

atomic state. 

Since this state lies only 1993.9 em -l above the 
2 o

3
/

2 
ground state 29 , about 

25o/o of the Lu 
176

m atoms in the beam would be expected to be in the 2o
5 
/z 

state at any time. The results of the initial spin search are given in Table 2. 

It is seen from this table that frequencies which correspond to I = 1 resonances 

always lead to counting rates equal to at least double the background counting 

rate, and that this is not the case for the neighboring integral spin values. 

These data strongly indicate a spin of 1 for Lu176m. Figures 17 and 18 show 

decay curves for a full-beam exposure and an I= 1 resonance exposure. These 

curves show first that most of the activity in the beam was caused by Lu 
176

m 

and second that the apparent I= 1 resonance is a Lu 176m resonance. Subse-
. 2 176m 

quently a and 13 resonances 1n the D
3

/
2 

ground state of Lu were also 

observed and again indicated I = 1. Figures 19 and 20 show a and (3 resonance 
176m . 2 2 * · d curves for Lu m both the D

5
/

2 
and D

3
/

2 
states. These were obta1ne 

at a C field corresponding to 'k = 6.0 me/sec. 

The above mentioned data together with the fact that this spin value is 

consistant with all the hyperfine structure data discussed in the next section, 
· . 176m' 

seems conclusively to indicate a sp1n of I = 1 for Lu . 

F. Hyperfine Structure Determination; Data and Results 

As with the spin determination, the initial work on the hyperfine structure 
176m · 2 

of Lu was performed by observing transitions in the DS/Z atomic state. 

Using the method described in Section II E, a and p resonances were traced 

out at progressively higher magnetic fields 

* In Figure 20 and in all other resonance curves ·exhibited in this paper, 
points with horizontal lines dra\vn through them correspond to machine 
background expo sure. 
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Table 2. 176m / . Lu , J "' 5 2 Spin Search Data. 

VK H F Counting Rate For Ha.chine 
me/sec ga.u.ss state I = 0 I = 1 I ::l 2 baclq;round 

1 1.418 7/2 19.8+ 2.1 8).6 + ~.-.8 20.6+ 1.8 15 ·9 !. 1.8 
1 1.)+18 5/2 l.th. 9 !. 3 • 3 15.9:!::. 1.8 
3 4.201 7/2 55.1+±.3·3 14.5 .±. 1.8 
3 4.201 5/2 32.5 .±. 2.4 14.5!_1.8 

6 8.24.8 7/2 65.3 :!:. 3 .3 14.5 + 1.8 

6 8.248 5/2 25.2 + 2.2 9.2 + 1.5 
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Fig. 17. Lu176m fUll beam decay curve. 
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. 176m . · 1 . (2 · ) Fig. 20. Lu low fie d resonances n
3
; 2 state 

(a) a transition (vK = 6.00 me/sec) v(Zeeman) = 5.54 me/sec 

(b) ~ transition (vK = 6.00 me/sec) v(Zeeman) = 6.78 me/sec. 
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until shifts from the llncar Zec:rxm pr-edictions of 3.3 ·me/sec ancl L5 me/ 

sec ·were obr;:c~rvcd in the ex and P resonances respectively. On tb~ basis 

of these Ghiftc initial guesses vere nu;,dc for "a" and "b" using the 

rn.c:thod outlined in Ap1x:ndix C. These values, the necessary lmmm conrps.ri

son isotope o.nd calibr-ation isotope cla.ta (see Appendix A), a.nd. all Lul'7bm 

resonance data. 'l'rhich had been collected up to that time vcrc Gupplied as 

input to tlle "Hyperfine" program and improved values of "a" and "b" 

sought. The program did not converge, indicating that something 'Has 

wrong 'nth the input data. 

At this point it was decided to look for resonances in the 
2D,./2 ~~ ) 

ground state of Lu in order to obtain an improved resonance signal 

/
backorou;nd 

to ora·tJ.o and consequently more reliable data. Again a and t3 

resonance lines were traced out at higher and higher magnetic fields 

until appreciable shifts from the linear Zeema,n predictions '-1ere observed 

in both the a and the f3 transitions. Guesses were then made for "an and 
2 "b" and a. "Hyperfine 11 run m..qde based. on the n

3
; 2 resonance data. Again 

the program could not converge to 11a" and "b" values consistent 'With the 

experimental data. 

In searching for the reason for this failure it was noticed that 

a plot of A i:/H vrs. H, where b.f is the resonance shift from the linear 

Zeeman prediction, is (for moderate values of H) parabolic in shape for 
2 

the a resonances and linear for the f:3 resonances in both the n3; 2 and 
2n

5
; 2· states. From Eqs. (7A) it is obvious that a parabolic shape is 

likely to result Ol'ilJ' if the :magnetic \tUt:l.;d:.um numbers involved in the a 

transition change sign bu;t not magnitude, that is if mF(1nitia1) = -~(final). 

Therefore, in view of the low field selection rule ~ = ~ 1 for single 

quantum transitions, the d transition t"or the 
2n

3
; 2 [

2n
5
; 2 ] state '-rou.ld 

be expected to take place between the two states (5/2, l/2)+"(5/2, -1/2) 

[C7/2, 1/2).....,.. (7/2, -1/2)] 
In FiG. 2lb is given a schematic energy level diagram 1t1hich 

indicates the correspondence betvreen the lotv field (Zeem<J.n) magnetic 

quantum levels (shown on the left side of the diagram) and the high field 

qU.."l.nturn levels -( shmm on the right siele of t.he d_iagram) for the ca.se I r.:o 1, 

J = 3/2. 'l1he qu:intmn nmnbers corresponding to the initial a.nd :final 

sta.tes associated "idth the o1)scrvable a and. t3 transitions a.re also oho;.m 

on this diagram. It. is s'~c;n that the G t!~·s.nni tion quantum m.uul)ers are 

not those eJ..rpected on the btwis of the a:bove analysis. Figure 21Q. is tb.c 
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(a) 

(b) 

F 
3/2 

1/2 

-1/2 

1/2 --<:::1~~--~----- -1-
0- -3/2 -----1-

M.U-17388 

Fig. 21. Schematic energy level diagrams for J b 3/2, I • 1 
(a) Inverted ordering (b) Normal ordering. 
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same as 2l;b except that instead of assuming normal zero field hyperfihe 

level ordering (i.e. F = 5/2, 3/2, 1/2 in order of decreasing energy)as 

was done in Fig. 2lb the inverted level ordering F = 3/2, 5/2, 1/2 is assumed. 

rt is seen that in this case the expected a transition quantum numbers are 

obtained and that fUrthermore the ~/H vrs. H curve for the ~ transitions 

ie predicted to be linear. Assuming,therefore, the ordering of Fig. 2104 

starting values of "a" and "b" were calculated and these values, when used 

in conjunction with the quantum numbers~ 

(o:) (5/2, 1/2) ~ (5/2, -1/2) 

(t3) (3/2, -1/2) -(3/2, ~3/2) 
2 . 

led to a good fit, by "Hyperfine," of all n
3
; 2 resonance data wich had 

been gathered up to thf'l.t. t:tm.r. Similar results were obtained for the 
2 n5/ 2 data. wen a. F = 5/2, 7/2, 3/2 inverted ordering was assumed. 

Once an initial fit had been obtained the procedure described in 
Section II E was follovred and the "J0-9" Program used in conjunction with 

"Hyperf1ne" to enable searches for higher field 6F = 0 transitions to be 

conducted. In this way a tota~ of 13, 6F = 0 resonance linea in both the 
2 2 n

3
; 2 and n

5
; 2 atomic states were traced out at field ranging from 0 

to 504.3 gauss. Then a B magnet coil of machine no. 1 shorted out and 

the redesigning procedure that led to machine no. 2 was undertaken. Two 
. 2 

examples of intermediate field n
512 

lines traceQ out on machine no. 1 

are shown in Fig. 23. Figure 24 shows an intermediate field 2n3/ 2 line 

ae it appeared When traced out on machine no. 1 and also as it appeared 

when traced out on ma.chir..(~ no. 2. 

During the rebuilding of the machine at L.R.L. the work on Lu 
2 at B.N.L. was undertaken. First three n

3
; 2 intermediate field linea~ 

which had. been previously traced out at L.R.L, were retraced on the 

machine at Brookhaven (machine no. 3). Because of this machine 9 s much 

more homogeneous C. field, these lines were almost 40 times narrower than 

the original lines. An example of one of the 6F = 0 resonance curves 

obtained at; Brooltha.ven is shown in Fig. 29 b. The refinement of the 

expeJ:im,:~ntal data which resulted from the inclusion of these three linea 

enabled "a 11 and "b 11 to be determined with sufficient accuracy to allow e. 

. search for the observable _field dependent M =.:!, 1, .tJ.m =.:.!:. l direct 

transitions to be undertaken. Two such deservable transitions exist 
2 . 176m 

for the n
3
; 2 state of Lu . • They are indicated by rc1 and 12 in 

Fig. 21 ~ and correspond to: (3/2,-1/2) ++ (1/2, 1/2) and (3/2 1 1/2) 

++(1/2,-1/2) respectively. After much labo~ indications of these 

lines were fmmd at Brookhaven but at frequencies differing considerably 
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/ 2 state) 

(a) a transition (vK = 500.0 me/sec) 

(b) ~transition (vK = 500.0 me/sec). 
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Fig. 23. Lu176m a resonance curve as it appeared before and after 

the redesigning of machine no. 1 (vK "' 500.0 me/sec) 
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from the resonance frequencies prerlicted on the basis of previously observ

ed l::Jf == 0 transitions. 

By this time lll9.chine no. 2 at Berltcley was in 'Ytorking order and 

an atterrrpt >vas made, using this mchine, to verify the 1{1 and :rr
2 

line 

frequencies found e.t B.H.TJ. The lines shovm in Fig. 26(a) were obtained 

but at frequencies v1'nich lay considerably outside the Brookhaven lines and. 

which also seemed inconsistent vi th existing l::Jf = 0 resoriance data. The 

disagreement between the Brookhaven lines and the Berkeley lines was later 

removed b~ the discovery that the C magnet of machine no. 3 had been mis

aligned during the direct transition search at B.N.L. Also the apparent 

inconsistency between the 6F == 0 and 6.F = .:!:.. 1 resonance data was removed1 

as indicated below, 'When a slightly different value of gJ was used an input 

to "Hyper:f'ine." 

As indicated in l!"'ig~ 2:( there is a value of field (H = 5o8 gauss) 

where the energy of the hyperfine level corresponding to F = 3/2, ~= ·1/2 

and the energy of the level corresponding to F = 1/2, n;r = 1/2 vary at the 

same rate with respect to magnetic field. ~1is means that the frequency 

of the :rr1 direct transition, which corresponds to a transition between 

these two energy levels 1 is to first order indepenclent of H at this value 

of field.. Aftel;. using the :rc1 ancl :rr
2 

field dependent resonance frequencies 

of Fig. 26(a) together with all the bJ' = 0 data Which had been obtained at 

B.N.L. to :predict as accurate ao :possible values of "a" and "b", a search 

for this "field independent" direct transition was undertaken using machine 

no.· 2. Subsequently the resonance line shown .in Fig. 26{b) was obtained. 

Finally on the basis of all three 6F == .:!:.. 1 1 ~~ = .:!:.. 1 lines the frequency 

qf the (3/2, -1/2) ~ (5/2, -1/2), 6F == .:!:_ 1 ~ = 0 line ('Which is 

specified by in Fig. 22) was vredicted and this line was searched for 

at .B.N.L. Ulti:ma.tely the resonance curve of Fig. 29{a) was obtained. 

A list of all resonance data obtained for the 2n
3

;
2 

atomic state 
u~ . 

of r .. u is given in Table 3. At first, as mentioned above, difficult;r 
I 

"t.ras encountered in sin1ul taneously fi ttine; the 6F = 0 and the !iF' = + 1 

resonance dn.ta vtith the same "a" and "b" values. A fit "tvao obtained, how

ever, by allovring gJ as well. as "a" and "b" to vary ·while trying to 

secure the fit. The value gJ (
2n3; 2 ) = - .79931.:!:.. .000025 was converged 

upon both lThen gi was determi.nedl., by "Hyperfine, 11 using the Ferrni-Segre 

Formula (Eq. (26)) and vlhen gi vras alloucci to vary freely 

1 r.ith II If trb II d I! II Tl . (' (2 ) wi a ong 1t a, , an gJ • ~~s value o:.. rrJ n3; 2 agrees, thin 

experimental error, vrith Ritter's· value o:t' gJ (2n
3

;
2

) ::: -.79921 .:_ .oooo8 
but differs sui'ficiently from the latter to allovt a fit of the Lu176m 
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Fig. :24. Lu176m pi direct transitions (2n
3
; 2 state) 

(a) Field dependent lines (vK = 280 Mc/eec) 

(b) Field independent line ( \I'K "" 1110.0 Me/ sec)$ 
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Table 3 r 176m / ~u ) J = 3 2 Resonance Data and Final Hyperfine Output 

a=97.195~ .004 mc/s~c 

b = -635.191 + .005 me/ sec 2 
= 1.4 'X' 

gJ :: -'0.799311 + .000023 
gr >0 

Run \rj( H L\H vLu ~vLu Residual Fl Ml F2 }:" r,,leight 
No. me/sec .·gauss gauss me/sec me/sec me/sec "2 factor 

---·--·----- ···-·---·--
l 500.0 ·' 278.794 .008 271.57 .020 .009 3/2 -l/2 3/2 -3/2 2120.9 

2 50q.o 278.794 .oo8 .191.645 .020 -.003 5/2 1/2. 5/2 -1/2 2313.8 

3 1100.0 504.321 .007 5_17 ~.895 • 030 -.007 3/2 -1/2 3/2 . -3/2 1036.2 
,, 

4 0.28 0.40 .03 1574.450 .030 .014 3/2 -1/2 1/2 1/2 424.5 
"· 

5 0.28 0.40 .03 1575.500 .030 -.our 3/2 1/2 l/2 -l/2 42).4 .J 
...0 

6 1110.0 507'.986 .007 1270-500 .015 -.001 3/2 -l/2 1/2 l/2 4444.4 IJI 

7 0.2C 0.29 .03 550-980 .020 .000 3/2 -1/2 5/2 -1/2 2473.0 

8 6.0 8.25 .02 5·530 .015 _·-.oo6. 5/2 1/2 5/2 -1/2 2482.1 

9 6.0 8.25 .02 6.820 .015 .005 3/2 -1/2_ .3/2 -3/2 2006.7 

10 2.0 2.81 .02 1.890 .015 -.002 5/2 1/2 5/2 . -1/2 2373· 5 

11 40.0 46.08 .o8 30.95 .10 ' .003 5/2 1/2 5/2 -1/2 76.9 

12 100.0 93.04 .14 62.650 .r::rr ·0'27 5/2 _1/2 5/2 -1/2 72.4 

13 200.0 149-71 .16 101.25 .10 .046 5/2 1/2 5/2 -1/2 43.9 

14 300.0 196.28 .18 133.40 .14 .059 5/2 1/2 5/2 -1/2 28.9 

15 1100.0 504.32 .25 365.40 .50 -.217 5/2 1/2 5/2 -l/2 3;4 

16 12.0 15.92 .o6 13.20 .10 -.040 3/2 -1/2 3/2 -3/2 78·7 

17 24.0 29.84 -07 25.10 .04 -.005 3/2 -1/2 3/2 -3/2 187-5 

18 40.0 10.08. .08 39-30 .05 .016 3/2 -1/2 3/2 -3/2 130.1 

, ·"> l:J·.).O 93.04 .14 82.20 .10 .014 3/2 -1/2 3/2 -3/2 3<)7 
~~-> 

. ' 
' 

20 200.0 149.71 .16 137.10 .10 -.116 3/2 -1/2 3/2 -3/2 26.9 
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resonance data. 

The mnall value of 1. ~ for X 
2 ~ indicated in Table 3{ 'When 

::-1 
compared to the e.ccepte.blc value/ of 16.0) shows that the experimental 

frequency errors quoted in the table are for the most part quite :pessimis

tic. !t'or this reason the errors quoted there for a, b ~ and gJ ('Which are 

the same as those quoted directly by "Hyperfine 11
) probably themselves 

constitute fairly pessimistic values. However to be absolutely safe, 

twice these values vill be adopted as the experimental errors to yield 
2 

final results for the D3; 2 state measurements of2 

a( 2n3; 2 ) ~ 97.195 ~ .oo8 me/sec 

b(2D3; 2) ::: -.635.19.:!.:. .01 me/sec 

gJ(
2

D3; 2 ) = -.79931 ~ .00005 

and using Eqa. (9 a) and (10 a) of Appendix C in conjunction with the 

above results 

The algebraic signs of "a" e.ncl "b" quoted above are correct if 
176m the g~I of Lu is -positive. That this is in fact the case ·uas estab-

lished both by trying to fit the experiments.! dBta using the Fermi .. Segre 

)formula to determine ,gi' while assumine that it is nega.tl ve, and by 

starting 'With a nee.;ati ve initial GJ: and then fitting the experimental 

d.El.ta by allowing it to freely vary. In the first case a fit was obtained.. 
2 2 

but with a /( = 511.8 as compared to )( "' l.h for positive gi. In the 

second case gi converged to a positive \~lue consistent with that 

obtained using the Fermi-Segre Formula. 
i' Vi II " '2 d 2 ·a and b in both the n5; 2 an the D3; 2 states have been 

17~ "'0 177 32 measured for Lu ·- by Hi tter.J aml for Lu by Petersen. 'I'he ra.tio 1 s 

and 

were found to be the came for both of these Lu isotopes (as would be 

expected) and 1 t ·vas therefore felt that very 11 ttle would be gained. by 

( 2 \ (2 ) 176m doinr; an accurate measurement of a n
5
; 2 ; and b n

5
; 2 for Lu • 
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2 
Consequently no further i-Tork wao done on the n

5
;

2 
state at L.R.L. after 

the 1·cclesigning of Inachine no. 1. For the sake of completeness, hmrever, 

t.he ex:perimental d..-'lta vrl1ich were obtained for this atomic state' tire given 

in Table J; together with the best valueo of "a", "b", and gJ converged 

upon by "HYJ?erf.ine" in attempting to fit these data. Doubiing the errors 

qtioted in this table and remembering that g~ has been estabiished. as 
2 2 

ponitive by the n3; 2 data, we arrived at the final results for the n
5
; 2 

state: 

a (2n5; 2 ) = 77.6 ~ 4.8 me/sec 

b (
2n5; 2 ) = ~782.3 ~ 9.6 mc/eec 

(
2 

gJ n5; 2 ) = -1.2001 + .0006 

and using t.he oquat:l.ons of Appendix C 

~v 5;2 , 7;2 = -7/2a ~ 21/20b ~ (550 + 27) me/sec 

6v7; 2 , 3; 2= 6a • 9/20b = (818 ~53) me/sec 

. 30 
The value of gJ quoted above is consir:;tent with Ritter's value ; 

2 ) . 2 e;J£ -n5; 2 = -1.2001~0 + .00016. l1oreover the values of a( n5f';'!) a.nd 

~(c..n5;2 ) 1 when combined 'nth the corresponding quantities quoted. for the 

'-n7,;2 state; lead to 
:J f) 

a("'~2) 

a(2D5/2) 
and 

ratios which agree, to \dthin e:>cperimcmtal error, with the corresponding 

rJul75 and r.Jul77 ratios. 

G. Calc_ula.tion of t~ Nuclear Mo~~ 

Nuclear Magnetic DiJ)Ole l·1oment: 

vfuen Eq. (26) is used in conjunction \d th ·the measured value of 

(2 ) 176m { 175 ( a n
3
;

2 
for Lu given 0.1;ovc) ancl the 1mmm data for Lu given in 

A:p:pcndix A) , the vnluc 

p .. ~(Lu1761'1 ) "" o. 3160 (11~) nm ( 1.L'1Corrected) 
l. 

17hm is o1)t8.ined for the 1.mcorrected nuclear mgnetic ci:polc mon:ent of Lu ·· . 

This is consistent utth the result flr(Lu176m) = 0.33(2) nm obtained 
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Table 1 • 
L 176m 
u ' J a 5/2 Resonance Data and Final Hyperfine Output 

a = 77 .6.:!:; 2.4 me/sec 
b = -7'82 .:; !_ 4.8 m~/sec 2 

X x: 2.2 

gi > 0 

Hun v H .6H "Ju .6vtu Residual F1 1·~ F N2 Weight 
2 No. me sec gauss ga\lSB me sec me rJec me/ sec factor 

1 6.~0 8.25 .04 9·90 .o:; .001 7·/,2 1/2: 7/2 -1/2 315.1 
2 40.0 46.08 .o6 55.40 ·07 -.001 7/2 1/2 7/2 -1/2 96.0 

3 100.0 93.04 •. 1'4 112.50 .10 .015 7/2 1/2 '7 /' ... ·1/2 25·5 
4 200.0 149.71 ·l~ 182.90 .13 .ol~4- 7/2 1/2 .•. I ... 

( i ' -1/2 19.0 

5 500.0 278.80 .28 352.80 .50 .291 7/2 1/2 ···;··, I c. wl/~2 2.5 
6 1100 .• 0 504-.33 .29 694.50 ·10 .011 7/2 1/2 7h~ -1/~; 1.1+ 

7 6'-.0 8.24 .<)4 12.30 ·07 ... 024 5/2 -1/~ 5/;? --3/2 118.3 

8 12.0 15-92 .06 23.90 ·07 .024 5/2 -1/2 5/;? -3/2 73·.5 
9 2h.o 29.84 .err 1~5 .oo .10 ... 037 5/2 -1/2 5/2 ... 3/2 46.0 

10 40.0 Aro.08 .06 70.00 ·07 ... 053 5/2 -1/2 5/2 ·3/2 71.4 
11 100.0 93.04 .14- 143.90 .10 .... 109 5/2 •1/2 5/2 -3/2 16o8 
12 200.0 14-9.71 .14 235-00 .22 -.317 5/2 ·1/2 5/2 -3/2 10.0 

13 500.0 278.80 .28 ltl-t6.40 .60 .425 5/2 ·1/2 5/2 -3/2 1.8 
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" 2 . using the rough result given above for a( n
5
; 2) and also with the value 

~I(Lu176m) = .;1(6) run determined directly by "Hyperfineru if gi is 

allowed to vary freely during the resonance data fitting process" Appli~ 

cation of the appropriate dianngnetic shielding correction factor (given 

in Appendix B) yields for the best corrected value 

(corrected) 

In the case of Lu, Eqs. (23) and (24) lead. to the following 

interaction constant ratios 

i. ~5 
'Wh le the data given in Appendix A indicates that actually tor LU and. 
Lul77 

a(2
D5/ 2 }/ a(

2
D3/ 2 ) = .7553 b(

2n
5
; .. )/b(2

D3/ 2 ) = L23ll • 

Although the disagreement between the theoretical and actual ratio of the 

b~a in the 2n512 and 2n
312 

states is not too seriousp the large discrepancy 

in the case of the a~s raises considerable doubt about the validity of 
. 176 

applying Eq. (28) to perform an alternative calculation of ~I(Lu m). 

The criteria for· applicability of Eqs. (23) - (28), for the lllOS't 

part, seem to pe quite ¥Tell satisfied by Lu. Since the lowest lying 

electronic configuration for Lu is 5d6s 2 it clearly has a single d electron 

outside closed shells. Furthermore the gJ 1 s dete1~ned above for the 

~3;2 and ~5/2 states both lie quite close to the pure Russel-Sanderjs 

predictions of gJen3; 2) = -0.799549 and. sJ(2n
5
; 2) = -1.200458. Thus a 

case of almost pure L-S coupling is indicated. The only remaining 

criterion for the validity of these Equations is that the energy levels 

must be derived from a single electronic configuration. Consequently it 

must be assumed that this criterion is violated. 

To determine the nature of the perturbing configuration ~ note, 

first of all, that it must lie close in energy to the ground state con.., 

figurationo Second~ since the ter.m in the Hamiltonian which is responsible 

for configuration mixing can only connect eigenstates corresponding to 
. 2 

the same J, L, and s, this configuration must contain a D termo Third~ 

(2 2 
since gJ n3; 2) and gJ( n5; 2) for Lu lie so ~lose to the pure L=S 

. coupling values, the gJ 1 s arising from this D term must be nearly equal 
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to those arisine from the 
2

D term of the ground state configuration. 

Finally, since the theo1·etical ratio of the b 1 G i;:; much closer t'.> the 

acttlfl.l c:xperimenta.l value than is the case 'vi th the ratio of th.e a 1 s, 

the a&nixed configuration must be such as to affect the "a" interaction 

constantG much more than the 11b 11
• '1"'11e 5d 6s ?s con.figuration satisfies 

all these requirements and if this is assumed to be responsible for the 

perturbation the method proposed by Schwartz? (1.tnich is d:i.scussed in 

Section I B) can be uoed to <leal w:Lth the configuration :mixing • 
.:.>0 

Assmning z
1 

:;: 51.5 and. using Eqs. (33), (3l1.), (35) and the 
0 ,.., 175 

accurate ratio of a(c:n5; 2 ) to a(c:n3;2 ) given above for Lu , leads 

to a value of 

5" = -23.375 me/sec 

i'or the contribution of the 5d 6s 7s configuration's unpaired s electrons 
2 L 176m to the a( n

3
; 2 ) interaction constant for u . S"-btrat:ting this 

2 value from the measured a( n
3

; 2 ) yields, for the contribution from the 

d electron alone 

a
0

(
2n3; 2) = 120.570(8) me/sec 

This, rmen entered into Eq. ( 28) along •t1 th z1 "" 51. 5, gives for the 

uncorrected me.gnetic d:l.pole moment 

J.t (Lu176m) = 0.287 nm 
calc. 

(uncorrected) 

which is in fair agreement with the true value calculated, at the beginning 

of this Section, using Eq. (26). 

Using the correct ~(Lu176m), inversion of Eq. (28) indicates 

that z1 = 57.2 is the proper value for r.u. This value is used to determine 

the a.
0

(
2n

3
; 2 ) and Helattvistic Correction Factors necessary for the 

evaluation of Q below. 

Nuclear Electric Quadrupole ltloment: 

vlhen a
0

(
2n

3
;

2
) is calculated, in the vm.y described above, 

assuming that z1 = 5'7. 2 a value 

'().
0

(
2n3; 2 ) = 128.8h8 me/sec 

F) 

:1.s obtained. Usin,g this resu.lt, the experimentally determined b(c.D
3
;

2
), 

a.nd the llllCOrrectcd f.l(Lu176m), Eq. (25) gives 

1...,6-rn 
Q(Lu 1 

· ') = 2 .li-0 ( 5) "barns ( unco:crected). 
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completely unaffected by any configuration interaction present. In view 

of the obvious falaciousness of this assumption (see the theol·ctical and 

experimental b ratios given above) and the uncertainties inherent in this 

type calculation, a reasonable error of about 2fo is assigned to the above 

final valueo 
. 176m 

H. Discussion of Lu Nuclear Spin and Moment Results 

Application of the Shell Modelg 

The Individual Particle Shell Hodel cannot account for the spins 

of either Lu176 or Lu176m in any straightforward vay. This apparent 

failure is not surprising in view of the fact that the 7lst proton assign

ment is near the middle of the shell ending at 82 nucleons while the 105th 

neutron is near the middle of the shell ending at 126 nucleons. Further~ 

more the Lu and. Hf isotopes are knovm to exhibit the largest quadrupole 

moments of any of the nuclides for which this quantity has been measured. 

Hence these isotopes would be expected to e~1ibit strong collective 

nuclear properties and be described better in terms of the Collective 

Model. 

Application of the Collective Model: 

Determinin[~ deformation ~rameter 

Before the Collective Model can be used to predict the properties 

of any nuclide the de:forina:tion parameter 5 must be estimated. Mottelson 

and Nilsson23 have calculated o for many even-odd and odd-even isotopes 

by :finding that value of 5 which$ using the assumed Collective jVj,.,del 

Hamiltonian, minimizes the total energy (i.e. maximizes the binding energy) 

of a given nuclide. Their results for nuclides related to L~76 are shown 

in column four of Table 5 without parenthesis. 
TABLE 5 

No. of No. of o Calculated Q Qo o Calcu- Experimental 
Name Protons Neutrons by Mottelson (barns)(ba.rna) l.ated from Reference 

and Nilsson Q 

Lul75 71 104 .28 5.68 12.1 .40 30 
Lu175* 71 104 .28 
Lu176 71 105 (.275) 8.0 11.9 .40 33 
Lul76m 71 105 (.275) 2.40 24.0 .68 
Lul77 71 lo6 .26 s.o 10.7 o39 32 
Hfl77 72 105 .2'"(0 

Hfl79 72 107 .260 

In the Table, Lu 175* signifies the first excited state of Lu175, 
wich lies 340 kev abeve the ground state. 
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If one a.ssun:::s that the dcforuntion of Lul75 (Hfl77) is not 

radically altered by the addition of one neutron (removal of one proton), 

ilhich seems likely in view of' the total range of o in the Table, a logi

cal deformation for Lu
176 

seems to be 5 = .275. Ftunthermore considerin:.:; 
17c: 175"' the equality of the o' s of Lu 7 and Lu " it seems a plausible ass'I.Ultption 

J76m that the deformation parameter of Lu · is about the sa:me as that of 
176 Lu • 

Another way to estimate 5 is by using the measured value of 
' 

the q1..mclrupole moment, q, to determine the intrinsic quadrupole L'lom.ent 

Q and 5 from Eqs. (63), (611-), e.nd (65) (aAsuming Q >> Q ). The values 
0 c p 

of o resulting from this proced.ure are shmm, for the Lu isotopes for 

which Q has been measured, in column 7 of Ta.t)le 5. '1"\<~o features stand out. 

First, the values of 6 ca.lcv.lated from the measured Q 1 s are consista.ntly 

larger than the values calculated by Mottelson and Nilsson. Secondly, 

that the &'s of r.u17\ Lu176, and IJul77 are about the same while that of 

Lu17
6m is considerably hi.gher than any of the others. This seems to 

indicate that the addition (or removal) of one neutron to Lu176 has a 

mt.tch smaller effect. on the nuclear shape than (loes the e:lcc1.tation of the 

1 t 1 i ti 1 t t f . I 176 hi h , L 176m rr~ f n r ns c par c e s· a cs o · .u , w. c proo.uces ;u • .1.nere ·ore, 
176 since adding a neutron to Tiu (vrhich rrrust necessarily enter the next 

available neutron energy state) vrouJ.d. be e:>cpccted to have e.n effect on 

th 1 . n6 e nuc ear shape comparable to that of' exciting e. neutron in Lu to 

the same state, it is liJ.cely that an excited proton state constitutes the 

difference between the config~rration of Lu176m and the ground. state of 

L
. 176 
u • 

1 · 176m Pred. ction of the Spin and. Nagnctic Moment of Lu 

Assunling that o is greater than or equ.'""l to the value e'ctre.polated 

from the Mottelson and Nilsson. calculations (5 = .275) several feasible 

assigrunents can be made 1 using the Nilsson Diagram, 22 for the odd. neutron 

and. proton configurations in Lu176m. All these assigrunents lead to the 

proper value of I = 1 using the Gallagher and. Mos zltm-mki coupling rule 

GM 2 so that their validity must be juclged in other vrays. One other 

criterion of validity is the accuracy with vhich a calculation based on a 

givc11. configuration can predict the l:J.eo.s~u-ed. :magnetic di-pole moment. 

Table 6 gives the feasible Nilsson asymptotic vrave function assicnments 
176m 

for Lu together vrith the magnetic moments calculated on the basis of 

Eq. (67). 
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Taolc 6 

Proton 
configuration 

j5111 + > 
jlJ-02 + > 
lhOh - > 
jhOl~ - > 

Neutron 
configuxation 

1 51~- - > 
I 514 - > 
1 512 -1- > 
!62lf + > 

p. Calculated 
(n.m.) 

2.65 

-1.25 

1.75 

-1.35 

.32 

From this Table, even Jc.hough none of the assw1J.ed configurations 

seem to predict the moJr...ent very well, configuration C gives the right 

sil};n and is much closer in a:bsolut.e value· to the rn.8a.sured value than A. 

Hence on the basis of its ability to predict the magnetic moment C seems 

to be the most plausible configuration. 
2)+ 

On the other hand, Gallagher and Moszkowsld have assigned 

configuration B because the neutron configuration 1s the se..me as that 

asGigned to Hfl77 ''*lile the proton confic;ure.tion corresponds to that of 
175''~ 176 Lu • Furthermore assumine; for the Lu ground state the configuration 

P-+1404 - >, 11-+ l5llt- - > they preclicted Lu176 to have a spin of' 7 and a. 

l1JJ:).gnetic moment of ),06 n.m. vlhich agree~; well with Spalding and Smith 1 s 33 

published values o:t' I = 7, J.1. = 3.07 n.m. Moreover, if this assignment 

for Lu176 is assunlZ!d correct, then configur·ation C for Lu176
m indicates 

that a neutron state is excited which, as mentioned above, does not seem 

likely ;mile confic;uration B iD:plies an e:x:citecl proton state, as e:>.."'>ected. 

This lends further support to the Gallagher-Hoszko1-1sld assignment. 
· 176m ( . · Summing up then, it seems that the spin of Lu as "Well as 

Lu
176) can be accounted for quite carJily uuine the Collect1 ve Model but 

that the exact configuration lea.dine to this spin remains vague. It is 

interesting to note that the measured magnetic moment is almost equal to 

the sum of those predicted by configurations B and C. This might imply 

that the actual asymptotic Nilsson state is a mixture of these tVTo 

states. 
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VI. THE BRSO AND BRSOla EXPERIHENT 

A. Introduction 

80 80m 
The spins of Br and Br have been measured by the atomic-

bearn method and the values I(Br80) ~ 1 and I(Br80m) = 5 have been reported. 

These measurements ~•ere :made by Green at the L.R.L. atomic-beam laboratory 

using what has been referred to in Section IV A as machine no. 1. Both 

Green34 and Lipworth35 have given detailed descriptions of the experimental 

technique and equipment used for the carrying out of these spin measurements. 

Even though Green • s methods have for the most part been carried over and 

used for ·the hyperfine structure measurements described below, for the sake 

of con~leteness a description is given in Sections B, C, and D of the entire 

experimental procedure utilized in these measurements. Special emphasis is 

given, however, to the discussion of appara·tus and techniques which differ 

from those used by Green. 

B. Isotope P:so._~ction and Handling 

80 80m Br and Br used for these experiments were produced by 

bornbarding 3 .. 4 g.rn lots of KBr crystals lli th thermal neutrons. The KBr, 

~ich was incapsulated in pyrex before being sent to the pile, was 

irradiated in Inost cases in the Livermore Pool Type Reactor at Livermore, 

California, but for some of the later runs the General Electric Test 

Reactor at Vallacitos was used. The neutron flux in the Livermore reactor 

was about 5.1 x 1012 neutrons/cm2 sec and the capsules were left in the 

pile for 3-4 hours, 'While the neutron flux in the Vallecitos reactor was 

9 x 1013 neutrons/cm2 sec and the capsules were left in this pile for only 

20 minutes. After irradiation the samples were returned to L.R.L. by car 

(about a 1 hour trip from either pile) and a. chemical separation of the 

Br undertal~en. 

Naturally occurring Br is 50.6% Br79 and 49.4% Br81 so that 
8o . 80m 82 neutron irradiation produces Br , Br and Br in accordance with the 

reactions: 

B 80m + r y, 

Br81 + n ~ Br82 + r • 

Although Br79 and Br81 have almost equal total neutron capture cross 
82 sections, due to its relatively long half life, very little Br activity 

was actually produced during a it- hr. neutron bombardment and practically 
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none was produced during a 20 minute bombardlnent. It was estimated, on 

. the basis of full-beam decay data, that less than 10% of the Br activity 
82 after a four hour bombardment was attributable to Br • Upon arrival at 

L.R.L. the activity of the KBr capsules ranged anywhere from 2R./hr. at 

a distance of 1 ft., for 3-hour irradiations at Livermore, to 20 R./hr. at 

a distance of 1ft., for 20-minute irradiations at Vallecitos. 

The chemical procedure used to liberate the radioactive Br from 

its KBr compound, which was the same as that used by Green, was done 

remotely, using manipulators, inside of a lead shielded cave. The glass

ware used is shown schematically ih Fig. 30 while Fig. 31 shows a photo

graph of the collection vial into which the Br passed during the course 

of the chemistry. This v:lal was ultimately attached to the discharge tube 

assembly of Fig. 32. 

After a KBr capsule was introduced into the "chemistry cave" and 

removed from the protective aluminum capsule holder within which it was 

irradiated, it was broken and both the broken glass and the KBr crystals 

dropped into the reaction vessel shown in Fig. 30. Then the top assembly 

of the reaction vessel was inserted, its stopcock closed, the stopcock of 

the Br collection vial opened, and a small He flow initiated through the 

system by way of the He inlet shown in the figure. After the He· had been 

allowed to flow for a while to drive any moisture that might be present 

out of the system, the collection vial was immersed in a liquid nitrogen 

bath and enough H2so4 introduced into the reaction vile to cover, by 

about 1/2" 1 ail its solid contents. At this point small amounts of HBr, 

Br2 , and so2 gases were liberated, driven through the drying tube by 

the He flow, and finally condensed in the cold collection vial. After 

these gases ceased to be evolved a little u2o2 
lar Br2 was liberated by the reaction 

- + 2 2Br + H202 + 2H ~ Br + 2H20 

was introduced and molecu-

The Br2 gas thus generated was driven down the drying tube and condensed 

in the collection vial. H2o2 continued to be added, slowly enough to 

avoid a violent reaction, until no more Br2 was generated. The 

collection vial '~s then detached from the ·rest of the glassware and 

placed into an ice '~ter bath to allow the volatile so2 and other 

contaminants to evap~rate off, leaving aln~st pure liquid Br2• Finally 

after closing its stopcock and insertint:; a glass plug in itsside 
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ZN-3402 

Fig. 28. Photograph of Br collection vial. 
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Fig. 29. 80 80m R.F. dissociator tube assembly used. for Br and Br . 
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opening, the collection vile was put back into the liquid nitro~en bath. 

After the Br
2 

was completely frozen the collection vial was 

removed from the liquid nitrogen and quickly carried to the atomic-beam 

machine using an air-tight carrying case which was s~cially designed to 

avoid atmospheric contamination in case some of the Br2 should re-evapor• 

ate in transit. Within the glove-box of the beam-machine the ground glass 

female coupling on the side of the c~ll~ction vial was carefully Joine~ 

to the matching male coupling on the pre-moum,~;;u. discharge tube assembly 

of Fig. 32. Then, while in contact with dry ice, the interior of the 

vial was pumped down to less than 1 micron pressure by a small mechanical 

pump operating through its stopcock. Finally this stopcock was closed,· 

an ice water bath substituted for the dry ice, and'the 'Stopcock on the 

discharge tube assembly opened to allow the Br 
2 

to e:f'f'use into the 

atomic-beam machine. 

C. Beam Production and Characteristic 

The discharge tube assembly served two purposes. First it helped 

control the Br ef~sion rate by means o:f' a capillary leak, and second it 

provided a means of dissociating the Br2 molecules into Br atoms as they 

entered the machine. It consists of two separable parts WhiCh are joined 

together <bring use. One part, which is used again and again, is just a 

brass plate vi th a hole through 1 ts middle over which has been placed a 

19/38 female ground glass coupling. This plate, which is mounted on the 

atomi,c-beam machine during operation, also has attached to it two stainless 

steel vires, with only one of which it makes electrical contact. The 

other wire passes through the plate but is electrically insulated f'rom 

it by 100a.ns of a. vacuum tight cers.mic kovar. The other part ot the assem

bly constitutes almost all the glassware shown in Fig. 32 and consists 

essentially of a ground glass coupling to accommodate the collection 

a leak, a stopcock, a 19/38 male ground glass fl tting, and a quartz tube 

vhicb has a slit in its end and is fitted with two aquad.ag painted, 

-' mil nickel sleeves. Many identical copies of this part of the assembly 

were made and a neW' one was used for every run. The leaks which are 

mounted as shown in Fig. 32, are copies of the one used by Green34 and 

discussed by Gordon.36 They have effusion rates of about 0.3 ca. per hr. 

of liquid bromine 'When ·used as described here and wet~ found to be very 

easily reproducible. The complete assembly of Fig. 32 is obtained by 

sealing together with black wax the female 19/38 ground gla.es coupling of 

·one of its parts with the corresponding male ground glass coupling of 

the other. When this is done the stainless steel wires make a spring 
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electrical contact :vlith the nickel sleeves and. hence serve as input lcaCl.s 

for the R.F. current. 

The necessary dissociation of Br2 molecules into Br atoms was 

accon~lished by exciting an R.F. discharge in the Br vapor as it passed 

into the machine. This vras done, in conjunction with the discharge tube 

assemuly, by means of a 450 kc/sec resonant circuit operating through a 

Steinmetz Regulator. This Regulator, the circuit diagram of which is 

shown in Fig. 33, has the property that if its resonant frequency is rua.de 

to equal the driving frequency (in this case 450 kr'./sec) the current 

through the discharge tube is independent of the renistance of the tube. 

Therefore operated under these conditions it seemed as a very effective 

discharge stabilizer. With ordinary working pressure in the oven chamber 

(about 1 x lo·5 mm) 250 ma or R.F. current yielded 80-90~ dissociation of 

Br2 'When the "hot lead" of the r.f. oscillator was capacitively coupled 

to the front (nearest the slit) end of the quartz discharge tube. If, on 

the other hand, the ground lead w.s coupled to the front, very poor ( ~ 40~) 

dissociation resultedo 

B,y keeping the liquid Br within the collection tube at ice water 

temperature and allowing it to effuse into the discharge tube through a 

leak, as described above, usable beams of Br atoms were obtained for 

periods ranging from 5 to 8 hra., depending on the size slit used in the 

end of the discharge ·tube. Slit vidtha ranging from 5 mile to 10 mila 

were tried and a width of 7 mils seemed to yield the most satisfactory 

compromise between .beam intensity and beam lif'etillle. Using 7 mil dis .. 

charge .tube ali ta two minute full-beam exposure counting rates of from 

700 c/m to 1500 c/m were obtained depending on the activity level of 

particular source used. 
I 

For earlier runs the Br beam was collected on freshly silver 

plated stainless steel "buttons 11 of the type shown in Fig. 16. A1 though 

these buttons were kept under vacuum 'When not in use and much care was 

ta.lwn to avoid conta.minating them with radioactivity before exposure to 

the beam, during their use considerable inconsistency was apparent in 

the experimental data. This inconsistency was attributed to varia-

tions in Br collection efficiency among the various buttons due possibly 

to differences in the quantity and quality of the silver plate and to 

the presence of' foreign substances, such as oil, upon th~ silver surface. 

For later runs, therefore, the Br beam~ collected on fir~d platinum 

foils, juat as in the case of Lu. Even though the Br collection efficiency 

of these foils was only about SO% that of the best silver surfaces used, 
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c 
450 kc L R Discharge tube 

MU-21836 

Fig. 3 o. Steinmetz regulator d.rcui t diagram. 



this difference was more than made up 

collection consistency. 

1l:,. Qe_erating Procedure 

by the resulting gain in 

After a usable Br atomic beam had been obtained, little attention 

vas paid to its maintenance. Usually about a 15 minute wait was necessary, 

immediately after opening the bromine collection vi.al to the oven chrunber, 

to a11ow a few tenth of a m.m. pressure to be established in the discharge 

tube. It was found that at least this low a pressure was necessary to 

obtain a stable discharge. After a pressure of about l x 10-5 mm was 

registered on the oven ion gauge (indicating that the proper pressure in 

the discharge tube had been attained) the 450 kc/sec dissociation oscilla

tor vas turned on and the discharge tube lined up by sighting m. th a 

telescope on its slit using the light given off by the R.F. discharge for 

illumination. Then a direct beam exposure 'WaS taken to make sure that 

the Br2 molecules entering the machine were being satisfactorily dissociat

ed and if the dissociation efficiency vas normal the throw-out was usually 

about .80 when A and B magnet currents indicated by the expressions of 

Section IV D were used. Finally, if all went well, resonance searches 

were undertaken. The necessary resonance exposure time was determined by 

insisting that the resonance peak counting rate 1 'Which always -was equal 
t"h~ 

to about 1/2~ ottfull-beam counting rate, be greater than 10 counts/minute. 

Exposure times were usually for 5 minutes although occassionally 1 1/2 

minute or even 10 minute exposure times were necessary. 

Figure 34 gives the radioactive decay schemes28 of Br80 and 

Br80m. It is seen that 4.5 hr. Br80m decays by r emission to Br80 which 

in turn decays 1 'With an 18 minute half life, by 13 emission to Kr
80 and 

80 Se • Since the proportional 13 particle counters used to detect the 
80 80m 80m presence of Br and Br are quite insensitive to r radiation, Br 

80 was actually detected by noting the 13 activity from the Br produced by 
80m ' ita decay. For this reason Br resonance buttons were expected to 

exhibit low counting rates when first removed from the beam raachine 

(that is, when there is no Br80 present), to increase in counting rate 
80 with the formation of Br until secular equilibrium is established be-

80 80m tween the quantities of Br and Br present, and finally to decay 
8o 'With e. characteristi.c 4.5 hr. half' life. on the other hand, Br reson-

ance buttons were expected to exhibit their largest counting rates 

immediately upon removal from the beam machine and to decay rapidly 'With 

e. characteristic 18 minute half life. Because or the above considerations 

care had to be taken to insure that the time which elapsed between the 
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80 80m 
Fig. 3lo Radioactive decay schemes of Br and Br o 
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removal of exposed buttons from the atomic-beam and their insertion into 

the ~ counters as well as their total time counted were held constant for 

all buttons during any given resonance search. 

~ Hu>erfine Structure Determination; Data and Results 

Prior to. the redesigning of machine no. 1 1 ten 6F = 0 resonances 
80 80m were observed for both Br and Br at fields ranging from 0-93 gauss. 

Using shifts from linear Zeeman predictions estimates of "a" and "b" 
o.nd 

were made for both isotopes and using "Hyperfine" I e. fit of the experimental 

data was obtained in both cases assuming normal ordering of the hyperfine 

levels. It was thue established that the observable a and ~ 6 AF ... 0 

transitions envolve the levels 

for Br80 

a - (5/2, ... 1/2) ~ (5/2, -3/2) 

, = (3/2, 1/2)-++ (3/2,-1/2) 
and 

for Br80m 

a = (13/2, -9/2) ~ (13/2, -11/2) 

f3 = (11/2, -7/2) ~ (11/2» .. 9/2) 

- 80 80m Where gi > 0 for both Br and Br has been assumed. These observable 

tranSitions are indice,ted in the schematic energy level diagrams ot Figsb 

2l(b) and 35 for Br80 (I = 1, J = 3/2) and Br80m (I = 5, J= 3/2). 
After these twenty resonances had been observed, machine no. 1 

broke down and all subsequent work was done using machine no. 2. 

When machine no. 2 became operative and the method of coping 

with the R.F. powering problem discussed in Section IV F found~ the 

first task undertaken was to retrace some of the highest :field resonances 

previously observed using machine no. 1. Four linea were retraced for 
80 80m both Br and Br and "Hyperfine 11 was then used, in conjunction w1 th 

"J0-9", to predict the frequencies of higher field resonances. In Fig. 36 
and Fig. 37 one. of the resonance lines obtained using machine no. 1 ie 

compared with the corresponding line obtained using machine no. 2 for the 
80 80m cases of Br and Br respectively. After this preliminary work vas 

completed, resonances and resonance frequency predictions were obtained 

st higher and higher fields until a total of 15, 6F = 0 resonances had 
80 80m . 4 been observed in both J~ and Br at fields ranging from 0 ~ 50 .3 

gauss. Examples of same higher field resonance curves are given in 

8 So 80m 8 Figs. 3 and 39 for Br and Br respectively. In Tables 7 and 

all the resonance data obtained for Br80 and Br80m are collected. In 

cases ~1ere a single line was traced out on both machines only the 

data collected on machine no. 2 are included. Also given in the tables 
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Fig. 32. Schematic energy level diagram for J = 3/2, I = 5 
(normal ordering). 
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80 Fig. 33. Br a resonance curve as it appeared before and after 

the redesigning of machine no. 1 (vK ~ 100.0 Me/sec). 
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Before 
machine redesign"" 
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MU. 27387 

Fig. 34. :Br80m f3 resonance curve a.s .it appeared before and e.t"ter 

the redesigning of ma.chine no. 1 (vK = 100.0 Me/sec). 
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Br 80 resonance curves 
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Fig. 35. 
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Table I 
80 . . Br Resonance Data and Final. Hyper:f'ine Output 

A. B. 
gi > 0 gi < 0 

a = 323.77 :., .o8 me/sec 2 
a =-= -324.01 :!:_ .o8 me/sec 

2 
X= 2.2 X= 2.1 

b = 227.63 ::_ .03 me/sec b = 227.60 .!. .03 me/sec 

Average o~ A and B 

Sign of gi is not determined. 
tal = 323.9 .:t_ .2 me/sec b/a < 0 
ib i = 227.62 . .:!: • 05 me/ sec 

Run ~ H 6H vBr 6v'r ResiJual 1? II! F2 M2 \veight factor 
No. me sec gauss gauss me/sec A me sec B ~1 1. 

me sec 
.. ---· ·---·-----------

l 4.0 5-567 .005 6.275 .060 .015 .014 5/2 -1/2 5/2 -3/2 274.9 I ...... 
2 16.0 20.75 .01 23.650 .067 .057 .051 5/2 -l/2 c; 12 ~3/2 217.0 N 

"' 0 

3 25.0 30.92 .01 35. ~00 .067 -.010 -.018 5/2 -1/2 -3/2 
I 

"'/2 215.1 / 

~ 50.0 55.19 .01 64.338 .015 .013 .001 5/2 -1/2 5/2 -3/2 2084.3 

5 100.0 93.04 .01 111.1.;.50 .015 .OOi~ -.Oil 5/2 -1/2 5/2 -3/2 2:84.7 
/" 4.0 5.567 .005 7.620 067 =.001 -.002 ~'2 1/2 3/2 -1/2 220.1 0 ->I 

7 16.\) 20.75 .01 28.400 .083 -.032 -.037 3/2 1/2 3/2 -1/2 11+1. 7 

8 25.0 30.92 .01 42.400 .033 ,1)')3 -.004 3/2 1/2 3/2 -1/2 763.6 

9 50.0 55.19 .01 75.938 .015 .007 -.005 3/2 1/2 3/2. -1/2 1786.7 

10 100.0 93-04 .01 129.145 .015 .005 =.013 3/2 l/2 3/2 -1/2 2345.0 

ll 200.0 149.71 .01 186.555 .015 .oo8 -.002 5/2 -1/2 5/2 =3/2 1926.8 

12 400.0 238.621 .008 3f4.238 .020 ~.005 "003 5/2 -1/2 5/2 ~3/2 1816.0 

13 200.0 149.71 .01 212.010 .020 .010 -.014 3/2 l/2 3/2 -1/2 132'7·3 

14 400.0 238.621 .008 352-270 .020 .015 =~009 3/2 1/2 3/2 ~1/2 1712.1 

15 1100.0 504.329 .007 834.740 .015 =.004 .003 3/2 1/2 3/2 =1/2 2372.2 
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Table 'a 
80m · . Br Resonance Data and Final Hyperfine Output 

a= 166.0~7 .±. .Od9 me/sec 
b= -874.9 + .1 me/sec 2 

X = 4.7 

sr >_ o 

---------·-·- ---
Run ~ H 6H VBr ~v,r Residual F1 ~ F2 M2 Weight 
No. me sec gauss gauss me/sec me sec me/sec factor 

1 4.0 5·57 .o; 2.400 .025 ... 029 13/2 -9/2 13/2 -11/2 1300.4 
2 8.0 10.87 .03 4.800 .020 .ooo 13/2 ~9/2 13/2 -11/2 1860.9 

3 16.0 20.75 .05 9.400 .025 .016 13/2 -9/2 13/2 ·11/2 886.5 
4 32.0 :;8.24- .o:; 18.ooo .020 -.007 13/2 -9/2 13/2 -11/2 1556.1 

5 70.0 71.63 .01 36.375 .015 .oo6 13/2 -9/2 13/2 ·11/2 3685.8 
6 8.0 10.87 .03 2.700 .020 .oo; 11/2 ·7/2 11/2 -9/2 2265.4 

7 16.0 20.75 .05 5.200 .025 .039 11/2 -.7/2 11/2 -9/2 1307.8 . 
8 32.0 38.23 .02 9.500 .015 ... 001 ·11/2 ··-7/2 11/2 -9/2 4170.8 

9 70.0 71.63 .01 18.150 .015 ... 006 11/2 •7/2 11/2 ·9/2 4266.5 
,10 100.0 93.044 .009 23.950 .012 ... 005 11/2 ·7/2 11/2 -9/2 6677·3 
11 200.0 11~9-714 .008 88.8:;8 .023 .013 13/2 -9/2 13/2 -11/2 1783·7 
12 400.0 238.62 .01 161.710 .010 -.002 13/2 -9/2 13/2 -11/2 45'{l!.2 

13 200.0 149.71 .01 41.235 .015 .... 001 11/2 ·7/2 11/2 -9/2 4229.6 
14 399·988 238.62 .02 77.277 .010 .009 11/2 -7/2 11/2 -9/2 6178.9 

"15 1100.0 504.329 .007 284.610 .015 .... 002 11/2 -7/2 11/2 -9/2 ;:;o6.6 
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are the values of' "a" and "b" determined l)y "HJI1l0rfine" as the ones <Tl.J.ich 

best fit the e:t..'J?erim.ental data as i·Wll as the errors assigned to these 
7:,·r :>:f~ 

parameters. Since gi and gJ are known 1-l"ith such great accuracy·' ,_..., i\)1~ 
79 81 Br and Br only the a's and b' s were allowed to vary freely b~y "E:y})er-

fine," the gr 's bc:in~ ,~~<-:tc:.:To.ned by Eq. ( 26) . 
...... ( ~.u, 

Final Results for br-"·' 
•;) 

In vieiv of the sma.ll residuals and the small value of X~ = l1 .7 

(compared to an acceptable 'X 
2 = l.~) given in Table 8, the eXJ.)eril1ental 

errors in the best valu(~S of "a" and "b" :J given there, are probably 

pessimistic. However to be very sure that the actual values lie within 

the quoted errors, twice these error assigrunents are u:Jed and the final 

values given are 

a == 166.05 !. .02 me/sec 

b = ... 8'7i+.9 :!:_ .2 me/sec 

Also using the equations of Appendix C the hyperfine structure <Jepa.rations 

are 

v13/ 2, 11; 2 = 13/2 a + 13/20 b = (510.62 :!:_ .25) me/sec 

v11; 2,
9
; 2 = 11/2 a- 5/12 b = (1277.80 + .18) me/sec 

The algebrF..t.ic signs of a and b given above hold on the assumption 

that g' (Br80m) is positive. That this is the case was established (as 
ty6m) · .. for Lu both by trying to fit the data using a. negative gi in con-

junction with the Fermi-Segre Formula and by starttng gi With a negative 

value and then allowing it to va~y freely while trying to fit the 
' .v2 

e~erimental data. In the first case a value of A = 50.9 was obtained 
2 as compared. to ')( = 4.7 assuming g]: positive. In ·t.he second case a 

positive value of g~ consistent with the Fermi-Segre Formula was converged 

u-pon by "Hyperfine.u 

Final Results for Br
80

g 
80m ' . 2 

As. in the case of Br the small residuals and r. value show 
assignments 

in Table 7 indicate that the frequency error/ quo"Cedthere are pessimistic 

and that the errors given for a and b by "Hyperfilie 11 are probably too . 

large. However in the case of Br
80 

we have an interesting case where 

two different u'a" values" one associe,ted with a positive gi and the other 

associated with a negative g
1

, lead to equally good fits of the experi-

mental data. It is seen from the table that the "a" and "b" values associated 
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with positive gi (grouped under heading A) and the corresponding 

parameters associated with negative_ g1 (grouped under heading B) lead 

to frequency residuals of about the same magn1 tude and have associated 

with thep1 jL 2 values of' 2.2 and 2al respectively. Therefore the sign 

ot s
1 

cannot be decided u:pon 9 using the data presently avsilableQ How .. 

everp as indicated in Section Gbelow, this sign is vecy likely positive. 

Taking the average values of a s.nd b given in the table and 

doubling the aesigned errore we have for Br
80 

~ a<nrao> I 
lb(Br8o)! 

a/b < o 

= 323.9 + .4 me/sec -
= 227.62 ~ .10 me/sec 

11\rl\d. again using the equations of Appendix C 

'lA v5; 2 ,3;2 j = 5/2 a + 5/4 b ... 525.2 .:t, L2 Me/sec 

fA Y3/2,1; 2 J = 3/2 ~ ~ 9/4 b = 998.0 + 1.0 Me/sec 

~ Calculation of the Nuclear Moments 

Nuclear Magnetic Dipple Moment~ 

Using the bromine data collected in Appendix A end the magnetic 
dipole interaction constantSl given above~ Eqo (26) yielde for the uncorrect .. 
ed l!lagD.etic dipole moreJDts of nr80 and BrSOm 

~(Br80 ) = .±, Oo4905 (6) nm (uncorrected) 

~(Br80m) = lo2513 (6) nm (uncorrected) 

Multiplying by the appropriate diamagnetic shielding factor of' Appendix 

B gives for the final corrected values 

~(Br80) =!. <L5138 ~6) nm (corrected) 

80m 
~{Br ) "" lo3170 (6) :nm (corrected), 

Bo.m 
Furthermore~ in the case of Br 11 allowing gi to vary freely during fitting 

of the experimental resonance data by "Hyperfine" led. directly to 

~(Br80m) = lo2{2) nm (uncorrected) 

Which is consistent with the above reaulto 

Though e.l.J:nost pure L-S coupling is indicated f'or Br by the known 

gJ val~ 5 no measurements have been made of the hyperfine interaction 
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,, 
cvc:.·:·i ,_;l.t:J :tn the cxclte:tl c .. l)l/2. Gtate for any of the L'r h>otopes. Hence 

I. p:r.·u;. t1ce o1:' con:fic,uration mix:i.ng cannot bG e stabli ahed (or ruled out) 

l.y the Jn .. tbod C11Ip1oycd for Lu in Section V and therefore a good test for 

th•.: o.p:p1icabllity of' Eq. (28) to the case of bromine is not available. 

As inll.icate<l in Section VII, configuration mixing of the type discussed. 

by Kostc:r39 seems to be definitely present in the case of iodine {Z =53). 

However, since the effect of such mixing seems to inc1.·~:e.se w.t th increasing 

z, it is possible, as suggested by King and Jacca.rino3·r, +hat thii:S 

effect is negligible in the case of bromine (Z ""' 35). If' this is assumed 

to be the case and the experimentally determined "a" values 

are used in conjunction with z1 .,. 31 (recommended by Barnes 

Eq. (28) yields 

( 80 
~ Br ) calc. ""' .:!:. .471 nm (uncorrected) 

J.1 (Br80m) = 1.21 nm (uncorrected) • 
calc. 

given above 

and Smith40) 

The fact that these results agree quite well With those obtained 

above using Eq. (26) implies that ignoring configuration .interaction in 

the case of bromine is fairly well justified. Inverting Eq. (28), after 
. 80 80m inserting the correct 1-l· values, leads to z1 = 32.,3 for both Br and Br • 

Thie value is employed for determination of the Relativistic Correction 

Factors used. in the calculation of Q below. 

Nuclear Electric Quadrupole Moment: 

'When the measured "a" and ub" values :f'or Br80 and :ar80m are 

inserted into Eq. (25) along 'With the magnetic moments of these isotopes 

(a.a calculated using Eq. (26)}, the following electric quadrupole moments 

are obtained 

Q(Br80) =1:_ 0.182 (8) barns (uncorrected) 

Q(Br80m) "" 0.70 (3) barns (uncorrected) 

A ~·% error is assigned in both cases. This assignment seems logical when 

the tL~certainties in the a•s and b's and in z1 are compounded with the 

probable maxiWL~ error introduced by ignoring the possibility of configura

tion interaction and other perturbations. 
80 The absolute algebraic signs of the Br nuclear moments are n~t 

known since the aleebro.ic signs of "a" and "b" ,.,ere not determined by the 

experiment described above. Hovrever, it was established that 
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a(Br80 )/b(Br80)< o which, on the basis of Eqs. (23) and (24) implies that 

~(Br80 )/Q(Br80 ) >0. Furthermore, the discussion of Section G iudicates 

that botll these moments are probably positive. 

80 80m Discussion of Br and Br. Nuclear Moment Results 

Application of the Shell Model: 

Mayer and Jensen15 have predicted, using the Single Particle 

Shell Model, a (C r
5
; 2)4 (2P3; 2)3 J 3; 2 configUration for the last odd 

proton in odd-even bromine isotopes. This prediction is well born out 

by the inea.sured 3/2 spins and positive quadrupole moments of Br79 and Br81 

as37 Yell as by the 3/2 spin measurea34 for ~77. On the basis of the 

Shell Model thi.s same proton configuration would also be expected to hold 

for the od.d ... odd isotopes of' Br. 
The neutron configurations for odd-odd Br isotopes are not as 

clearly indicated. Straight forward application o:f' the Single Particle 

Shell Model would, for ey...ample, assign the last odd :neutron of Br76
1 Br

80, 

' BrSOm; and Br82 to a (IS q/2) orbital and would predict the same spin 

for all these isotopes. Actually the measured spins are 1, 1, 5 and 5 
respectively. Furthermore other nuclear pxoperties; such as values of 

nuclear moments and parities of nuclear states, also do not seem com.pa.t ... 

able with the straightforward single particle approach. 
28 . 15 Table 9 gives the spins. and expected configurations of some 

even-odd isotopes with neutron numbers, N, lying between 40 and 50. These 

nuclides have their outermost neutrons lying in the ( ·ag 
9
; 2 ) subshell 

a.nd woUld thus be expected to exhibit neutron configurations accessible 

to the odd-odd Br isotopes. In the table each configuration is assigned 

a number for ti1e sake of discussion. In the case of se175, Which accord-
41 . ing to Aamodt and Fletcher exhibits several equally plausible confiRura· 

tiona compatible With its spin and nuclear moment values, a.ll the plausible 

cont'igurations are given in the table. It seems logical to a.ssUine that 

only those configurations Which have been observed in even-odd isotopes 

having neutrons in the ( 1.g
9
/ 2) subshell (:Le. the configurations of' 

Table 9) are likely to occur in :sr80 or Br80m. 
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Table 9 

Number Name N 
Neutron Spin Configm·a. t:ton 

1 Ge73 41 (g9/2)
1
9/2 9/2 

2 se75 41 l (p 1/2 }(g9/2 )
2

_1 5/2 5/2 

3 se75 41 (<s9/2>
31 5/2 5/2 

4 se75 41 [<r5;2> 5
) 5/2 5/2 

5 se77 43 [CP l/2 )l(g9/2) 
4

) 1/2 1/2 

6 se79 45 [CP1/2)
0

(g9/2}
7

17/2 7/2 

7 Kr83 47 [<s9/2>
7

19/2 9/2 

8 Kr85 49 [<s9/2) .. 
1
19/2 9/2 

9 Sr87 49 [<s9/2) -
1 J 9/2 9/2 

== 
Configuration Assignment for Br80: 

Asstuning a ( (f
5
; 2 )

4
(p 3; 2)3 ] 3; 2 configuration for the 35th 

proton, the proton angular momentum, J , should equal 3/2. Therefore, 
80 p 

since the measured spin of Br is 1, the total neutron angular momentum 

must be 1/2, 3/2 1 or 5/2. However, since none of the configurations of 

T&ble 9 lead to Jn = 3/2 we eliminate this as a possibility and only 

consider configurations leading to J = 5/2 and 1/2. 
. 41 n 

Aamodt and Fletcher calculated the expected magnetic dipole 

mom~nt, ~, for se75 (which is the olu.y isotope or Table 9 having I = 5/2) 

by basing their calculations on each of the configurations nos. 2 .. 4. 

Taldtlg the results of any of these calculations as the expected neutron 
. 80 . 

contribution to the magnetic moment of Br and calculating the 
so electric quadrupole moment of Br based on the corresponding configura-

. 80 tion, one always arrives at the conclusion that the I! artd Q of Br 

have opposite signs. This result is contrary to experiment and hence 

makes any of these configurations seem unlikely. 

On the other hand, calculations based on configuration no. 5 

lead to the values 

I! (Br80) = 2 .81+ nm 

Q(Br80 ) = + .03 barns 
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if e. :proton contribution to the magnetic moment given by Eq. (53) 1a 

used in conjunction with a neutron contribution based on the~ of Se77. 

If a proton contribution based on the average 1.1. of Br79 and Br81 ia used 

the values 

a.re obtained. 

!J.(Br80 ) = 1.84 nm 

Q(Bl~80 ) ~ .03 barns 

Hence a.l though not predicting their absolute values very well, 

configuration no. 5 at least leads to the correct relative signa of 1.1.(~80 ) 
a.nd Q(Br80). In addition this configuration, in conjunction with the 

proton configuration given above, leads to the known28 (positive) parity 

of Br80 and correctly predicts its spin upon application of Nordheim's 

Strong Rule. Therefore the neutron configuration UP1; 2 )
1 (s9; 2>};2 

seems moat likely for Br80• 

Configuration Assignment for Br80m: 

Again ass'L1!1J:J.ng that JP = 3/2 we :must now ha.ve Jn = 7/2, 9/2, 11/2, 

or 13/2 1 since the spin of nr80ID is 5· None of the configurations of Table 

9 lead to a spin of 11/2 or 13/2 so we restrict our consideration to 

Jn = 7/2 and 9/2• On the basis of the Single Particle Shell Model (and 

on the basis of Table 9) J = 9/2 would seem most likely. However, a 

calculation of Q(Br80m) as~uming Jn = 9/2, always leads to a negative 

value. This makes Jn = 9/2 seem unlikely, since the Shell Model is 

usually quite successful in predicting the signs of quadrUpole moments. 

Calculating Q(Br8Qm) and ~(Br80m) assuming configurations no. 6, ho~ver, 
leads to the values 

~(nr80m) = 1.2 n.m. 

Q(Br80m~ = .20 barns 
' 

using effective nucleon gyr·onegnetic ratios. 
80m Hence the calculated ~(Dr ) agrees quite well with the 

measured value vmile Q{Br80m), although too low is in absolute value, 

has the right sign. For this reason, together with the fact that this 

configuration leads to the known (negative) parity of BrBOm and to the 

correct spin (using the Brennan and Bernstein coupling rule no. BBl), vre 

assign the conflc;uration [(p1/ 2 )0 (g
9
/ 2 )7] 

712 
to the neutrons in Br80m. 
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General Discussion: 

Some known data pertaining to the odd-odd isotopes of Br as 
28 well as data pertaining to related even-odd isotopes of Se are given 

in Table 10. 
Table 10 

Neutron Even-odd iJ. Q Odd-odd 1.1 Q 
Configuration Nuclide I (n.m.) (barns) Nuclide I (n.m.) (barns) 

4 se75 5/2 {0) +1.1 Br76 1 (-··55) (+.2'{) 

5 se77 1/2 +.53 <.002 Br80 1 (+.51) (+.20) 

6 se79 7/2 ... 1.02 +0.9 Br80m 5 +1.3 +·75 
6 se79 7/2 -1.02 +0.9 Br82 5 (+1.6j) (+o76) 

The results for Br76 and nr
82 were obtained by Green, tiyworth, Garwin 

and Nierenberg42»43 and the neutron configurations for these isotopes 

were also assigned by these authors. In the cases of Br76, Br82, and Br80 

the relative signs of ~ and Q have been well established but the actual 

signa given in the tabl~, although the most likely on the ba.aie of the 

data collected, are not definitely known. From this table the correspondences 

between a given Se isotope and the Br isotopes ·which has the same neutron 

configuration is quite clear. Two points are particularly noteworthy of 

mention. 

(a) There is apparently a one-to-one correapondlence in the order 

of the neutron level filling in Se a.nd in Br. This indicates, as 

predicted by the Shell Model1 5, that the presence of the odd proton 

configuration (even if this ha.s associated with it a non·Mro net 

angular momentum) has little effect on the neutron configuration. 

(b) The difference in the sign of the :rna.gnetic moment (or at least 

relative signs of~ and Q) of Br76 and Br80, which at first sight 

seems surprising because of the other similarities of these isotopes 

(i.e. I(Br76) = I(Br80 ); ~(Br76 ) ~ ~(Br80 ); Q(Br76) ~· Q(Br80 ) )is 

reflected by a similar difference between se77 and Se75, and is 

apparentl ~r due to radically differinc; neutron configurat:l.ons. 

Alsc the system9.tic trends in Table 10 Heem to SUJJport the 

configuration assignm.;:nts and sic;ns of nuclear mmnents gi vr:;n above for 
80 80rn 

Br and Br as vrell as those c;i ven for the other Br i soto·pe s by other 

authorB. In pD.rticular the positive signs of !J. and 
rJ2 

Q "" B U .• 
~or r seem very 

lilwly in v:tev of the oimilari t~l cxhi bi ted betvreen . . ~~ 8om. 
this isor.o:pe and .dr . 
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Application of the Collective Model: 
80 Although; as shown above, the Shell ~~del description qf Br 

80m and Br can account quite well for the spins and relative signs of the 

nuqlear moments, this model does not give a satisfdctory quantitative 
. 80 

result for the nuclear magnetic dipole moment of Br • Furthermore the 

fact that the Shell Nodel estimates of the electric quadrupole moments 
80 BOrn . 

of both Br and Br are considerably lower than the measured vaJ.ues 

implies that collective properties might play a significant role in the 

nature of these nuclides, even though their mass number of A = 80 lies 

far outside the range 150 < A < 190 where collective effects are expected 

to be 1mportant.23 This was; in fact, found to be true in the case43 of 

Br79 so we should not be surprised to find it also true in the cases of 
'0 80 d n...80m .Dr an ,p.;.- · " 

Determining the Deformation Parameter.! 

No theoretical calculations have been made to determine the 

deformation parameter, 5 , for nuclides with mass numbers in the neighbor• 

hood. ot A = 80. Therefore we mu.at rely on the measured value of Q, to 

determine thi a parameter. Using Eqs. ( 62) .. ( 65) in conjunction with the 

measured values of Q for nr80 and Br80m (and assuming the intrinsic single 

particle contribution that the Q's to be insignificant compared to the 

contribution from collective motion) the following values of 8 are obtained 
5 (Br80) ::: .24 

5 (BrBOm) = ol2 

'l'o these we add the value of 5 calculated for Br76 
by Lipworth et al.. 42 

5 (Br76) = •. 31 

The apparent :tnconcistency of these values, as opp,sed to the 

almost constant values of 5 found in the mass range 150 < A < 1901 

suggests that collective aspects of' the nucleus are not well defined in 

the m;sa ·range near A = 80 and that the assumptions underlying t,he above 

calculations of 5 are perhaps not too well founded. 23 
80 8om Prediction of the Spina and Magnetic Dipole Moments of Br · a.nd Br x 

If we accept any value in the range .1 < 5 < .3 as a possible 
80 value of 8 1 the plausible proton and neutron confi~ations for Br and 

80m . 
Br . are given in Table 11. 



Nilsson 
Numbe:r 

22 

Plausible 15 
Configure, .. 30 
tions for 26 45th neutron 

21 

34 

Plausible 18 
Configura. ... 19 
tiona for 
35th proton 
El 

-UO·~ 

Table 11 -
n n. .Qp Parity 

5/2 .J} 

5/2 

1/2 + 
1/2 

7/2 .J} 

1/2 .J} 

9/2 + 
.,..~ 3/2 

Asymptotic wave 
function 

!422 +> 

!303 -> 
1431 ~> 

!301 -> 
!413 +> 
1420 +> 

1404 +> 
!301 +> 

In Table 12 are given the various comb!nat:iona of neutron and proton 

configurations which satisfy the conditione; (a) They give the correct 

spin values using the Gallagher and Mosikowski coupling rules. (b) They 
80 80m) give the correct :parity (i..e. positive for Br and negative for Br • 

Table 12 
Neutron Configur~tion Proton Configuration 

AsYll!Ptotic Nilsson vw.ve Asymptotic Nilsson Configura~ 

Function Number Parity ~6~ion Number Parity ~~~~~ion 

Prg8able 
Br Con- ~301 +> 
figurations 

1301 +> 

Probable 
:ar80m Con- !301 +> 
figurations 

19 

19 

19 !413 +> 

-
A 

15 :a 

21 + c 

=====================C========~=====t======= 
In view of the fact that all isotopes of Se and Br for which 

the sign of Q have been measured possess positive quadrupole momentsi it 
aeems quite likely tha.t this is the ca~e for Br80 as well ae for :ar80m~ 
Assuming this to be the case a calculation baaed on configuration ''B" 

80 tor Br leads to a negative value of ~j while calculations baaed on 
80 8~ . configurations "A" for Br and "C" tor Br both lead to positive 

values of ~· This :lt.e the case if any value of o greater than ol ie 

used in the calculationso Since both ~J(Br80m) and Q(:ar80m) are known to 

be positive while ~<nr80 ) and Q(Br80) are known to have the same eign, 
1assigrunent of Nilsson asymptotic wave functions; :p-9> ~ 301+>~ n- i 301 = ''> 
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to Br80; and p --+l3'Jl +> , n---:~-1413 +> to Br80m seem most plausible. These 

are the sam;; confisuration:::: assigned made by Gallagher and J'l.tOszkowski 24 

wt thout knov-rledge of the nuclear moments and they are obviously consistent 

with the Shell Model assignments made above. 

If Eq. (66) is used to calculate the magnetic moments assuming 

various values of o, it is found that any value in the range .1 < 5 < .2 
80 80ra leads to values of ~ for Br and Br which agree satisfactorily with 

the experimentally measured quantities. 
. !5 24 Hence, as in the case w1 th many nuclides, ' both the Shell 

Model and the Collective Model seem capable of describing Br
80 and Bream 

to abou~ comparable degrees of accuracy. 
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VII. 
1;:0 

THE I .)·- EXPEHD-'lENT 

A. Introduction 

The spin measurement as well ~ts the original determina.tion of 
132 25 "a." and "b" were done, for I , by Garvtn. This work 'WaS done using 

the machine referred to above as machine no. 1 a.nd the follovdng results 

were reported 

I .,. 4 

lB.! = 566 + 5.0 me/sec 

lb I = 67 .:!:. 36 me/sec a/b > 0 

Though the above value of "a11 is sufficiently accurate for 

testing the !!tppl!cability of ex1.st1ng nuclear modele the value of "b" 

is quite crude. For this reason an attempt was made to add more 

resonances to Garvin 1 s hyperfine structure data until a reasonably 

accurate value of 11b 11 (and hence of the electric: quadrupole moment Q) 

'Was obtainable using the 11Hyperfine" program. The final "a" and "b" 

Which resulted from this attempt, are reported in this paper. 

The experimental techniques and equipment used in extending 

Garvin 1s work were exactly the same as those used by h:t.m, and. are 

described in detail in Reference 25. Therefore, although a brief 

description of the entire I 132 experiment is given below, many experi

mental details are left out which can be found· in the above Reference. 

~ Isotope Production and He.ndli~ 
1-2 

The ! 5 was obtained by "milking" ( tha.t is fl by flushing out 
1~2 

with dilute IfH40H) an I 5 generator provided by the Broolthaven National 

Laboratory. The r132 
1 while inside the generator, was in secular 

132 equilibrium wtth its 77 -hr. parent Te • Hence the whole contents 

of the generator decayed with a characteristic 77 hr. half life so that 

not much act! vi ty was lost during the a:pprox.imately 24 hrs. necessary 

for delivery. Starting with no r132 present, it took about 12 ho1~s for 

the secular equilibrium to be established so that for maximum yield the 

generator could be milked at 12-hr. intervals. From five to nine I 1·32 

132 runs vrere :made using a single generator before the Te had decayed 

too much to yield useable r132 activities. The glove-box used for eh12mi

cal separation of the iodine from the rm 110H solution is shown in Fie;. !:rJ. 

An iodine generator and the arrangement used for "milking" it arc sho>m 

in thir:: Fie;u.re, mountc:d on top of' the e;J.ove-box. 
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Fig. 37. Glove box used for rl32 chemistry. 
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After the r1' 2 had been flushed f:rom the generator 'd th .25 m!·. 
of .OlM Nu4ou eol.:ution, the :resulting liquid was collected with'-n the 

glove-box of Fig. 4.0 and Ill8.de slightly acidic by add! tion of 11z so4_. ,Then 

NaNQ0 solution was a1ded to oxidize the I- to its elemental form, Which 
c. 

was then ext~cted in cs2• Next a predetermined quantity ( 40-100 mg) 

of stable iodine carrier, Which had previously been dissolved in cs2, 

was mixed thoroughly with the extracted radioactive iodine and the 

composit cs2 solution was evaporated to dryness by pumping upon the surface 

of the liquid. Finally the small spherical pyrex flask, Which at the 

conclusion of the evaporation process contained dry crystals of Il3.2 and 

stable iodine, was removed from the chemistry glove-box and transported 

to the atomic-beam . achine. 

The whole che:mica.l separation procedure was performed e.s rapidly 

as possible first because of the short 2.3 hr. half life of r132 and 

second because of radiation level outside the glove-box we usually 200· 

300 MR./hr. and speed was necessary to avoid excessive radiation exposure. 

The procedure usually took less than thirty minutes and at its conclusion 

the acttvity level at the surface of the sample containing flask ranged 

from 5~20 R./hr. depending on how many times the r132 generator had been 

used. 

~ Beam Production and Characteristics 

Inside the atomic-beam machine glove-box the flask containing 

the iodine sample was attached, by means of a. ground glass coupling, to 

the thermal dissocia.tor assembly that is show schematically in Fig. 41. 

This assembly consists essentially of glass fittings necessary to 

accommodate the iodine flask, a brass mounting plate, and a heat shielded 

platinum tube. The dissociator was always mounted and lined up optically 

prior to introduction of the iodine sample. 

After it had been co~nected to the dJ.saociator, the interior of 

the sample flask was roughed down to a pressure of less than • 5 micron 

by means of a small mechanical vacuum pump operating through the three 

way high vacuum stopcock shown in Fig. 41. Finally the stopcock was 

reversed in position and the flask opened directly into the oven chamber 

of t'he beam machine • 

For each run a useable atomic iodine beam was ob~ained by 

allowing the iodine vapor, produced by sublimation at room temperature 

of the solid iodine contained in the sample flask, to effuse into the 

beam machine through the platinum tube of the thermal dissociator. 
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Platinum tube 

plc te 

To mechanical 
vacuum pump 

I 

Iodine 

. ob 
flask-

MU-173?3 

Fig. :3 8.. Thermal dissocia.tor assembly used for . r132 • 
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Eighty. Ninety percent dissociation of the I2 diatomic molecules was effect

ed by heating the tip of this tube, through electron bombardment, to a 

temperature of about 900°C. The iodine beam was collected on ~.iilver 
pl.& ted stainless steel "buttons" such e.s were used during the early bro

mine experiments. By the above method full-beam counting rates (atter 

two minutes of beam eX}X'aure) ranging from 500-700 counts/minute were 

obtained while beam life times were fro:'a 1 1/2 to 3 hours long, depending 

on the amount of stable iodine carrier used. Throw-outs of .80-.85 were 

usual and the normal I132 resonance signal to /backg~-iTc,d was about 3/1. 

~ Hyperfine Structure Determination; Data and.~esults 

Including Garvin's resonance data., a total of sixteen AF ... 0, 
132 

~ = ~1 transitions were observed in J. at magnetic fields ranging 

from 0 - 347.7 gauss. As indicated in Fig. ~-2 the observable /SF = 0 

transitions for I = 4, J = 3/2, and normal ordering ot the zero field 

hyperfine levels correspond to transitions between the following law 

field quantum states 

a = (11/2, -7/2)~(11/2, -9/2) 

f3 = (9/2, -5/2)- (9/2, -7/2) 

The eight a transitions and eight f3 transitions observed were 

fit satisfactorily by "Hyperfine" using these level assignments, so that 

normal ordering of the zero field hyperfine levels in I132 can be assumedo 

Figure 43 shows the two highest field resonance lines traced out for I1' 2 

while Table 13 contains all the resonance data that was gathered as well 

as the best values of "a" and "b11 determined by "Hyperfine." Doubling, 

as usual, the errors givc;:"J. in the table, the following final resultft are 
obtained 

1a1 = 567.6 + 2.6 me/sec 

lbl = 128.2 ~ 20.6 me/sec 

b/a > 0 

Comparing these results with the values obtained by Garvin, it 

is noticed that the quoted error in "b" has been reduced from 54% to 

about 19%. The fact that Garvinta "b" value does not agree, to within 

the given experimental errors, with the "b" quoted in· this Section, 

though somewhat disturbing, is not too serious when it is noted that he 

used only O!le standard deviation (that is the value quoted by "Hyperfine") 
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r-~-r 
(a) 

L-~~--~~~1--J-------~-L~ 
155.0 .2 .4 .6 .8 156.0 .2 .4 156.6 

v 
1 

(Me/sec) 

--, I I 

(b) 

0 L-~~~L--L~L-~'~--L--L~ 
110.6 .8 111.0 .2 .4 .6 

v 1 (Me/sec) 

MU·2738:l 

Fig. 40. I1' 2 
1ntermedi.B.te field, M = 0 1 resonances 

(a) a transition (vK a 500.0 me/sec) 

(b) ~ transition (vK = 500.0 mc/eea) • 



Tabl.e.l:~ .. x132 Resonance Data and F1m1 Hyper:t'1ne Output 

S1gD of Sx· is DOt determined 
2 

J&l g 567 .,6 ~.1 .. 3 me/sec a/b > 0 X ~ ~3.,7 

lbt ,.. 128 .. 2 + :to .. :; me/see 
•n~ 

Run " H 61! VI .6vi Residual Fl. 1\ F2 ~ Weight 
No .. m.e~sec gauss gauss me/sec me/sec me/sec :factor 

1 5 .. 0 6 .. 915 ooo6 3 .. 570 .. 028 .. 043 ll/2 -7/2 ll/2 ~9/2 1256~6 

2 10 .. 0 13 .. 421 .. oo6 6 .. 88o .. 020 .. 020 ll/2 ~7/2 ll/2 ~9/2 2435.8 
; 20 .. 0 25 .. 39 cOl. 13 .. 020 .,016 ~.oo8 ll/2 ""7/2 ll/2 ~9/2 3441..6 
4 40~0 46 .. 08 .02 23 .. 84o ~020 .,028 ll/2 -7/2 ll/2 =9/2 '2003~8 

I 

89.687 .008 47 .. {T(O oo62 .. o:;4 ll/2 ~7/2 ll/2 ~9/2 25<L8 
,_. 

5 95 .. 0 w 
....0 

6 250.0 173 .. 74 .. 01 93 .. 800 .,o64 ·079 ll/2 ~7/2 ll/2 =9/2 241..8 I 

7 5 .. 0 6.;915 ,oo6 2 .. 250 .023 .023 9/2 ~5/2 9/2 =7/2 1.873.6 

8 10.,0 1.3.421 &oo6 4.350 ,.018 o005 9/2 .,;5/2 9/2 =7/2 3046.1 

9 20 .. 0 25~39 .. 01 8.290 o030 = .,Q09 9/2 -5/2 9/2 ~7/2 1093.6 

10 40 .. 0 46oo8 ,02 15 .. 320 o050 oOOO 9/2 =5/2 9/2 .~7/2 393.,3 

11 95.,0 89.,687 .. oo8 3().,800 .,o62 .,. oo89 9/2 -5/2 9/2 =7/2 259·5 

12 25() .. 0 173 .. 74 oOl 6:;J~50 oo64 "'•o85 9/2 ~5/2 9/2 =7/2 242.,8 

13 500 .. 0 278 .. 8o o09 lll .. 300 .. 450 .,200 9/2 <=>5/2 9/2 -7/2 4o9 

14 500.,0 278 .. 80 .. ()9 155 .. 700 ,140 ""o03{) ll/2 -7/'C. ll/2 JJ/2 44.,0 

15 750 .. 0 Y(4.70 .. 15 215 .. 800 .,200 .,..,221 ' U/2 c-7/2 11./2 dJ/2 20.,2 

16 750 .. 0 374 .. 70 .. 15 16o .. 200 olOO -t.,o82 9/2 ~5/2 9/2 =7/2 6ooO 
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a~; the prol,able :maxilm:uu experimental error in his results. In this case 

staUsUcal cow3ld:.::rat1ons indicate that there is about a 30% probability 

that the actual value lies outside of the error limits given. 31 If, on 

tile other hand, two standard deviations are used as the probable maximum 

experimental error (as has been done throughout this paper) the probabil

ity that the actual value lies outside the quoted limits is reduced to 

only about 5~· To determine, then, whether a serious experimental 

discrepancy exists between the "b" given in this Section and the previous

ly determined value, the ex·ror quoted by Garvin should probably be doubled .. 

When this is done agreeroont is reached between the two reported values. 

!!._ Calculation of the Nuclear Moments 

Nuclear Magnetic Dipole Moment: 

When the a.(r132) quoted above is used in conjunction with the 

known r127 data given in Appendix A, an uncorrected value of 

1-2 ~ (I ~ ) = ~ 3.o6 (2) nm (uncorrected) 

is obtained using Eq. (26). Then, a.pplying the diwnagnetic shielding 

correction factor given in Appendix B one arrives at a corrected 

magnetic dipole moment of 

(corrected) 

Before Eq. (28) can be used to perform an alternative calcula• 

tion of JJ.(I132 ) some value of z1 must be assumed.. Barnes a.nd Smith 40 

ha.ve suggested. that z
1 

"' 48 is reasonable for iodine while Lande 44 and 

Muraltaw.a45 have recommended values of z1 = 49 and z1 = 50 respectively~ 
Using z1 a 49 Eq. (28) gives 

~(r132 ) = ~ 2.55 nm (uncorrected) 

'Which does not agree very vell with the result obtained above. Furthermore 

if it is assumed that the ~(r132 ) given by Eq. (26) is correct, inversion 

of Eq~ (28) lead.s to a value of z1 = 58.8. This result is clearly 

physically unreasonable since it would mean that the charge seen by the 

valance electron (or in this case, hole) while inside the closed electron 

shells is greater than the total charge on the r132 nucleus (Z = 53). 
~1e reason for this apparent failure of the simple theory can 

be explained, as suggested by M.uraka.wa
1
+5, by a.sau.mine; that the lowest 

lying 5 s2 5 p6 coni'iguration of iodin<~ is perturbed by the 5 s 5 p5 6a 
conf:l.gu:ration. This could he.ve the result of lmtering the observed 
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1":<:2 
"a(I / )" to a value quite a bit below that which would result from a 

pure 5s7..5 :p5 configuration and might, therefore, explain the discre:pa.ncy 

mentioned above. Koster39 shorTed, through a detailed calculation for Ga., 

that a configuration interaction of this type, while having considerable 

effect on "a." because of the unpaired s electrons of the excited con• 

figuration, would be expected to have little effect on the value of "b". 

Also, since s electrons do not possess orbital angular momentum, the 

fine structure separation o vTould not be changed. 

Nuclear Electric Quadrupole Moment: 

If, as suggested above, configuration interaction is :present in 

the case of iodine, using Eq. (25) to d.eter:adne Q(r132 ) would be expected 

to give too large a value b~~cause of t.he suppression of a(I132 ) by the 

admixed configuration. Koster suggeBted that the most accurate, si:m:ple, 

way to determine Q in this case is to use expression (27) for e to 

eliminate the < r-3 > term from Eq. (24). This equation ean then be 

rearranged to yield an eJ~ression for Q in terms of b(I132 ) and 8 both 

of which are quite insensitive to the configuration miXing. This technique 

gave values of Q for Ga69 and Ga71 which were Within 1% of the values 

obtained by means of Koster's detailed calculation and was also employed 
45 127 w1 th success by Murake.wa in the case of I . Taking Zi = 49 and using 

the b(I132) determined above this method gives, when applied to I132 

(uncorrected) 

a 4% probable error in z1 is compounded with the 16% error in b to give 

( lrr6m) the uncertainty in Q Lu quoted above. 

Although (as in the case of Br80) the algebraic signs of ~ and 

Q are not established by the eXperimental data of Table 13, Eqs. (23) and 

(24) show that since a/b > 0 these moments must have opposite signs. 

Analysis in terms of the Single Particle Shell Model strongly indicates, 

however, that~ is positive While Q is negative (see Section F). 

F. 132 Discussion of I Nuclear Moment Results 

Application of the Shell Model: 

The fact that the nuclear electric quadrupole moment of I132 is 

quite small ( Q = .075 barns) implies that the deformation of this 

nucleus is also small and consequently the Single Pa~ticle Shell Model 

should be suitable for discussion of its properties. 

Straightforn~rd application of this model15 assigns the 53rd 

proton of 1132 to a 5~;2 orbital, while the filling of the neutron 

levels leaves a single hole in the 5d~/0 subshell. These configuration 
./ c:.. 
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assignments are supported by the measured spins (I = 7/2) of Il3l and 

Il33 1 which have the same number of protons as I 132 but one less and one 

more neutron respectively, and by the measured spin (I= 3/2) of Bal35, 

which has the same number of neutrons as r132 but an even number of 

protons. 25146 

Assuming the above neutron and proton configurations to be 

correct1 the neutron contribution to the total angular momentum of the 

r132 nucleus (J
0 

= 3/2) and the corresponding proton contribution (Jp= 7/2) 
must vectorially add to give the total measured spin of I = 4. This is 

clearly possible since J + J > I > ! J .. J I • Furthermore since I • 4 n p n p 
= Jn + JP ~ 1 Brennan and Bernstein°s Coupling Rule BB3» which applies 

to the coupling of holes with particles in oddModd nuclei, holds in the 

case of r132• 

Calculation of the Nuclear Moments: 

Using the configuration above, Eq. (55) gives tor the Shell Model 

prediction of the ! 132 nuclear magnetic dipole moment 

( 132" ~ I 1 1 = + 2.12 nm • ca c 

Although this does not agree too well with the experimentally 

determined value of ~(!132 ) = + ;.o8 nmb much better agreement ia 
eJ.."P - 20 

obtained by assuming~ as Schwartz haa suggested, that the proton 

contribution to the magnetic moment of 1132 is equal to the average 

magnetic dipole moments of Il3l and r133 while the neutron contribution 

ie equal to the known magnetic dipole moment of :ae.135. A Shell Medel 

calculation based on these assumptions leads to the value 

132 ~(I ) 1 = +3.00 nm • ca. c 

A calculation of the nuclear electric quadrupole moment of 

x132 on the basis of Eq.(56) gives 

Q(r132) ~ ~.05 barns 

tor the Shell Model prediction. This is in fair agreement with the 

experimentally determined value of Q(r132) "" + .Cf75 barns. 

Although the experimental data given in Table 13 is not 

capable of giving the algebraic signs of ~(r132 ) and Q(I132) but can 

only establish that these signs are opposite, it seems very likely that 

the sign of ~ is positive while that of Q is negative. That sudh is 

the case is implied by the following facts: 
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1. The Shell Model is capable of predicting the absolute values of 

~ and Q quite well and indicates the ~ is positive while Q is 

negative. 

2. All odd-even isotopes with I = 7/2 and mass numbers in the 

neighborhood of A = 132, for which these moments have been 
28 measured, have ~ positive and Q negative. 

3. All even-odd isotopes with I = 3/2 and mass numbers in the 

neighborhood of A = 132, for which these moments have been 
' . 28 

measured, have ~ positive and Q negative. 

4. Cs134, which has 79 neutrons and 55 protons (differs :from r132 

by a pair of protons only) has I = 4 (as does r132 ) and ~(ca1~4 ) 
= +2.973· This magnetic moment is very close in absolute 

magnitude to that of r132 (as it should be on the basis of the 

) - ~~~ Shell Model and has a positive algebraic sign. 
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VIII, APPEI'ITHCES 

Appendix A 

A list of pertinent known data for all the isotopes used either 

for nuclear moment calculations or in conjunction with the "Hyperfine" 

· I.B.M. 704· computer program, during the course of the work reported in 

this paper, are given belo'\ol'. All nuclear moments quoted are uncorrected 

for diamagnetic shielding and core polarization~ The data sources art. 

also indicated. 
K39 (J= 1/2) 

I .., 3/2 

Av = 461.719690 (30) me/sec 

~I = 0.390873 (13) nm 
gJ <:.: -2.00228 (2) 

Lu175 (J = ~/2, 5/2) 

I -= 7/2 

a(2n3; 2) = 194.3316 (4) me/sec 

b(2n3; 2) = 15lla4015(30) me/sec 
a{2n

5
; 2) = 146.7790 (8) me/sec 

b(2n
5
; 2) = 1860.6480(80) me/sec 

~I = 2.211 (10) nm 

Q = 5.68 (6) barns 

gJ(
2
D3; 2) = -0.79921 (8) 

gJ(
2u5/ 2) = -1.20040(16) 

9
. -1 

& = 1993. 2 em 

Br79 (J = 3/2) 

I = 3/2 
a = 884.810 (3) me/sec 

b = ~384.878 (8) me/sec 

c ~ .0001 me/sec 

~I = 2.00991(10) nm 

Q = 0.32(2) barns 

gJ = -1.3338(3) 
B = 3685 cm-1 

Reference 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 
( 1) 

(52) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(53) 

(30) 
(30) 

(30) 

(59) 

(37) 
(:57) 

(37) 

(37) 
(38) 

(37) 

(37) 
(58) 



I 

Br 81 ~_::._l.L~) 
I = 3/2 
a = 953.770(3) me/sec 

b a -321.516(8) mc/sec1 

~ ~ 2.2596(11) nm 
I 

Q = 0.27(2} barns 

gJ = -1.3338(3) 
5 = 3685 cm·l 

!127 (J= 3/2) 

I = 5/2 
a = 827.265(3) me/sec 

b = 1146.356(10) mc/eec 

~I = 2.7937 (4) nm 
Q = -·79(3) barns 

gJ = -1.??33977 
a = 7603.15 cm·1 

Reference 

( 3'() 

( 37) 

(37) 

(38) 

(37) 
(37) 
(58) 

(55) 
(54) 

(54) 

(55) 
(45) 

(56) 

(57) 
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AJ>pendix B 

Tabulated below are Relativistic Correction Factors, Diamagnetic 

Correction Factors, and Core Polarization Correction Factors for the 

elements considered in this paper. The Relativistic and Diamagnetic 

Correction Factors are all obtained (by interpolation when necessary) 

from the tables given by Kopfermann in Ref. 5· The Core Polarization 

Correction Factors are taken from the table given by Sternheimer in 

Ref. 6. 

Atomic Effec- Relativistic Correction 
State tive Factors 

Element J L Change 
zi F(J,Z1) H(L,Z1) R(L,J,z1) 

Lu 3/2 2 51.5 1.0580 1.0190 1.1625 

3/2 2 57.2 1.0722 1.0236 1.2046 

5/2 2 51.5 1.0245 1.0190 1.0482 

5/2 2 57.2 1.0303 1.0236 1.0598' 

Br 3/2 l 31.0 1.0204 1.0231 

3/2 1 32.3 1.0221 1.0251 

1.0500 

1.0453 

I 1.1084 

Diamagnetic Core Pol&riza• 
Correction tion Correc-

Factor tion Factor 
K c 

l.Oo827 l.lC1"( 

1.00309 1.040 

1.00548 1.029 
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Determination of' ~'s" and "'b" from 3rd order perturbation theorya 

From Eq~ (42) ve have 
-;,~2 L....j) .... 

1-{ a 6 I" j + b 3(! • J) + d 2 I o J .. I(I + 1) J(J+)-) •g P,J.
0
H 

2I(2I~l)J(2Jml) J ~ 

(in units ot me/sec) 

For small values of' H this equation can conveniently be 

written 

'Where 
-+ ~ -,(z o J)2+ 3/2 (r " J) ... ~(I+l) J(J+l) 

lie • & I • J + b 2I(2I=l)J(2J·l) 

J z 

(lA) 

(2A) 

Using 3rd order perturbation theory the approximate energy of & level 

specified by I J F ~ (referred to as n below) is given by8 

where 

w<'(n) = ~ n 17-t 
0 

i n> 

wl ( n) ... < n I 7{ u I n > 

w2(n) • >: 
m 

<ni?-P i m><mi7.C I Xll> 
ti'(n) "" w0 (m) 

(5A) 

Where the primes on the summations indicate that the m(or k) = n terms 
are to be skipped. 
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If we define, 

w0 (n) ~ W0 (m) = \10 nm. 

F =I+ J a . 

F~ ""I+ J - 1 

F =I+J-2 
'1 

mat} 1n1 tial and final m, 9 s for a tranai tion 
maf 

:::~ initial and final ay'• tor ~ transition 

(6A) 

Ava • ehift of a transition frequency from the linear Zeeman 

prediction 

Av~ = shift of ~ transition frequency from the linear Zeeman 

prediction. 

Eqa. 2A·5A and the matrix elements evaluated in Ref. 8 give tor atoms 

with observable a and ~ transitions 
g J.l H 2. 

Au ( J 0 ) 1 { ( \ ( ) J ~"'a .., h vo F F E Fa' mat' - E Fetpmai 
a f3 

{ metf E(Fa8~)-~ E(Fa,~) } 

were 

- - - -

J(J+l)-I(I+l)+ F(F+l) 
D(F) = 2F(F+l) 

E(F,m) = {F2-m2} {~ - (J-!)2 j f1J+I+l)2 - ~) 
~r (4F2-l) 

(7A) 
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and also using E~. (19) 

3/4 K(K+l)-I(I+l)J(J+l) 
vf(IJFnL,) ::: aK

2 
+ b 

-l!-. 2I(2I-l)J(2J-l) 
(9A) 

If ~Y a and .6v
13 

are known Eqs. (7A) and (7B) can be solved for 

v~~ and v~ F • These expressions can then be expressed in terms of 

"a f3 and f3 1 11b" using Eqs. (6A) and (9A). Finally .the resulting 

simultaneous equations for nan and "b" can be solved to yield initial 

values for use in "Hyperfine". 

Equation (6A) expressed as 

serves to define the "hyperf1ne structure separation'Q of the levels 

specified by total angular momenta F and F' o 

'-· 
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